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News In Brief
FAA says wreckage spotted
may be from downed airliner
WASHINGTON

( AP) - The Federal Aviation Administration
said today thewreckage of a plane has been spotted 50 miles eastsoutheast of La Pa•13olivia, 'I
and is believed /6 be Eastern
Airlines flight 980, which disappeared New*Year's Day.
FAA spokesman Fred Farrar said it has not-yet-heen-eonfirmed that the Eastern Boeing 727 clashed, but that investigators
believe the wreckage probably is the plane because it is in "the
general area" where the pike was last reported 10 minutes
before it was dire to tand.
"A wreckage has been spotted that we believe to be the plane,"
Farrar said, adding that he had-no-Jurther details.
•
980 was en-Taite-f•oni-Altetmefen,-Pariquitra.- Paz
------1----wIttr3-3-3eople on board, including at least six Americans.

^

Leaning Tower almost didn't
PISA, Italy 4AP - Theertning Tower of Pisa in 1984
registered its lowest tilt lint years, the head of the group
maintaining the landlnark says:
Professor Giuseppe Toniolovin- a report issued Tuesday. said
experts' rneasurernentsci' efi -the 180-foot-high- marble tower
increased its lean-byonly O.
s-, down from a moveitietif
almost 0.05 ites in 15183-- ji 'Ws a very coin-forting...tab loprrient," Toniolo said, adding
that the tower has been le in by at least 0.04 inches anually in
,--I
recent yeara.

-

__••••-•

Elsewhere
Press
1,
NEW DELHI,India - t.T,h •irOandlii,fresh from a recopl-landslide election victory, hagrirTen _swain as bidia's sixth and
„youngest prime minister alogig with-a Cabinet which includes
familiar faces from his slaiti*tother's government. He has told
Parliament thatfightlritpCitrelnfttulf6his top priority. Ganda
has also vowed to*-Seek national trnitY in the face of religious and
K.tor
•41.01
cthniestrife.
Tidiacent Iii the home
Neitchbors of the Stepbon-T-reas residence, Wiswell Road. are silhouetted by a fire that destroyed a
NONG_SAMET, Thailand - A lull in fighting between Cambodfaii-guerrillas'and Ntietnaift•be forces was reported as the new ---ar7
yeat began. Both sides were''said to be resupplying battle-wearyunits and regrouping in. the!.)Etithiseti iiorder-eamp, Thai milit4ry
and guerrilla sources said: - •
-PEKING 1r rrra new- book Of speeches, senior leader Deng
Xiaopii3g sags that China will rerriain socialist despite adoption of
_
"some capitalism" to modernize the world's most populous
evening and left the hap
- behind
An early e ning blaze yes-ter- _ sorne-tWo-nours Whilni the shop
trig Tuesday night. a reddish,
country.
down, according to Eddie Stone.
his house to -eat
to body shop behind
.clay at an
er: Upon orange glow could b-eseen in the
fire chief of the fire-rescue
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. - President Reagan, concluding his
returning to the shop,-he found it. sk?as far awaras two mires. .
the home of Stephen Trea.s,
squad.
West Coast visit. is appealing to Japan to take urgent action to
engulfed in flatnes.; .
Route 7, Murray, has destroyed
As one uni.dentified observer
open its markets to U.S: Rods in an effort to cut America's "stagThe shop. vehicles and- equipa building, two cars and a tracA total of 12 firemen and four
"At first we didn't
reported.
gering" trade deficit.
•• Ment are all estimated to be
tor which were inside or adjafire trucks responded to the
know what it was. It was .erie.
PENSACOLA. Fla.
The second man arrested in the bomblosses,
Stone..
according
total
cent to the shop at the time of the
to
blaze on Wiswell Road.
The war It kept 1Fowing nd
ings of foirloffices whete-ahprtions had been performed got his
blaze.
No exact value has been placed
changing-shape we couldn't tell
The origiii of the fire_ Ia Still
job on the fist suspeCt's recommendation, say people who know
on the properges as of yet.- ,
The fire was reported to the
unknown.
'added
Stone, who exthem. Jame* Thomas Simmons, a 21-year-old glazer's appren.No injuries were repqrted aS a it Was from a_fire until we heard
Calloway 'County Fire-Rescue
plained that Treas had been
tice, surrendered because he• knew he was being sought by
the sirens and saw the trucks go
rert of the fire.
S4,11.1d at approximately 6:30
auto shop that
federal agent.s. officials said.
_
- ecause of the low cloud cellp.W-Tuesday.:Tne7frairies
. —as
PITTSHUROH
Two children who bet their -parents they
couhj go_ a yeat_withobt watching television have won a home
computer in the wager which their mother. says niaS,have been
harder on her. "As a.s mother, you get used to using TV as a
babysitter," she said1
•
.“ZODB/tilk, Ga. -'Union Carbide, Corp. will ,test the pro•
cedure for unloading barrels of methyl isocyanate, the chemical
•
that killed more than 2,000 people in India last month, before it is
procesSed into pesticide official say.
WHITEHALL. N.Y. - It's buckle up or else in-New York, and
at least three people felt the pinch for not wearing seat belts as
, °riven: ,(..1
ettectis e 1.!..,!1 tri.•
LONDON i Al' i - Military leaders from
‘letnamese Communist ihsurgents tud by
Vic nation's first law requiring them went intn--effect.
)
weapons, their emi) . !I-5,r ,/14 01111(1. -,;2-'•"--- j
the United States.--Britain,- France:"
HO Chi Minh. - ' Australia and New'Zealand considered the.
serious effect on A i... ,pinion -gerteri,:::. -The British chiefs of staff said in a secret
_
Churchill. who Lk ,t, ,it nll Nov :to :95i.
possibility of using nuclear weapons
, re,port to the - Churchill Cabinet's defense
Today in History
•
against China in-1954, according to newly.
and died in 196'i. wi=ote in his Pt)' it.
s,„ommittee that the conference had resolvToday IS Wednesday, Jan. 2, the second 'day ,of 1985. There are
papers: ''T1w41rit1str people- would- nut nu - disclosed British government papers. _ 7
:-_----eci- that:'- ,.:.
__
--363 days left in the year.easil).
.
- influeneett-ity- wtrat happened in the
The previously secret papers. released "Should vs-ar with China be precipitated
Today's' -highlight in history': On Jan.- -2. 1942, the Philippine
Office
jungles of Soiiill...ast Asia: hilt mc‘Records
on
distant
Public
from
the
law
•
by
by
.Chinese
'aggression
Communist
in
capital of Manila was captured by the Japanese in the early days
,
....
Tuesday after 30 years, show strong U.S.
did know that their was -a
Southeast Asia, air attack should be la.un- •
of the Pacific War.
.iViRerican base in East Anglia in ea-stt r!;
pressure on prime Minister Winston Churched immediately, aimed at'military
.Today's birthdays:1A,uthor Isaac Asimoy is 651 Opera singer
England and that ift at- with E'hina. w ho
chill's government in 1954 to join a coalition_ r targets. To achieve ar maximum arici,lasting
Renata Tebaldi is 63. Singer Julius LaRosa is 55. -Singer Roger
humiliating
facing
French
a
would invOlie the Sino-iluss.An 'act . ringiht
rescue
the
-!.effect.
conventional
to
as
.nuclear
well
as
Miller is 49. .7
.
colonial -defeat at Dien Bien Phu in
mean fin ii..saktil--h.' ...-weapons should be used from the outset."
Thought for Today 7"At least half the sins of mankind are caus'
-'..-----'-'
.
island's
Vietnam.
these
.
British
But
chiefs
the
itit
Staff-aAdecTlii-a
ed by the-fear of boredom." -"Bertrand Russell, philosopher
,
Dien Bier-- film. which had been tindt-i -.
memorandum to the Cabinet on June 17.
A military conference of the five allied
(1872-1970).
,•,..
siege from- Mill ch 13, 19T.4. te.11 to the Corn- _
1954. "Although the use of nuclear weapons
powers was held in Washington to diseuss
'44- _
munist Vietminh on Mas 7 that •., ,tr‘
'in war against China_ vstiUld, from the
the matter and plan a response to China's,
leading to the partition ot \ it.tnain
military point of view. obviously be mOre
expected intervention Tin the side--of the
Two Sections - 24 Pages .
_
.
.
—
At Your Leisure
' 3-8
Classifieds
Comics
7-B
erosswqrds •
7-B
Dear Abby
11-A
Horoscope
.
12-A
Murray Today. 4-A, 5-A, 7-A
Obituaries
6-B
Observations------- -12A
Perspective
3-A
LaJeanna Thornton. 19. of .
Nyko,Says
3-7A
21n Coldwater Road. Mur7
Today:04ostly cloudy_kligh
SpTrts
1-13, 2-B
• ray, gave birth -to Bradley
near 30. 'North wind 5 to 10
Joe Thornton at 1:43 a.m.
mph.
MISS
New Year's Bay, thus mak-f
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
YOUR PAPER!
, ing him the first baby born
Subscribers who have ncit
cold. Low around- 40. Light
-in Calloway County for the
northeast wind.
received their home-delivered
new year. LaJeanna gave.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
copy of The Murray Ledger &
-birth -to iSuidley In the-N•rHigh ttISJ lawm
Tharety 5:30-az.. Monday-,
1Vturray:AtilioSiE4-Milti''1'Filaiiiy or b-y 3:30 p.m So-turday
theast wind 5 to 15 mgt..
Hospital, and earlxied_nybe
_
to coil 753-1916 betore. urged
,.
,
• . _received a v1sWtromIn
....y.ieen 3;30 p.m. and (! p.m.;
—samara.
—
King...Welcome
Monday through Friday, or
Wagon hostess and iseer thli
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. SaturLEVELS
LAKE
week he will be showered
day;. Office Hours — 8 a.m.e.S.
354.4 •
Kentucky Lake
with gifts presented by local
p.m. Monday thrti Friday.
3.54.5
Barkley Lake. _
intsrchants.
a.m.-12 p.m. Satutiley

Fire destroys shop on Wisell Road

Allies reportedly considered nuclear
strike against China-in 1954: papers

/am

today's index

First baby
in Calloway
for 1985
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Language guardians- issue hit list of wayward words
•

4.1

Le....

a

You can call, them hunters, hilt don t- call them 'huge'
•

7.7
•

-'
;
a

SAIL.'!' TE. MARIE, Mich. tAP) - you've
had your
you want to kill. You_hide your
ears,tutit's still so shrill. The words are wrong
but used with zeal. Who ya gonna call?
Wordbusters.
They ain't'fraid a no nouns. They ain't 'fraid a__
no verbs..
• ._
. _
,
_They're.the Unicorn Hunters, era-feel -free 4o
call on them, but don't e'all them "husters,"
That's one suffix they're out to bust. yarieties of "Earsters'.' came into vnie in imitation of the popular movie "Clhottnusters," and
it's one instance of flattery that must be stopped,
say the Unicorn Winters, self-appointed guardians of the English language wheseek to banish
the overworked and overstated.
"Busters" follows the pattern set by "arama"
and '''anatomy of a .,.," said William T. Rabe, archivin forittte •Unicorns. "They are all .drawn

from the entertainment world apd-then applied
date, and not all from* disappointed
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., said should be a Thear. to almost everything."
-.Dernocrata" said Rabe..."I senied a general-.. ' hit."
.
_
HaVing endlire_d inflationbu.sters,
'-"Overcrowded." James L. Knight of - •
. 'feeling that all politicians are using the stronger
crirnebusters and a vahety,of sportsbusters .
'mandate' when less forceful words/ would • • Nashville, Tenn., said,"We have not had a simpz
(baseball's National League playoffs had both
s
,suffice." •
ly crowded prison here in Tennessee since 1982."
-4
4.
Goosebusters --and-Clibbu§ters tbe Unicorn
Peter Thomas, chief herald for the Burners,
-"Vertical access device," said John Con_ Hunters decreed__ that _ _Aiustere" should . be- .which claims a worldwide membership:of 30,000,-- • atantino -of East Lansing, is brireatieratese for
-said the chin followedthe suggestion ofCanadian
"elevator."
Press editor Joseph J. Dary aid banished "Star, -At Handy High School in Bay City, Bruce
The 10th annual-Dishonour 1,..ist; released TuesWars" unless used in. reference to a •trilogy of
Peasley's English class Inquired whether "bare
day, was based on more than 3.000 nominations
science fiction flirts.
naked" is opposed to "Clad naked."
from as far away. as Japan and Saudi Arabia,
The.term is misreading when used to describe
A special commendation went to Martha
said Rabe. a -journalism Iristructor at- Lake
a space-based rrklitary defense system. Thomas
Kerns of Sandusky, Ohio, for "banishment
Superior State College, where the Hunters are
said.
nominations above and beyond the call of duty."
based.
• ...Fer the first time, the Hunters included a list of
"She sent us seven lists of nominations, each •
Sharing top billing Was.a word that ranks right
foreign-language phrases on their ILA. including
with 200 t250 words," Rabe said. "Mrs. Kerns behind "constituent". in many political
"in der Tat," which means "indeed" in German.
appears to be eliminating the language - which
,
vocabularies: "mandate" '
Other English banishmentsincluded:
might nOt be a bad idea, because we could start .
There were hundreds of nominations of'man-"Near-miss," which Robert K. Hancock of
anew.",
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Reagan says -time- is right
for talking

Names In The News
EUGENE, Ore. (API - Runner Mary Decker rid British
discus thrower RichardSlisney, who carried her off, he Olympic
track after her_stunning collision with Zola Budd during the Summer Games', greeted the New Year at the altar.
--theroupiii-were -wed Tues
-&-y evening in a 2d-minute private
church ceremony at the First United Methodist Church.
Ms. Decker, 26, wore a white
gown with
tuxedo.ain veil and carried a
bouquet of flowers. Slaney, , wore a black
Many other athletes, as well -as I4a Decker's coach, Dick
Brown, were among the 250 people who witnessed the wedding-. '
4
The church choir Sang "Amazing Grace" ddring the ceremony
officiated-by the-Rev. Fred Kane.
It was M :Decker's second .marriage and,Slaney's. first Ms.
fleeter- s Mar ed for two years to Marathon runner Ron Tabb
„before-their djvorce in 1983. •
.
M.Decker's collision-with Ma.Blida. a South African running
for Great Britian at the Los Angeles Olympic Games, dashed her
hopes for a gold medal in the women's 3,000 meters.
--- -L08--ANGELES(AP1--The 1984 Edge Queen, the first black to
hold that title since the Tournament of Roses began almost 80
years ago, says her selection_ was a result of her qualifications,
not her color:- •
"When I became the-first blare. - ose Que 11, thei e were those
who said I was part of a trend, and !_The,y'regoing to pick her.stow-.
because iVs time for,-a black queen, Kristina Kaye Smith. a
20-year-old Pasadena Community College stiudent, said Tuesday
after the annual parade. •
"1 wasn't•Chosen.because I was black, but because I• was the
best," she said, adding-that she was surprised at the hoopla that
_ !
greeted her selection.
• --.
"!didn't even know there wasn't a black Rose Queen before
me,
"
- she said. "But now that I've"made it so many-black girls
have come up to me, and told me they're now encouraged to try
out because they feel they have a chance."

By R.GREGORY NORES
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTONAAP) - Encouraged by allieri and prodded
by American public opinion,-the--'-Reagan administration has
decided the time is right toseek
a nuclears weapons a_greement
witha
—Thirviet
'
From all accounts. President
Reagan is sensitive to criticism
that he • is the Only American
president since the start of -the
atomic age Who hasn't
negotiated an arms control accord with the Soviet Union or
met with the top Soviet leader.
Reagan also has declared
himself satisfied that his
•
for- the na:--tion's military is sufficiently on
-enable American
negotiators to deal- with the
Soviets from-a position of cow__
siderable strength.
'Moreover, there's pressure on
Flames soared high into the night as a fire destroyed a shop, two cars and a tractor Tuesday eveking at
'Reagan from the allies. Soviet
the residence of Stephen Treas, Route 7, Wiswell Road, MirrraSt. The cause of the blaze has not yet been
expert Helmut Sonnenfeldt of
determined. There were no injuries reported as a result-of the fire,
-_the Brookings Institution said
that in Reagan's meetiner With
leaders such as Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher of Britain
a.nd Chancellor Helmut Kohl of
• ATLANTA (AP)- Jimmy Carter will be the first American to
West Germany. "All he hears
receive the World Methodist Peace Award rfor "consistency,
from them is negotiate,
creativity and courage" in pursuing peace both as president and
,
negotiate. negotiate."
private citizen.
So Reagan is dispatching
Carter joins the late Egyptian Preaident Anwar Sadat and
Secretary of State George Shultz
The. traditional kickoff of-the
peace activist Saidie Patterson of Ireland in winning the prize
the 85th annual Mummers
estimated 1 million spectators in
New Year was put on hold in
to Geneva nekt week to meet
established in 1977 and-awarded whenever the 15 officers of the
Parade in Philadelphia until
Pasadena, Calif.
Philadelphia by stormy weather ,Saturday, but a few hundred
with Soviet Foreign Minister AnWorld Methodist Cqnncll nbtaTo recognize someone, said Joe
The theme "Spirit of
drei Gromyko to plan for corn':
that buried the Midwest under 19
Hale, council general secretary.
marchers strutted and drank
America" was reflected in
Inches of snow, while football
prehensive talks aimed at con"Our feeling was that forrner President Carter has been a man
their way through the rain Tuesmany of the 59 flower-bedecked
fins nationwide huddled around
trolling strategic, intermediate
i peace, not only when he was head of the most powerful nation
day,to City Hall.
floats. The parade had its first
and'space weapons.
warm TV se and took in five
in the world, but also in his private capacity," Hale said. ...
black queen, Kristina Kaye
Some rebels said the ability US -..., Smith,
=Ttre---a-d rn
The award, to be presented March 13 at Emory -University.
alt-1on has. . college bow ames.
20. Chrysler Corp: Chairendure harsh weather in-skimpy
negotiated with--.7.the Soviets
In _Pasadena, more than a
recognizes Carter's "long commitment to the goal of world
man Lee Iacocca., the grand
costumes was part of the sport
—•
million people lined the route of
before, but there is more-compeace, his concern for increased understanding atnong peoples of
marshal, said_fPatriotism is
of
the traditional parade which
CaliforniaAs annue.1.:-Rose
mitment In Washington to
- the Earth and his vision evidenced through the establishment of
back. The work ethic is back. ...
had been expected to.draw more
Mor
Parade.
- an agreement than
the Carter Center of graery:University," Hale said. ,
The opportunity is there. ... Just
than-410SO° plumed.ruidsequined,
. there was previously, expert - ln Ohio. Illinois and • -New
hang in there,
ere, set a goal .andrevelera.'
say. The Soviets. broke off the
York, 1985 was ushered in ,by
persevere, and everything will
LOS ANGELES -(AP - Millionaire publisher Waiter Anlast round of negotiations in late
gunfire. An 84-year-old minister
"Mammers ma-k es New
turn up roses."
nenberg and television 'star Mr. T were among the. contributors
1983, although-it was clear-they
Year's. Today is New Year's.
was killed by gunfire during a
' who helped push to $10.1 million in pledges the amount raised by
weren't 'going anywhere
service in 'Cleveland. In New
Saturday is not New, Year's,"
In much of the Midwest, peoa United Negro College Fund telethon.
,
anyway.
York City, nine slayings were - said marcher Matt Ryan.
pie were well advised to spend
Singer Lou Rawls was host for the Weekend telethon, the fifth
reported. And in Fairmont City.,
Across the country, the- glow._ New Year's Day at home, as.
Signalling a changed attitude,
such cavalcade-but the first to be nationally televised. The goal
Reagan Ma,softened his harsh
Ill., a . teen-ager died when._ he "Wig_ torch from the Statue of
snow and ice hit for a second
was $15 million in donations, but the final tally didn't include $4
anti-Soviet rhetoric. Beginning
Liberty 'blazed the trail of the
was hit by a bullet fired -at
day. As much as 19 inches of
million in pledges from six corporations, Beverly Werber of
with a television address a year
..„rlinnual Rose Parade to the
r,aridom.
snow fell -4n northwestern
Rogers and Associates, a Leis Angeles public relations firm, said
ago On Jan. 16, 1984 - Reagan,
Rain forced postponement of -. cheers and wavilirliags of an
Illinois.
declared he was rel for
withy a
Ms. Werber said that among the contributions to the 12-hour
"constructive dialogue"
Parade of Stars were $100,000 from Annenberg, a confidant of
Moscow on arms ' control -and'
President Reagan.and $15,000 from "A-Team- star Mr,-Ti.. - • 1
• otherissues.
Such stars as Diahann Carroll, Billy Dee Williams and'Shirley
Moscow. perhaps still smarJones participated in the event, and CharlettiriHeston Made a
. Wig -from Reagan's
emplea for donationar-:pire"
bia.%ts or perhaps Simply
_..
,
._
Michael Jackrsonlcotributed 12 autographed dolls, which were
*
being coy, spurned American
EVANSTON, Ill. ( AP )---- ,
Authorities said softie artwork
prime ministers and all the - _ given-away to sorni pledge makers, Ms. Werber said. Jackson
feelers for a 4election aim- Manuscripts, artworks and • in a wing of
Sritish monarchy dating back to
has also pledged to donate a third of his Victory Tour profits, she'
the museum not
, mit between Reagan and Soviet
minerological specimens worth _ touched by the fire may" be
Richard IM. The minerological
said.
leader Konstantin chernenko.
millions of, dollars were
salvagable,
collection had specimens of
. .
But in- September, two signifi- destroyed by a fire that
"I don't know how much the
every knoWn mineral that exgutted a
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (API-- U.S. Sen. innings Randolph
. cant events occurred that-hunt museum
housed in a landmark
art that was destroyed is worth,' ists, he said.
will go back-60 years to his roots when he retLres this month and
=momentum toward an 1irmS con- building,
but it's in the im-illions, •several- — The cause of the blaze had not
--ofticials sa1d7." - returns to write for a weekly newsPaper Where he worked at the
trol meeting.
'Tin.a very old 42-tonight," - millions," said Evanston Fire
been -determined, but fire ofage of 22.
Reagan delivered an address 1 Stephen Byer, owner of the Byer
Department Capt. Sam Soddie.. - ficials .. said they believed it .) "I didn't realize it's been that long," the 82-year-old Randolph
to the United Nations On Sept. 24 Museum, said Monday night.
started In the basement,. and
- - Its mtnerological collection
said Monday of his new job on The New West Virginia Review,
hr -whieh ihe proposed
.
40m.
Earlter ltfOndayr. Syer•Writch-!'. Was "exceeded perhaps only by
swept to the upper flaws and
which was revived last fall after a 36-year publishing hiatus.
prehensive negotiations
the Smithsonian," said Byer, a
roof through the stairway.,
the ed the -blaze roar through the
Randolph will contribute feature stories to the newspaper after
Soviets. And Gromyko accepted three;story brick museum,
marketing consultant who purThe. fire, which sent smoke
his retirement on Jan. 14, he said from Houston where he went to
an invitation to meet with which he said-had one of the,
: chased much of the musteum‘s
billowing over . much of
watch West Virginia University play in Monday,night's tiluebon.
Reagan at the White House on finest manuscript collections in . artwork with his own money:
Evanston, was reported about 2
-net Bowl.
Sept-. 28, 'setting the stage -for the-country: =-' ---_--. _
_ The manuscript- collection
During-his
Passerby,
p.m.-by a
MN
-idle Said.
one,year at •the ,Review 60 years ago, he said_he
next week's meeting with Shultz
contained Material "from all the • Authorities said no one was in- '
.Byer said he had no idea how
- wrote two or three articles for each issue. I wrote articles on all
. - much damage was done.
- in Geneva.
U.S. presidents, all British
side when the fire broke out.
the colleges in the state. I sad advertising and took subscriptions, too.'!-•
The Review closed in the late 1940s because of a newsprint
shortage, said Jim Comeback,' the paper's new publisher, who
said he will give Randolph the same title he held at--the old
Review - associate editor. .
.
Randolph left the Review in 1926 to become a jou
-inalism and
_ .
speech professor al Davis* Elkins College and in 4932 began the
After receiving •a tip that a _
Balentine, after • stopping a
taking of over $100; John 1.A.
Jimmy and John- Stubblefield
first ofseven terms In Congress. In 1958,after a 12-year absence
residence in the Anderson
truck laden down with furniture-.- Stubblefield, 31, also of Route 1,
were released-earlier today on a
from Washington, he won his Senate seat. - •
Shores Subdivision was being - believed to have been taken
Almo and charged him with first
$10,000 bond, while Rosa reburglarized, Calloway County
•
from the residence owned by
degree burglary, theft by mains jailed 111---the Calloway
LOS ANGELES (API - A Superior Court-jury has awarded
Sheriff David Salentine, arLeonard Matheny, of Mayfield,
*unlawful taking over $100 and
County Jail..
$3:9 million tin damages to a man left paralyzed from the-chest
rested two Almo Men and a Benarrested the three occupants of
possession of a deadly weapon;
Salentine reported that all
down by a 1979 accident involving a car driven by singer:actor
ton woman about 9:30 a.m. New., the trick
Jimmy W. Stub.
and ltita.)t-ftose, R. cute 1,BenItems, which were mainly fur.
Ueiffiarrett-.' - ' Year's day. All three were
•
blefield 26. of Route 1,-Aliniand
ton and charged her with first
niture taken in the burglary,
-The
jury
found
charged with- first degree . charged him with first degree
Roland
that
Winkler,
24,
had sustained damages
degree burglary and theft by
were recovered.
worth $4.2 million. But it also decided that Winkler was 8 percent burglary among other Outs-geeburglary and theft by unlawful
unalwfuPtaking over $100-.
responsible for the accident, and the award Monday was reduced
by that share.
In addition, the -jury assessed punitive damages of $15.000
___ •_
Clarification -._
against Gariztt-:_..-.
\
.
- The-PhorP-101 c" Fir— r'ala,__
_Winkler was a paaseriga_cAn a s
car leased byarrett that_
A Murray woman was Injured
County HosPRal-,--ilatd Richard vehitle, Wright reported. The
Strcvp's inauguFation at Murray
rear-ended another vehicle_ flip
over and rolled off 0
car ran off the road and struck a- -8tale.,inlverfilty-UF/04.0 in-Abe---if
when her car ran -off the road ---1Fright of 'the -Kentucky State
onywamt,rreeway eMbankment
1,1979. ------ '
„ —
-aissirattifrit a Utility pole Tuesdir Police Mayne-M*4C'
utility pole.---."
1984_ ear In Review special sec_Garrett
escaped
injury
and
pleaded
later
no-Contest to a felony.
Also
treated
afternoon. and released
Lawrence was driving southnon Of the Murray Ledger and - drunken driving charge
in Juvenile'court. He wai- put on one,
Teresa Lawrence, 19, of Route
bound on U.S. 641,--..about 3.2 _ from MCCH was a--pasikiver, *Times appeared through, the
year's Probation. saidfWinklerls attorney, Ed Steinbrecher. .
Athrell Fawn Smith, 22.
1 Murray was treated and - miles south el- Murray. at 2:40
-coprtesy of Barry Johnson.
4.-+
_ _ _7
\
v
released from Murray-Calloway . p m. when she lostrcontrol
of her• Paducah, according to the KSP. - photographer.
_
_
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PERSPECTIVE
Poor priorities
prevail at U.N.

PA(;E 3-A

Miirray Ledger & Times

royko says

by mike royko

Who says the United - Nations suffers from
muddled priorities? Why just'the other cidy, the
General Assembly voted 122-5, with 16 abstentions,
to spend $73.5,1rilllion for arlavish international
conference center in (you guessed It!) Ethiopia.
Hence/4th, the conference center will accommodate occasional meetings of the Economic
One again,it's time to bestow one
The deer turned out to be a truck,
Commission for Africa, a U-:N. agency. But don't
of the least-coveted honors in
and the driver took a bullet in the
blame the commission alone. It was willing
•
America - this coitiMn's Gun
shoulder.
enough to make do with_something more modest
Owner of the Year Award.
Fortunately, the hunter realized
than the palace that $73.5 million will buy in East
, For reasons...I don't understand,
his error in time and didnot'akin.
Africa. It was Ethiopia's Marxist government that
this award upsets some gun owners
the driver or have the truck
Insisted on a center lavish enough and large
and the National Rifle Association,
mounted.
enough to host .all sorts of international
.*ho always remind me that the
There was also a large number of
-7- conferences.
•
fv"
majority of gun- owners are prupeople in the Man's Best Friend
To its credit, the United States voted against this
,-dent and careful and seldom shoot
category..
egb-polishing extravagance at a time when
anybody.
In Rock Island, 111., a man put his
millions of Ethiopians are starving. Richard
Sure they are. But all-I try to do
rifle
on the ground after shooting a
Nygard, a member of the U.S. Mission to the
Is acknowledge the efforts of that
passipg bird. As he bent to pick up
United Nations, spoke against it in the General
tiny minority of gun owners who
the bird's carcass, his dog stepped
Assembly and then offered examples of what $73.5
• account for the 36,000 .gunshot
on the shotgun trigger, causing itto
million in U.N. funds could accomplish if spent
deaths and , countless •woundings
fire and wound the bird-slayer.
properly:
that occur each. year. Don't they
This confirms the NRA'salogan
1-T-114.4741-MOPIiiii1341dren-ogairtafr.---- -.-7
erveIsome--recognftion?*-"Gatti
- -daft-sEilsol -Pei*di
all of the most common childhood killers in Africa.
Of course they do. That's why, in
shoot people.':
- Drill 25,000 wells complete with pumps, propast years, we've honored Such
In Dallas, a man became enragviding fresh water to 12.5 million Ethiopians.
winners as the sleepy man who • ed when his two dogii chewed
the
- Provide cash graaasufficient to feed 125,000
picked up his gun,- instead-of his
wires of his motorcycle. He got a
•
Ethiopian families (perhaps 1 million persons) for
ringing phone, and shot hiniself in-shotgun from his house and began
an entire year.
the ear. And the angry man who
beating-thelfogrWierthe butt. As
- Supply the impoverished African nation of
shot -his girlfriend in the thigh
he thrashed-them, the gun went off,
Chad with all of its cereal import needs fork. year. ,
because she coOked h1113_16ring— wounding himAn-Ahe-shoulder.
-ft lust-would-not-do, ap.
bezuts-once-tocroften.--- But the dogs haven't chewed on
parently, for the gang running Ethiopia to be emthe winner out of this
his motorcycle
_
barrassed,along withits Cuban laid-Sovietchums,
r'sv finalists wasn't easy. _
An even angrier dog owner was a.
by international conference facilities below world-As usual, there were the many
,Fort Lauderdale businessman who
class standards. It is all a matter-of priorities;.
hunters
who mistook their peers
vowed -that if 'his poodle ever nipsomething obviously well understood these -days •
for wild turkeys,
squirrels
ped him- on the ankles again,_ he
at the klasi tower on the_East River.
and possums. It's. amazing whet awould shoot
striking resemblaoce there is betSure enough, the palate nipped.
ween the average person and the
So the man whipped out his .357
average wild turkey.
Magnum and began blazing away,
,So the Outstanding Achievement • -killing the poodle.
by-a Deer
,
Slayer award goes to a
'"My wife walked in- the damn
New
Hampshire man who saw
door at the wrong time," he later
Ten years ago
what he thought was'a deer coming
Miss Christy Jean Siedd daughter of Mr. and
told the police, explaining how a
over a rise in the road.
_bullet bounced off the floor, hitting
Mrs. Russell Sled& is the first_baby of 1975_•She
He fired, and scored a direct hit.
his-wife in the leg. "She's real mad.
was barn at 3 a.m. on Jan. 1.
The homeof Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Fike at 1505
Sycamore St., Murray, was gutted by fire today
at 8:06 a.m.
n•ONO
Christine Rhodes' Is -pietured with the "Cookie Castle" she made for a centerpiecelor
her dining_romn table_for the holidays_
Mrs. Molly Cochran orthe Browns Grove Community was honored with a surprise open house
Celebration of her 75th birthday-on Dec. 26.
V ; in Mel Purcell of Murray won the championship
--- --Of- the 16 and under division of'the Sugar Bowl
Tennis Classic in New Orleans. He is a
. sophomore at Murray High School.
Twenty years ago
;
Capt: Ray D. West, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
C. West, has completed a special.training course
• for combat aircrew members at Castle Air Force
Base, California.
. _
Mr. and Mrs. Metes Linn observed their 60th
---wedding- anniversary-on Dec. 20:
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
Include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lash a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Startt.
Open house was held Dec. 27 by Mr. and Mrs.
S.V. Foy in their new home on Sycamore Street.
Their home was destroyed-by fire last spring and
they just recently completed the building of their
new home.
-_
•
Mrs. Kathryn Kyle, Miss Kathy Kyle and Mrs.
Lula Kyle have returned home after spending
the holidays with relatives in Mansfield, Ohio.•
James Everett Hughes is. manager of the
Super Shell Service Station on South 12th Street.
•
Thirty years ago
Donald P. Starks, Son of Mr. and Mrs. Urban
G. Starks: has been advanced to quartermaster
third plats, USN., while serving aboard the
Escort Destroyer USs Lewis at San Diego, Calif.
Grace jeffrey, Mary Prances Bell;Jo Oakley, ,
Rosemary Thurman and Bess Kerlick are Pic- • C
tured as leaders for the Annual Mothers March
on Polio set for Jan. 31. according to Alvis Jones,
-1
Calloway County March of Dimes Director for
1955.
Edwin Cain, Herschel Corn, R.L. Ward and
NEW wit<(AP)- Every year.
wishful thinking, about the future.
L.C. Ryan are new mentkers of The Murray
It happens: People believe the
The point may be made with but
Rotary Club.
seine ojd myths, commit the same
one example: President Ronald
- Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
_ ertors.,All Into the same traps ancL _ _Reagan__you-will recall, Made-a - vineltale-a girl to--sir. and-Mrs.-Plorner-Putzvit_
"then isolve never to let it happen
balanced budget a centerpiece of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key celebrated their golden'
• again.
'his economic program. The deficit
wedding anniversary on Dec. 26.
, Some succeed but many fail, and
remains'=
- ----and---so does, the .
PvCBillie Ray ROberts. son of Mr. and Mrs.
-In the realm of economics and-_
----promise,
Goble Roberts, now stationed at Fort Devens,
finance the emphasis seems to be
Perhaps one other example brMass., is expected to leave this month for a tour
on the latter.
ings the point home. Every now
of duty in Europe. His wife, the former Ada Sue
Rather than making mindless . and then the "consensus forecast"
Ross, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Ross.
resolutions, people might be find it
comes fairly -close to the mark In
more-profitable to involve
foreseeing some of the broader
the
--mselves in thoughtful coneconomic measures, such as gross
siderations about the realities of
national product.
_
life, such as:
. But consider that the consensus,
Miiierray Ledger &
-Nobody can consistentlys
which_might be an average or•a
forecast economic and financial„
median of many forecasts, is made
details. They might succeed for a
- WALTER L. APPERSON, President,
up • of "experts" who may have
while, and sometimes they might
JEditor.
.
_ .
missed the correct number by
-ifTED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
appear to be gethuses in_regard to
percentages, some being far too
Manager
the broad details, but inevitablylilkh, others far to low.
....PAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
they fall._
' -Nobody gets rich in the Stock
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
Among those In recent years who
market b8ng the,,.jrowd. If the
have done that are the Council of
ALICE ROUE,Business Office Manager
crowd has acted4l is to.
Economic Advisers, heads-of great
-The Murray Ledger & Times USPS 308-7001
Fluman nature being what it is,
banks, corporation chairmen,
ho2ullions
of investors get excited
The Murray Ledger & Tin* is published...every afteruniversity economists. $500-anwhen the shtick market fierS, and .
noon except Sundays. July 4. ChriStTnas Day. New
hour1ock..markeL advisers,
. Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray,
then-return to hibernation when
Newspapers Inc.. 1001 iNhitnell Dr -Murray. Ky -42671
failtirezi wfii)
-- call themselves
prices fall.
Second (lass Vostage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
experts...
Modest, intelligent responsible.
- 4f-the-fttture weresknoWn,_there
successful static market investOrs
• SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by car
would be no questions about where
will tell you without - even reMfrs.1375 per month. payable In advance By mail in
*Cialoway County and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield,
to put your money. There would be
questing a dime that you must defy
Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Paris. Buchanan and
. no reward either because everyone
the herd mentality and go it alone....
Pusyear. To .12950 per yeacHiaO teotherdestair•
_—..Iscidd-be-in on therRet,Illith,int°rThat Is, ymr1Innii4itty when othert----lions $41-atrperyoar
matIon being-.be toogood to remain-- &reselling.To reach all departments of the newspaper phone
'753•19113
secret for long.
Some stock market advisers also
— The
ay.....4041ger
- le-elsomba5sof _
Mat alnateUrs Ca31 •/make
-141
P„„
e- evittr-licrw-tadir
'
fttl
:4*--whe
'ress, Kentucky Press Association and
Associa
"
forecasters do, since some of the
SovthertIfw.papar Publishers Association.
money "playing" the market-That
biggest persobir national 'and inThe Aia4ated Press Is exclusi"*Iy entitled to.news
is, they claim that with their ativite
originated
The Murray Leager & Times
ternational problenis have resulted
the amateur.can buy oltv day and
• from inebrrect assumptions. or
sell the.nekt, and haul away a pro-

A dubious honor
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But I got the dog.''
be wearing sneakers these days.
The Build a Better Mousetrap,
And a man in Nebraska was out
Award goes to a man in Ann Arbor.
In the countryside, shooting bottles
Mich., who was resting in his
off a fence, when a bug flew up his
backyard hammock when he saw a
nose v He dropped the gun, which
rat walking by..
discharged and wounded his leg.
He raised his ..22 rifle, took
Things like that never -happenedcareful aim,fired, apd shot himself
to John Wayne.
In the foot.
Finally,- our top champion, th'e
Well, haven't you ever noticed
Gun Owner of the Year.
how much a foot looks like a rat?
The award goes to agLjlamed
Ai the NRA likes to remind us,
Brad, in Cottage Grove, Ore.
most gun...owners are good familyBrad was upset oVermarital promen. -So this year's Family
blems: so he walked-into a tavern,
Togetherness -Award goes to the
waved a .357 Magnum pistol and
man in Berkeley, Ill., who was
told everybody to get the hell out
cleaning his xistol wittle
)3BeA I 1RP leatiaSAn•ar-ioul-snee
d,-sat nearby, breastfeeding-their inThen he started blazing away,
fant son.
shooting whiskey bottleS,- shatterThe gun, which wits wedged beting mirrors and windows.
ween the man's legs, went off. Th
-e
The police surrounded the place,
bullet went clear through his thigh.
but Brad kept shooting. Bullet
It then bounced off the baby's head,
whacked into buildings on the other
causing a slight cut. It kept going '
- side of the street. They whacked inand hit the-wife in the arm.
to. buildings on the next greet. Peo-.
-1`hey are recovered. But whili - pfe all over
the neighborhood barthey get together for more of those
ricaded_cloors and windows.
guiet family evenings at home,'-it
For more than 90, minute&-the
might be a good idea to let the baby
bullets flew. Finally,-Brad walked
wear a helmet.
out, a whiskey bottle in one hand,
A special category - the It Could
his gun in the other.
Happen to AnyWdy.Award
is
The police asked him to drop the
shared by two worthy recipients.
. gun. Instead, he aimed it at his own
First, there wa&the country-rock
head, fired, and• collapsed to the
guitarist in Houston, who kept. a
ground.
'tiny derringer concealed in his
The- police rushed forward and
cowboy boots.
found a,-gaping hole - in the top of
When he asked his girlfriend to
Brad's hat. But' his head was
yank off his boots, the gun fell out,
intact.
hit the floor, went off and got him in
"I guess I aimed too high," he
tummy.
•
He recovered and is reported to

':•;•• •

letter to the editor

Offers trap
for starlings
To the Editor:
To the people of_the best stati-gp__
earth, Kentucky. No place on earth
was ever,won by so brave people.
men and women who cale_throtigu_
Cumberland Gap on wagons and oxcarts, and down the Ohio Rive on
rafts. I have been over most of,
warld, there's no place so bealltif
as Kentucky. YOu can go ten or
fifteen miles any direction and find
a different scenery or grow so wide
a variety of flower, fruits, trees.
etc.
One thing is wrong, however.
Ma.ky of our beautiful songbirds are
nets!. extinction.
.
When I was a young lad, there was
hollow fence povst, fence rails, etc.
formany hole nesters. There • Were
a huhdred bizeis then,for every one
tOdiy. That's why we now must use
all kinds of poison sprays to grow
our food. We only back at that-time
used a little Paris green on potatoes
and occasionally some wood ashes
• on cabbage. Every boy had a birdhouse especially purple martins
•
-7--ratbnly-flyingtriseets; eSeeriatMosquitoes and flies, People's.
niff
' milk cowsdidn't have to use a lot of
energy• fighting flies. .
The Worst enemy of our-beautiful
hole nesting birds are -the filthy:
starlings. They gang up when they
find the nest of the Redhead Pilated
fit in the process.
Woodpecker and the flicker, throw
Someinvestors may indeed sucout the young birds or eggs. take the
ceed for a time at- such in-out
nest, and raise more:filthy starly_igs.
tr-adingr-but-they--are-professionals
••• The starling was brought here
who devote full time to the job.
from England in 1886. By the midAmateurs who try it get ,picked
thirties, they had reached Kenclean: not even their bones remain
tucky. They are now sold from the •
to•remind others of their fate. . Atlantic tome-P.-acific:TheyvaTe car--.
-When you read a tip- in a
rierS-of Hystoplasmosis. fatal to
newspaper or Magazine, or hear or
-human beings. It causes hardening •
see it broadcast: His too late to get
of the -lungs'.
in_on the action. Your chances of
1 am-71- years„-old. I _work every,makinE a killing are equal to what
day making all kinds of birdhodses
they'd be if you took a tip -from 'and feeders whirh I sell very. near
jobless uncle • cost- Wit-purple martin houses
have each corriOartment.near
tight. The young get very hot, one-third fall and pusheach other out;
Mineare vented and this loss never
happens. Anyone wishing to make'
their own•or to sell, comeby and I
will shOw you how. The inside is one-.
eighth toch masonite and-So made
you need ho
About 8 or 9 years ago. I sent a
similar letter to every editor in Kentucky. I believe every one except
Priatedit.These Iwo cramDamtp---; ties now have more starlings than
the other counties combined. I beg
of you. please help save mother,.
natures beautiful and valuable
birds.
I have near perfected a trap to
catch therrt,,__It_can be -made f

by john cun

Thou
• • ghtful not mindless, resolutions-
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Times-
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and gi--ve fcif,IT-ee to all who will
make a trap if a. few people are

Thank you kindly..
G
-Cummings'
-Rt. 2. Box-72
Mt. Vernon, Ky. 40456
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Community events

Hale-Manning wedding planned

Wednesday.Jan. 2
Thursday. Jan. 3
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne
Friday,Jan.4
Friday,Jan.4
.
.s
4t
e
Meits
io
7np groups _ of_ with Reldland at 6:30
.
- ..- -Chapter of Parents Hale of Kirksey an- Cherry Corner Baptist p.m. at Murray High.
Hazel and Douglas Without Panthers will nounce the approaching
Church are scheduled to
Centers will be open meet at 8 p.m. at marriage of their
Department_
frotn 10 4,1_11. to 2_pm:- A me_r_i_c,a n Legion daughter, Lisa Fay; to
_ . Garden
_
of the Murray Woman's for activities by the Building, Legion
Anthony Lynn Matining,
---Drive,
son
of MI-. and Mrs.
Flint Baptist Church Club will meet at 1 p.m. senior citizens.
Paducah;
Mission Crroups- are at the club house.
Eugene Manning, also
---scheduled to meet At 7
---Square and round
Alcoholics of Kirksey.
p.m. at the church.
The bride-elect is a
Murray‘Wornen of the dancing will be from Anonymous and Al.
1983 graduate of
Moose are scheduled to 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Anon will meet at
--8 p.m.
•
Weekly fellowship meet at 8 p.m. at the Grove Roller Rink.
at J.U. Kevil. Center, Calloway County High
supper will be at 5:30 lodge.
---South 10th Street Ex- School. She currently is
_employed at Betty
• p.m. at the First Baptist
---Paducah Area tended, Mayfield.
Darnell's Beauty Shop
Murray Civitan Club
Church.
in Coldwater.
is scheduled to meet at 7
- - -- •
,. Administrative Board p.m. at Homeplace
Miss Hale is the
of the 'First United Family Restaurant.
granddaughter of Mr.
Mrs. Hubert Bazzell
Methodist Church will
---the Coldwater commeet at 7 p.m. Xi Alpha Delta
munity and of Mrs.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
. ---Virginia Hale and the
Memorial Baptist Phi will meet at 7:30
late Coy L. Hale of
• Church will have a call- p.m. at the Ellis Center.
NevviD,orn admissions
Murray.
ed bUsrriess bie-eirfit at 7
- - -and` dismissals - at
Mr. Manning is a 1983
Preceptor Omicron Murray-Calloway CounNewborn admissions
Chapter of Beta Sigma ty Hospital for Thurs- and dismissals at graduate of Calloway
Phi will meet at 7:30 day. Dec. 27. have been Murray-Call6way Coun- County High School. He
Thursday.-Jan.3
- Alcoholics p.m. at Commerce released as follows:
ty Hospital for Friday, is self-employed as a
Anonymous and
1- Centre.,
Dec. 23. have been farmer.
Newborn admissions
,Xjapn will hive closed
Baby Boy--A-sh b y, -released-es-fe4iows-7- - _The groom-elect is the
meetings at Spin. at The
grandson of Mr. and
Mothers Day Out will parents, Teresa and
Newborn admissions
First Christian Church. be at 9 a.m. at First
Baby Boy White, Mrs. Enoch Hargan and
Joseph, 141414 Vine St.,
' Beaton For information Baptist Church.
parents, Laurie and of the late Mn. and Mrs.
Apt. 6, Murray;
call 753-0061, 762-3399.
-•"
Claude Manning, all of
Baby Boy Gentry, James, Rt. 6, Murray.
733-7764.or 753-7663.
Kirksey.
Knights of Columbus parents, Loretta and
Dismissals
---The wedding
are scheduled to meet V Mark, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Donna F. Scott,
The Single Connection 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
ceremony
will be held
No.
95
Riviera
Trailer
Baby Girl Sanders,
will meet at 7 p m in Hall
parents, Barbara and Ct.; Bill Gene Harris, Thursday, Feb. 14. at 7
'thiftf-Troactitieroorn.
William, Rt. 5, Pails, Box 363, Murray; Mrs. p.m. at the Murray
Education Building.
Senior citizens ac- Tenn.;
Sharon Jo Bailiff And Woman's Club House.
First-United._Methodist =thilties-will be from 10
A reception will imBaby Boy Lester, baby girl, Rt. 5, Pails,
. Church.. For informa- a.m. to 2 p.m.-at Hazel
mediately follow the
prents. Ramona and Tenn.;
• lion call Jill at 753:1701. and Douglas Centers
Terry F. Byerly, Rt. 'wedding in the club
Waymon, 1411 Walnut,
or Dick at 436-2174.
and from 10 a.m. to 3 Benton.- 6; Mrs. Pamela R. house.
All friends and
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Chaney, 1617 Belmont
Dismissals
Junior Varsity Girls
•
-'-Mrs. Elizabeth J. Dr.; Mrs. Clara F. Cole relatives are invited to
and Varsity Girls of
A shower for Paul and Bryan, Rt.
6; Scottie and baby girl, Rt. 1, Spr- attend. Only out-of-town
Murray High School will Kaye Henry and two
Invitations will be sent.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Fulton; ingville, Tenn.;
play baSketball games children whose home
Mrs.
Jean
Ora Nichy,
Robert Richardson, 216
And con ents were Greer, Paris,
1218 Melrose; Miss NanTenn.;
, destroyed by fire will be • Mrs. Beverly
J. cy -Lynn Braver,
from 6 Lo 8 p.m.. at Galloway and
baby boy, Hamlin; Mrs. Renae
Bethel 'C'h.ape.1 301 Sunny Lane:,
Her- Yevonne Brown and
By Harper's Bazaar
DAILY EIAIROAIN
Pentecostal Church, man C. Barnett,
Rt. 1, baby girl, 601 College
A Hearst Magazine
MATINEES
,
Highway 94 East.
Courts;
Springville, Tenn.;
Nobody's perfect, but
They Wod. Jan. 2
-- - Mrs. Mary Patricia fashion camouflage can
Bobby G. Wilson, 113
Friday, Jan.4
All Soots $2.00
Rose Ave., Winnsboro, 'Jennings, 606 College go a long way toward
Mothers Morning Out La.; Mrs. .Gladys 0. Courts; Hubert C. Pittdisguising the fact.
will be at9 a.m. at First Raspberry (expired ) man, New Concord;
From wide hips to
No Matinee Shows
Christiant'hurch.
William. Wallac-ee'short neck, the right
Hazel.
BURT_
Holbrook, Rt. 5;
clothes can hide a
• •STU.10QD REYNOLDS
Mrs. Meda Ellen multitude of flaws, acJackson, Fern Teriace cording to an article in
Lodge; Mrs. Eula M. the January issue of
Armstrong, Rt.. 6, Harper's Bazaar.
Mayfield; William H.
What fashion can't
Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood. hide, it can distract at-
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Fashions can camouflage figure

--------

iY Ilbur
oonls

No Evening Shows
WALT DISNEY'S

71inoccitio
Its wfun-faed
fantasy
And a whale
of an
adventure

CINE 1 & 2

Concord Uniforms
January Storewide
White Sale!

Price's
Right

All Uniforms

Large Ladies'
Clothing Store

15-30% Off

2011:1

All Separates

Scheider

15-30% Off

Roy

-THE YEAR
WE MAKE
CONTACT
ITC

THE
TERMINATOR
In the
Year of
Darkness,
2029
central center 753-3314

CHERI 3
lo 1977. Voyeget II VedS
--.1putw-tted into space.. ar
pin9 oUkfrforrntfltht
universe to visit ow
evidycl.
1,ul
c
(tanet 1v(,et 0n

All New, First
Quality, Name
Brands
•Large sizes to 58
•Half sizes to 281/2
*Tall sizes to 26

Sale
Closeout Sale On Lots
And Lots Of Specially
Marked Pants, Dresses,
Skirts, Blouses, Coats

Cover your careers
from our
great selection

tention from.
-Fashions this year are
particularly suited to
cover figure faults below-the-hip and oversized sweaters and big
man-style shirts are
great to hide inside of.
Long slim skirts worn
with matching hose and
shoes are another way
to minimize problems.
y Wide hips: The
solution to wide hips is
easy fit in pants and
skirts. But beware pants
that are too baggy or
skirts that are too full at
the lop.
:%• Tummy trouble:
Keep the fit as far from
tight as possible. Look
for pants with soft', deep
pleats or a substantial
waistband gathered
with elastic. Stitched
down pleats are out, but
below-the-hip jackets

and oversized chemises
with lowslung belts are
in.
•-• Upper-arm jiggle:
Many women have trouble baring arms.
Strapless and sleeveless
styles are out for women
with arm trouble. Skinny knit sleeves can be a
mistake. This season's
oversize shirts are
perfect camouflage.
▪ Big bottom:
Minimize what's below
the waist by maximizing what's Above. That
means shoulder pads for
proportion,' bright colors above the wale for
distraction. Shoulderand neck-baring styles
provide balance. Pants
should be rooiny around
the fanny arid tapered
below: Skirts should fit
smoothly and easily:
..•• Necks: The long

Cut & Style
Paulette Wilferd
en s
Asizari
Women's 810 Nloner
Fri.-Sat.
St
Manicure S5
753-0658
For
Appointment
Perms
825

Cosmetology by LaDora
North of Shoe Barn. Dixieland (enter

50%

Up To
Off
Already Low Low Prices
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
10 Marion St. Cadiz, Ky.
(Across From Fire Dept.)
522-7746

9-5 Monday-Saturdo
4 Mocks from K. Oaks Mall
Hwy 60 West
442-6455

11"137ERNI/T-oirmil

Start Now! To Get Rid Of Unwanted Hair For Next Summer
by Electrolysis
Call Patricia
Mullins R.E.
753-8856
For
Appointment

Oilirj/
•,

BODY WAVE

•

113(
the •
e d
mai
sun
1.
Mac
2.
Dur
3.
Edil
4.
Hon
5.
Cha
6.
Ben
7.
Bry
8.
Wai
9.
Len
11
U.
Spri

_ andthe short of it can be
a pain in the neck. For _
those who feel their
necks are too long,
turtlenecks, high necked lace blouses and
neck-wrapping scarves.
For short necks, wear
bare sexy necklines at
night and smallcollared,
round-neck sweaters by
day. Avoid frills around
the face.
Legs: Pants solve
leg problems, whether
the -lege-are-•-too skinny
or too heavy, badly
shaped .or short or'
pouched around the
thighs with saddlebags.
Pants with deep pleats
are best. Wide
waistbands elongate
short legs. Th-e hew jodphurs hide saddlebags.
Long skirts with matching tights are another
Idea.
Heavy all over
Long over long is the
best fashion tactic below the hip jackets,
sweaters and
overblouses over simply
mid -calf or longer
skirts. Avoid deep
gathers. Dresses should
blouse above the waist
to balance hips. Onecolor dressing creates a
tall, trim illusion. Skip
plaids and horizontals.
Bad posture: Hide
stooped shoulders and
rounded back by wearing clottes that stand off
the collarbone. Avoid a
silhouette that clings to
the body.
Sagging bossom:
The best cure is a good
bra. Mari-style shirts
and tailm6ed jackets in
crisp fabrics are flattering. Disguise the problem in oversize
sweaters and dresses,
or distract from it with a
neon skirt.
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STAR MAN
JEFF BRIDGES
KAREN ALLEN

a DOLBY STEI1E0BEVERLY
HILLS

- EDDIE
MURPHY
50 ,
1 1,04F8
o. 7 1.s
7

mic i &
Maude t.. .

DUDLEY
MOORE

fec
chestnut at. 753-3314

We're Merging

I 1. $ 1985 1
I Atit
r
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Court Square Antiques &Interiors
and
-Treasure House of Gifts
Now Located At Treasure House of Gifts
Southside Manor

appointmens necestary

PADUCAH
442-4386

MURRAY
753-0542

2608 Park Avenue

Olympic Plaza

Stock Reduction Sale
rFaarastic

....(!wned and Operated by Tom and Yvonne Key

Everything In Store 20% Off
Other items
75% -

30% to

Sale Thursday-Saturday Only
Jan. 3-3-an.

Sa171:
S

The original family haircutters.
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Couple plans February wedding
MEI

Mr. and Mrs. Walter
P. Hutchens of Murray
-announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Dawn H.
Moore, to Mitchel D.
Burkeen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Burkeen,
also of Murray.
Ms, Moore is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Walter W. Hutchens and
the late Clifford F.
Rogers. She is the foster
granddaughter of Mrs.
Hattie Scherffius and
the late Tony Scherffius.
The- bride-elect is
employed at Sager
Glove, Inc.
Mr. Burkeen is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Alexander of
Murray and of Mrs. Ola
Burkeen and the late
Barnes W. Burkeen of
Almo.
The groom-elect is
self-employed.
The wedding will take
place on Thursday, Feb.
14, at7 p.m. at the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.,
A reception will follow
at the church.
All frien-ds and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Selection to - participate in the National
Cherry Blossom
Festival Parade at
Washington, D.C., is the
most prestigious of the
recent awards earned
by the Eastern Guilford

DaWil H. Aloore and

Menus listed
for Program
for Elderly
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels today though
Friday, Jan. 4, have
been released by the office of the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens as follows:
Meals are served at
noon Monday through
Friday at the Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
each 'Tuesday and
Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent to private homes
each weekday. For information call 753-0929.
Menus for the remainder of the week as
as follows:
Wednesday
Fried chicken, purple
hull peas, broccoli
spears, hot roll, butte,
chocolate brownie, la
:
ple, milk, coffee or trig!"
Thursday
Barbecue pork
w/sauce, hashbrowns,
whole leaf turnip
greens, two slices of
bread, butter, sugar
cookie and applesauce,
banana, milk, cOffee or
tea.
Friday
Beef stew witonistoes
and carrots, French
fried mushrooms,
gelatin fruit aslad,
crackers, butter,
orange, milk,'coffee or
tea.

Best-selling records of
the week of Dec. 30 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1. "Like A Virgin," •
Madonna
2. "The Wild Boys,"
Duran Duran
3. "Cool It Now," New
Edition
4. "Sea Of Love," The
Honeydrippers
5. "I Feel For You,"
Chaka Khan
6. "We Belong," Pat
Benatar
7. "Run To You."
Bryan Adams
8. "All I Need,' Jack
Wagner
9. "Valotte," Julian
Lennon,
10. "Born In The
U.S.A.," Bruce
Springsteen
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but one estimate says 5 when pregnant with her
percent of the popula- second child because
tion has one or the other, "the choice was betsaid Rita Ham of the ween being a good
Highland Park, Ill., thother and wife, and
assodation.
being a bulimic."
Bulimia is by far the
more common of the
disorders, which show
up primarily in women,
often in their ,teens or
20s.

Disruption of the
family is one potential
psychological stmsequence of untreated
bulimia, Mrs. Ham said.
Others include
Ms. Fonda, who pro- withdrawal, depression
motes physical fitness, and guilt, she said.
Repeated vomiting
spoke about her bout
with bulimia in an inter"- can damage tooth
view in the January enamel and possibly
issue of Cosmopolitan. cost the victim some
She said she 'stuffed teeth, she said. Many
herself with food and bulimics use laxatives
vomited 1.5 to 20 times a or- diuretics instead of
day. She had the disease vomiting, but excessive
from age 12 to 35, a span -laxative use can harm
she .called "23 years of the intestinal tract and
associated nerves, she
agony."
Ms. Fonda said she said.
Bulimics and anorecfinally overcame it

lagazinc lists
country-western
records of week

High School MifLing
Band, directed by Joyce
Yarbrough Thee, a
native of Murray.
The Eastern Guilford
Band, located outside
Greensboro, N.C., will
be one of 25 bands from
across the nation marching in the parade In
April 1985.
Numbering a toti of
85 members, the and
-has entered five marching competitions during this past season,
competing against a
total of 35 other bands
from North Carolina
and Virginia_
The band has earned a
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A YeartLook for the Yellow
Dot and Save!
Price reductions are a percentage off regular retails. Floor
Stocks only-no rainchecks. Sale prices good through
Jan. 17th or while supply lasts.

The Continuing Adventure

P

The 'Showcase

Half Price

'0-

Just-

A

Chestnut St., Murray
Jan. ist Through 6th
AN Mexican Meals

In

'

Pier l's Pieinventory

Devanti's

n:
od

Ms. Fonda compared
her bulimia to
alcoholism, but Mrs.
Ham said bulimics can't
simply avoid the
substance that triggers
their problem.
-They have to learn to
deal with food," she
said.

total of 15 first place workshops in corp-style
awards and seven se- marching techniques
cond place awards in- with Bob Buckner,
cluding four first place Sprint of Atlanta; and
band in' Class A com- Marching Bands .of
America Enterprises.
petition awards.
Mrs. Thee has been She also has studied at
director of -the band the University of • Ilsince the
.school opened linois, - Wake Foreit
in 1974.
University and the
While in high school, University of North
Mrs. Thee was a Carolina at Greensboro.
Mrs.
' Thee is the
member- of the Murray
High- Skbool Band, and daughter of .A4 rs.
during c o 1 lege tt-_Chester Yarbrough of
member of the Murray 1625 Farmer Ave., MurState Bands under the ray. She is married to
directiOn of Paul Larry Thee, formerry of
Paducah, and is the
Shahan.
The ---M-urray native mother of two children,
has completed Evan. 11. and Laura. 4.
is

Best-Selling countryWINDSOR, England - ROYAL CHRISTENING - Britain's Prince'
western records of the
Henry. who was .born on Sept. IS, sits on his mother Princess Diana's lap
week of Dec. 30 based on
after his christening ceremony which was held at St. George's Chapel in
Cashbox magazine's naWindsor on Dec. 21. This ofiicial photograph was taken by Lord Snowdon,
tionwide survey were as
( AP Laserphoto) 1984.
follows:
1. "Why Not Me," The
Judds
eiltkv
brilkai
- 2. "Does 'Fort .Worth
Ever Cross Your Mind,"
We are pleased to anGeorge Strait
nounce that Joan Edmund3. "I Love Only You,"
The Nitty Gritty Dirt
son, bride-elect of Greg
Hand
Howard, has selected her
4. "The Best Year Of
My Life," Eddie Rabbitt
china, flatware and ac_5. "How
Rebe
cessories from our comMcEntire
6."America," VVaylon
plete bridal registry. Joan
Jennings
ir
and Greg will be married
7. "Years After You,"
John Conlee
Jan. 19.
8. "Crossword *Puzzle," Barbara Mandrel,'
9. "Me Against The
Night," Crystal Gayle
7534641 121 ev-Pass
10. "She's My Rock,"
George Jones

; d
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tics eftettalart ona diet.
and end up being controlled by it, she said,
but the roots of the problem go deeper.
"People with eating
disorders have a feeling
they don't have much
control over aspects of
their lives," she said. So
they try to control
"what goes in and out"
of their body, she said.
A secondary cause is
"pressure for women to
be thin and beautiful,"
she said.

Joyce Yarbrough Thee directs band

Best-selling
records listed
for the week

_
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Bulimia disease discused
By Malcolm Ritter
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Bulimia, a binge-andpurge eating disorder
that struck actress<Jane
Fonda at age 12 and
caused "23 years of
agony," can show up at
any time from the teens
to old age, according to
an organization that
helps bulimia victims.If not treated, bulimia
and the related selfstarvation disorder
anorexia nervosa can
k 1.1 I or cause
psychological and
physical harm, according to the National.
Association of Anorexia„
Nervosa and Associated
Disorders.
No firm statistics are
available on how many
people suffer from the
psychological disorders,

Mitchel D. Burkeen
to marry on Feb. 14

be
,4sor
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ng,
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WEDNESDAY, JANI'AIty, 1985

Bel Air Ceinter
Murray
••••

ciffiv,,b.
Sale 1/2 Price
irA All Winter Clothing
•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants •ShOs
•Walking Shorts

•Scarves •Belts
Handbags
•Jewelry
Jewelry
•Accessories

Pants, Skirts, Tops

'5 & $10

Aritdi4TI
ASP4I
or Ole shwa
t6

Sale Starts Wed.
At 10 A.M.
_
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:Suits
1/2 Off

China, Crystal,
Silver and Gifts

20%
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First Baby.
of The Year

\

C

a

Bradley Joe Thornton

Ii

sl

- Mother LaJeanna Thornton
RULES:

TT

.1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact tinie of birth must he tertified_by atteiuling
. physician.
4. Parent must apply to the Murray Ledger & Times to
Receive Prizes.
5. Gifts must be redeemed by February 1, 1985.
White Bible
waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1985

•

Lathe Moon Group
_
Woman's Missionary Union
First-Baptist Church
Murray, Ky.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

First Pair of Stride Rite Shoes

ison 'Photography
To Miss or Mr. 1985 AllProfes
sional Photo
graphy

For The Parents
of Mr. or Miss I98i

ft

2=8 oz. Sirloin Dinners
7537-0440

Clilieo's Shoe Store

Bel Air Center

Southside Manor

Savings Account
Now Open

753-4383

A Gift Certificate
Awaits The New
Mr. or Miss 1985

For Mr. or Miss 1985
PEOPLES BANK
ell
Itti LIR RAY KY.

HILLMARK DIST.
P...VIII=
•
&see..

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

Member FDIC

15021442 9333

A Johnson's Baby Gift Set

411111.41
114 Sol

1502)753 7111

8x10 Color Photo
For.
Mr. or Miss 1985
1112 N. 5th

73-8809

Clinic Pharmacy

Bank of Murray

753-8302

5th & Walnut _

DRUGS
Murray, Ky.

(I)8x10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1985

Stedit Dinner
For Two

Artcraft Photography
Portraits, Weddings, Frames
One Day Processing

1 1 g So. 12th

3 Boxes Of
Pampers
For Mr. or Mks 1985

OWEN'S FOOD
MARKET

753-0035

MEXICAN DINNER FOR 2
For The Parents of

, Mr. or Miss 1985

-

Chestnut
Street

753-1314

WI
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
•

GIFT CERTIFICATE
for
Mr. or Miss 1985

4110,4<'t

Holland Drugs
A Shampoo, Cut & Style
For Mom,Dad & The Baby
Plus A Gift Pack of Fantastic Sam's
Hair Care Products
-'

P

For Mr. or
Miss 1985

Baby
Planter

Owner

6091
/
2 South 4th
Murray, Ky 42071

Shafilyn Wisehart

753-9514

4:k
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To The Parents Of
Mr.".or Miss 1985

..
--FatitasticSanis
the original Family Haircutters

We ye dot locattons coast to coast and one near you+

OYIJAPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

A BOX OF WALMART DIAPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1985

WALrMART

,
e13°Aril

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Moral:Nor FDIC

JCPenney

109 S. 4th Murray
753-1462

DISCOUNT PtISCRIPTIONS
1205 CHESTNUT
MURRAY AY
Mon Sat 9 8
Sun 126

\Ari
p

$25 Gift Certificate
for _
Mr. or NiliSs.1 985

South 4th

Pay Less

:/.

N," a

Across From Morroy Drive-In

SUM 1934

Mar•ha A <

A New Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1985

D&T Warehouse
Foods
A JUMBO BOX OF PAMPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1985

OderlIPHS

1 Case of Baby
Formula
To Mr. or -Miss 1985

For Mr. or Miss 1985

For Mr. or Miss 1985

e eoohmank
Willard AIIS

1 Case of Baby Food

includin§ baby soap, powder
lotion & shampoo

Engraved Memories
of Childhood Book
waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1985
• D• wntown Murray

Hwy. 641 North

•

e•',40111,111w...--,
-...•*
2-1"•

-10

wi

A '15.00 Gift Certificate

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
Bel Air Center

7534322
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Rose Bowl Queen and
Princesses tallvabobt- events before parade
PASADENA, Calif.(AP)- Five hours before
climbing atop floats to be seen by more than 100
million TV viewers, Rose Queen Kristina Kaye
Smith and her six princesses arrived at the
nate Tournament House in jeans and shirttails.
Waiting for them early Tuesday in the Queen
and.Princesses Room-were three hairdressers
and two Hollywood makeup artists.
---irAs blow dryers droned against a backdrop of
gold walls and carpet and mini-chandeliers,
Princess Suzanne Walter, 19, a Pasadena City
Callege coed, decided, "i lookawful."
"Can you putsome more coverup on my zits?"
she said.
• "My hair looks retarded," said Princess
Stephanie Engler, a 17-year-old La Canada High
School senior.
She poked at her lacquered coiffure: "I don't
-know what they (the hairdressers) did to it."
Miss Smith, struggling with her fobr-pound
crown, said: "I'm trying to get my bangs to pill'
-up. It's so heavy,i'm going to have a headache
by the end of the parade."
The queen and the princesses received three
months of training in preparation for their
graceful glide down Colorado Boulevard.
"We were given a whole list of do's and
don'ts," Miss Smith said with a grin. "Don't
gossip.,I looked at it
chew gum, don't point,,
once,. think'.-And I laughed."
a
Canada High School, said the essentials of royal
behavior were easy to master:
'We don't have to speak,' we. don't have to
walk. All we ha -to do is wave."
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January.,
arance Sale

121 ByPass
Murray, Ky,

1 Rack
Wedding
—
Reduced

Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdeallospital. Paducah, wereConnell Collins
and Helen Lee of Murray and Deborah Housden
of Hazel.
7

Tennis'play Thursday
Group ti of Ladies_Tennis of Murray Country
Chib will meet Thursday, Jan. 3, at 9 a.m. at the
- entranAe.1.0- Kurrayfeallnway county_park_to_go_
to Keniake Tennis Center to play at 9:30 a.m.
Players to 1;e paired at courtside ifICIUde Marilyn
Adkins. Vickie Baker, Gayle Foster. Norma
Frank, Jennifer Hewlett, Frances Hulse,
—Ryan and Beck'Wilson.

Onl.

All Fall az Winter DressesLong and Short
Reduced "from •

20% to 75%

t
Childfree'

women discussed
in.article in January magazine
•

By Cosmopolitan
many women, _tlieer_lltaA Hearst Magazine
jority of early childhood
Women unable to tasks are routine and
have children have long boring,
A shower for Paul and Kaye Henry and their
been the object of sym"Child rearing is an
- two children, whose home and contents- were
pathy among their extremely stressful ocrecently destroyed by fire, will be from 13 to 8
relatives and friends, cupation, and some
p.m. on Thursday. Jan. 3, at the Bethel Chapel
but now there's a new
women lead much hapPentecostal Church, located lll miles east of
breed - the childfree.
pier lives without taking
Murray on Highway 94 East. For information
Childfree women are on motherhood," she
call 474-883t or 1-354-8987.
those who choose not to _ said.
become mothers, -and
Eriksqp believes that
according to an article to lead a_balaticed- life;
Square-and--round dit
in the January issue of the 'procreative drive
be from 7:30 to
11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, Jan. 4 and 5, at
Cosmopolitan their must be expressed - if
the Lynn Grove Roller Rink. Music on Friday
numbers are-increasing not by having children,
will be by the'Sharecropper Band and on Saturto a startling degree.
day by the Sundowners Band.
Charles Westoff,
director of Princeton
University's Office of
Population Research,
projects that as many as
The Garden Department of the Murray
25 percent ol girls now
Woman's Club will Meet Thursday, Jan. 3, at 1
In their 20s will remain
p.m. at the club house. Ricky Lowe, biologist
childless by choice.
with the Land_Between the Lakes, will present
Some of these women
the program on "Wildlife at LBL." He will be inwill have made inforMtroduced by Irene Young.Hostesses will be Ruth
ed,_personal decisions to
Caldwell. Lurline Billingtort, Helen Urbancic.
reject the traditional
Helene Visher: Margaret Taylor and Effie
role of motherhood.
Vaughn.
Others may have been
seduced by a carefree
lifestyle and frivolous
consideration's.'
- The Single_ Connection will meet Thursday,
The reasons Women
Jail.-3. -at 1 p.m. in classroom on third floor,
give for choosing a
Education Building, First United' Methodist
childfree life vary.
Church. "One Is A Whole Number" will be topic
Some are work-oriented
for discussion:Supervised child care will be prowomen, who don't
vided. For informatioq call --Jill at 753-1701 or
believe in mixing career
Dick at 436-2174.
and motherhood and opt
for career. Others
prefer to retain, their inThe Jackson Purchase Section of the
dependence and don't
American Society for Quality ControLwill meet_
want the responsibility
Thursday..-Jan. 10, at the Holiday Inn. Mayfield.
of parenting. Some
Guest speaker will be Sil Mayolo, quality - honestly don't believe it
manger of Westvaco, Wickliffe. who will talk
is right to bring a child
about the company's quality irnirrovement prointo today's _world grain. A snrial hour will be at 6 p.m. with dinner
and some honestly don't
at 7 p.m. Reservations may be made by calling
care much for children.
Ted Bagell: 1-247-6730. The Meeting is open tn.
"It's inlOortant that
the public.
people who decide to re-

Henry shower Thursday

--Dancing scheduled

All. New Spring & Summer
Formals, Proms, Pageants,
Bridesmaids & Wedding Gowns
- Reduced% on all Stock

then channeled intoeither creative expression or socially fruitful
channels.
Some experts make a
distinction between the
inquiet to nurture and
the need to mother. The
'nurturing inatinct is
universal, they say,
while the need to mother
is not. And the nurturing
.need--earr be-satbdied
'through caring relationships other than
motherhood.

20

(Alterations Extral

All Crystal Stemware In Stock

to 75%

Reduced 20%
Noritake, Imperiak Waterford
and Fostoria. Over 100 Sterns at
dutp
.

Garden group will meet

Singles plan discussion .

• ;Na•uu
.

portrait deal of a lifetime

Stainless Serving Ware

at2j$

0
Lycinta and Trimlite Items
Reduced

Reduced 5070

what they are not do-:
big," said Erik Erikson,
WITH
psychoanalyst, author
COUPON
and former professor at
Reg S12 95,
Harvard and Yale.
wiscoupoNsumum
'•
m
"'he danger is they
Present th•s coupon to 041/ pito- I
S5 OFF POgroohe w.t$ 954:
depps,/ on
will repress the_sense of
vour porlro•t col/echo
,One
k -frustration and loss that 111
coupon per forn,ly Not yo4,d
,
"* th ary othef offer S s .+1,g lee for each odd/ham/I sub/€.0
comes with the rejection
some portra4.-Safisfac4,o•always os•
...Grey
-0tFer-irI val•d only on dotes e,-d of 'ocahons yaw
Of procreniiitity-so_that •
sted
a new kind of unconscious repression
••
develops in place df the
sexual repression of the
Victorian sm."
Erikson echoes
Freud's belief that
"anatomy is destinyandib_oIleves it is rtii-Instinctual human wish to
have children. Those
-who- -rejeot-pattentho'd
cut themselves off from
a major experience .in
adult development.
Manhatta.n
nychotheraltist Elain
uskin disagrees. She
said many mothers.
-particularly those who
are single and working.
, lack adequate time__Io
nurture their children in

Swarovski ciry*A1 and
Silver Holloware '

•
••,
•
•
;
1
• Wednesday, Jan. 2 •
Thru Saturday
•
I
Jan. 5
: Daily: 10 Clonl.•8
• - U.S. Hwy.
. . . . . 6.41 - - :
-a.
Nortita—Mistray----,
•
•
•
•
•
_
s'
•
•
•
• imumurr •
I
•
that.. for ..............m........

—

All Christmas Items

'-•

••A

1/2 Price!
The Showcase
Mastercharge and VISA Welcome
_

Open 10:00-530

—••••„,..;...„
•

•

/

•

org

,

:
47

11+OD

•

eg,

"

•

"--""'

•

Murray. K1

- Storewidv_Sale 20% Off
__.In-Stock Merchandise

a aatfarYtnitwaY.

She added

45 Piece Sets

86iEi

20 portraits for just

- Ptc
.
.ILINOVCIDIJA_ •
- For relaxing comfort,the
ideal chair should have .a back that is slightly
convex, advirie furniture experts at Home
magazine. It should yield, but not give way, and
the front of the seat should not press aalliet the
beck of the seated perSOWW-Tegs. 00vering
material • should be sett 15bt not slippery,
material that "breathes." -

Carry Onlyl

50%
5 Piece Place Settings 2070 Off
(Stock Items Only — Bridal Registry Excludedl

7-85<10S, 3-5 7s, 15 wallets

`The -Murray-Calloway rounly Camera Club
will Meet Monday, Jan. 7.. at 7 p.m.. at the
-Calloway Cauntle-eublic.Library A. grer hal program will be presented by Larrie Clark who will
show pictures and slides of the trip and he and
his wife, Maxine, took while vacationing in
- -Martha last summer. The public is invited to attend, a club spokesman said.
_ _ .

(Cash and

Reduced up to

Ma'olo will be speaker
, •

- Camera Club -will meet

Each

China and Pottery

A limited time offer on th

January Diabetes Education Classes will be
.he, on Monday. Jan: 7, and on Tuesday; Jan. 15,
irr-ClaSsroom Two. Ground Floor, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. The daises will be from 2 to
4 p.m._and 6 to 8 p.m. on both days and are open
to all diabetics and those interested in diabetes.
-There is no charge, according to Sandra G.
Shapiro, RN, MS: Diabetes Educator. Persons
may call, the Nursing Administration Office,
1-444-2122, to make an appointment, for the
classes.

.

50%
.80
%
iCash & Carry

FIRST BIRTHDAY - Leslie !Marie Cooper,daughter of Greg and Darlene
Cooper, 1631 Farmer Ave., Murray,celebrated her first birthday on Nov. 24
at the homeof her maternal grandparents, Gerald and Rose Walker, Rt. 2,
Murray. Herputernal grandparents are Gerald arid Lynda Cooper, 1523 OZ.
ford Dr. Murray. She is the great-granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Walker,
1, Dexter, of Mrs. Loc-illg.Ttillingion and the late -Jimmy Billington, Murray. of the late Mr. and Mrs. Floyd-Leslie Taylor, Lynn Grove,
andofthe_htte
aad Mrs. Becham Cooper,Rt.4, Murray.The Critte.r Sitters iv!iii-the theme of the party. Games prizes were won by Susan Orr and
Matthew Oakley. Also present were Brad,Sarah and Wonda Walker. Janne,
Bryan and Sharon Furches, Clint and Karon Johnson, Matthew-and Lisa
Morris, Amberly and Tenuity Paschall. Josh. Matthew and Aim Oakley,
Cornelia Walker. Susan-and Stacey Orr, Tanya Iiend_erson. Amberly and
Emily Vance, Lynda Cooper, Rose Walker and Darlene Cooper.

Patients disfriiskii

Diabetes classes planned
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

HERE LOW PI
PRICES GOOD WED. JA

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

•

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

RC, RC 100, OR
DIET RITE COLA

HOME OWN U)
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BLUE BONNET

SPECI

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

NEW!!
PANTRY PF

8 PK. 16 OZ.11721141

24 OZ. SAND

Rill
•

LIMIT

UDE

D

BREA

ON UN ON PR
..
44k

N 2ND

.WICH

9'

PLUS DEPOSIT
TWO PLEASE
•

WEEKLY SPECIALS
SPIN BLEND SALAD

CRISCO

DRESSING
39

SHORTEN1NG

RC, RC 10
__RITE OR NEHI
2 UTER PL

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

ALL ARMY

BUGLES

COTTAGE
CHEESE

CORN MEAL
5 LB. BAG
•

$2
.9

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SEIS RISING
SUNFLOWER

1129

CORN SNACK

REG. OR NACHO

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER,: ofti:

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

KRAFT
PUFFS FACIAL

TISSUE

79

'
r.

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

$300.00
LAST WEEKS NAME:
ROBERT THORNE
CARD NOT PUNCHED

PURE VEGETABLE WESSON

OIL

38 OZ. $229

75

63
LIPTON 24 CT. FAMILY

FILLING

TEA BAGS

21 OZ. $ 1 29

OZ.

$ 1 69

$ 1 89

CLEANER..12 oz. 99c

BETTY CROCKER

COCKTAIL..15 oz. 79'

STUFFING...6

KRAFT GRAPE

VELVETTA SHELLS &

SAUCE. .is_oz. 2/99'

3201. $

19

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CUT GREEN

2/89c

CHEESE

OZ.

69'

12 OZ•

$1 19

COCOA MIX

YELLOW CORN
17 OZ. 33'
KIDNEY BEANS... 15 0Z. 33'
SWIM PEAS
16 OZ. 33`
MIXED

VEGETABLES
TOMATO SAUCE

16 oz. 43c

oz. 4/$1

FLAVORED

T.V. DINNE

HUNGRY JACK INSTANT

MARDI GRA

1

29

TISSUE

RINSO 42 OZ. LAUNDRY

MARDI GRA

DETERGENT

TOWEI

$1 39

LAUNDRY

APPLES
ONIONS

42 OZ. $ 1 99

47c

CARROTS
1 LB. BAG RED

APPLE JUICE

TISSUE
4 ROLL 69c
PAPER NAP(INS.ioo CT. (109c

RADISHES

49

JUICE

TOMATO JUICE

SALAD

_az 0_,z 89`
160Z. 75` ---'0EANUT BUTTER is oz. 98c

as oz.
_ $_ 49

DRESSING

$ 1 19

3/

'$100

1 LB. SAO

GELATIN
ORAHIDERWY-'—

EA.

FRESH BUNCH GREEN

BATHROOM

64 OZ. $

'$100

3 LB. BAG

CORN MEAL
5 LB. BAG 89c
CORN FLAKES
18 oz. 99c
SHORTENING
42 OZ. $ 1 49
VEGETABLE OIL 48 OZ. $ 1"
DETERGENT
PAPER TOWELS

4)

GRAPEFRUIT

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS

FRUIT PIES

, BANQUET

791

PINK OR WHITE

BANQUET:

99

I

CARNATION HOT 12 OZ.

FROZEN FOODS

20 OZ.
APPLE, PEACH, CHERRY

3207..

KETCHUP...32 OZ. 99'

HUNT'S FRUIT

JELLY

HUNT'S TOMATO

BRIC
TENER
•

a

POTATOES.16 OZ.

$399

AUTOMATIC VANISH BOWL

FA
SOF

_

HUNT'S

RICHTEX 42 OZ.

BEANS...16 OZ.

(

L TOUCH

15 OE.

THANK YOU CHERRY PIE

SHORTENING .

LIQUID TIDE LAUNDRY

DETERGENTios

P1NA

CHILI WITH BEANS

JUMBO ROLL

6407..
11
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 51.89

ITS CT.

154

FF LABEL

KELLY'S

PAPER TOWELS

99

ASHIN
)UID

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

••••1,10 ••

$

LIGHT

32 07..
5fr 0

HI DRY

ORANGE
JUICE _

-

SUP
.DISHW
LIC

7...89

$1 39

240Z.

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

ASTIC

Soc Pc

I$ I

3207.

0, DIE1
FLAV

LOOSE

ONIONS

3/
EA.

-

$100
594
ETV

4
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NO COUPON OR STAMPS NECESSARY
REG. $1.29

ORIGINAT

Pt ?ICES

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2. 1981.

rhs
.
IR ARMIN

BATHROOM

TISSUE

N 2ND THRU TUES. JAN. 8TH 1985

59

4 ROLL PKG.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. I I p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO A DAIRY PRODUCTS
•

1
1
1

WEEKLY SPECIALS

:311
NEW!!
INTRY PF

MORRELL GOLDEN
SMOKED BONELESS

.0(7

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

RIBEYE 400Ik
STEAK
$.199

REA
!Z. SAND

9

116.

-

WEEKLY SPECIALS
RC 10
t NEHI
LITER PL

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

94;

FIELD
PRO-LEAGUER

CUBE
STEAK

HAM

AST1C

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WHOLE OR SHANK PORTION
SMOKED (WATER A • DED)

, DIET
FLAVORS

LB.

$1 19
L..

WIENERS

1.7.7-7-',••1•46

—

e

r•

$239
L.

-ftfte -

9

12

dt.

sup
DISHW
LIC
32 OZ,
SW 0

WEEKLY SPECIALS

LIGHT

ASKING
UID

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN

TIP
STEAK

1 59
F LABEL

GROUND
GROUND CHUCK
MARDI GRAS BATHROOM

TISSUE

4 ROLL 991

$1201.
1

BUTT PORTION (WATER ADDED)

.

1 19

FAMILY PACK

.1

BACON _

$239
PAMtLY PACK

z. $1 29

FIELD SLICED

HAM

BONUS PACK

1"

LB

HAM

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

FIELD FRESH HAM

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST, LB. $219

SAUSAGE

LB

$ 1 29

LB

89' N

BONUS PACK

CENTER-SLICED
LB. $ 1 49

CHICKEN BREAST

LB.

$ 1 99

CHICKEN LEGS
BONUS PACK

LB. $199

CHICKEN THIGHS, Lp. 79`
S.

MARDI GRAS PAPER

TOWELS

JUMBO

69

K.C. STEAK

PRODUCE
FLORIDA TANGELOS & JUICE

ORANGES

$1 00
... EA.

FIELD SLICED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
LB.

$4299
10

BOLOGNA

PRODUCE
FRESH CUCUMBERS &

BELL PEPPER

3/1

$1 19

BONUS PACK
LB. $

'1 59

CHICKEN WINGS

LB

494

DELI SPECIALS
BAKED HAM

LB. $2
"

MACARONI SALADAB.89c
HAM SALAD

LB.1 °9

$100
PRODUCE
$

....EA.

PRODUCE

00

5,'

RED#RIPE

FRESH CRISP

TOMATOES

CELERY

. AB.

L. 414-.--I

•

11.

•• •

•

BAKERY SPFCIALS

—
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• PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LE

• PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LE

Ws reserve ne
Right Ti lt
Ousestries

Double Strength

FIVE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
319 BROADWAY

2560 LONE OAK RD.

ANTACID/ANTI-GAS
Sodium Free

PADUCAH MALI.

SALE
THRU
TUES., JAN. 8TH

t GUal"

60 Tablets
$199

•

CALTRATE 600

9 Oz. Can

TABLETS

-

60 Tablets

$188

EX-LAX
PILLS

D-AI
D
88 -BAN
•PLASTIC STRIPS

titomPILL5amo
'

$296
60 Pills

DOVE
SOAP

WatS71---

All Wide Box of 30
YOUR CHOICE

MEDIQUELL
CHEWY •
COUGH SQUARES

Bethstie

White or Pink

ove

$126

•

Up To 11 Hour Cough Control.

$439

12 Squares

SYLVANIA
STANDARD BULBS
60, 75 or 10210s
2 Pack

1111111r;
MAXIMUM STRENGTH
SINUTAB II

EXTRA-STRENGTH
TYLENOL
Tablets

$99

100 Capsules

$489

• Full Size Record Player

JERGEN'S
LIQUID
SOAP

KITCHEN KITTLE
MULTI-COKER

MAXIMUM STRENGTH
SINUTAB TABLETS
24 Tablets $226

Non Stick Surface,
Heat Control,
Removes For
Submersible Clean-ups.

YOUR CHOICE

Ho. 04000

GILLETTE
RIGHT
GUARD
DEODORANT

BAMA
PECA
N PIES
Party Pack

10 Oz. Original

Package of 4

$244

84;

16

6 BAR PACK
YOUR CHOICI $1 37

PAPERMATE
ERASERMATE
2

FILLER PAPER

PAIN MEDICATION 99
—

ALMOND JOY
OR MOUNDS
CANDY BARS

ST. REGIS

• Beige
• Blue
• Yellow
10.5 Oz.

)1VASPEREIE

3 Oz. Cream $1

'r

PRESTO 6-QUART.

INSTANT JAMBOREE
SANKA PURE PRESERVES
Cherry
or
Peach
32 Oz. Jar

,8995

R.. $119.99

No 5423X32

Sinus Headache and
Congestion Medication.
24 Tablets

Pain Relief Without Aspirin.

•
100

GRAN PRIX AM/FM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER WITH CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER/PLAYER AND RECORD PLAYER
• Six Pushbutton

YOUR CHOICE

GLAD
SANDWICH BAGS
:
"
B
Nff 6175
7

884

Erasable Ink Pen
Medium Blue or
Medium Block

Regular Rule
or
College Rule.

filler

paper

PAPERMATE
ACCU-POINT PAPERMATE
EL MARKO
ROLLER PEN
MARKER

• Blue f
• Black
7

494

YOUR CHOICE

.
• BlueRed

39C

• Black

200 Sheets
YOUR CHOICE

PERCOGESIC
ANALGESIC TABLETS
Contains No Aspirin
24 Tablets

Pecligrte

°•56 A

-111
1/LA-st7424C

6 Oz. Lotion

$269
MENNEN
SPEED STICK
DEODORANT
.. EMPIRE
PENCK CAP PENCILS
Poly Bog ERASERS
14 Pencils

•

Y LESS

FON GENTLE DUNK:Alla
OVERING..,
RELJEF OF CONST•••.•

Gentle, Dependable
Relief of Constipation.

SWEET 14 LOW
GRANULATED
SUGAR SUBSTITUTE
100 Pockets

•SHEER STRIPS

60 TABLETS

1

ER

ADORN
HAIR SPRAY

More calcium
per tabiet-than •
•half-quart

HIGH POTENCY
CALCIUM SUPPLEMENT
OR
CALTRATE 690
PLUS D
YOUR CHOICE

EFF
ERD
ENT
DENTURE CLEANS

YOUR CHOICE

• Regular
• Extra Hold
• Unscented
• Ultimate Hold

AY LE S • PAY LESS AT PAY LE

19

59'

• Regular

REDWOOD
HANGING

2.5 Oz.

speed
stick

°It* $137

BIRO FEEDER

• Spice

3/
1
2 U). Capacity $c97
Mc 1732
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Quart Bottle
32 Oz.

COLGATE
TOOTH PASTE
• 7 Oz. Regular
6.4 Oz. Gel
$126

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE HAVE
KEPT A COMPLETE AND
ACCURATE RECORD
OF YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
FOR INSURANCE OR
TAX PURPOSES.
COME IN AND OUR
PHARMACISTS WILL
BE GLAD TO GIVE
YOU A COPY OF
YOUR RECORDS.

A SE
ThouF
'Cat
All th
me,

Zr...1221010

$288

TAX TIME IS HERE!

moth(
of bur

Germs That
Cause Bad Breath.

12 Oz. Liquid

PRINCETON
_36_1-”37
1205 CHESTNUT ST.
132 W
MAIN
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

pEI

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
Kills

•
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Old Age Doesn't
Have To Be
an Affliction,

By Abigail Van Buren

PEAR ABBY: My dear departed be a godsendfor people 60 years cry for help if
ever I saw one.
mother, who had a wonderful sense old and older.
I beg you to see a priest and _
of humor, gave this to me:
Some chapter titles: Accidents also a doctor. Your ptroblenis
and the Elderly; Aging and Your are itruch too heivk to carry
A SENIOR CITIZEN'S LAMENT Eyes; Arthritis Advice; Cancer alone.
Thought I'd let my doctor check me Facts for People Over 50;ConstiFor immediate comfort, call
'Cause I didn't feel quite right.
pation; Dealing With Diabetes; your loeal suicide preventio
n
All those aches-and pains annoyed Hearing and the Elderly; Uri- hotline.
me,
nary Incontinence; What to Do
You desperately need to talk
Andieouldn'A..slenn.et_ night -.— 4bou-thGrprjhtmflFW6W
He could find no real disorder,
lems; High Blood Pressure; The woman who wants to
but he wouldn't let it rest.
Safe Use of Meditine by Older although you deny it to recover,
yourself
What with Medicare and Blue
People; Senility, Myth or Mad- and now to me. Please take my
Cross
ness?; A Healthy Diet; How to advice and let
it wouldn't hurt to do some tests. Find Good Medical Care; Pro- again. I care. me hear from you
To the hospital he sent me,
tection Against Crime;Sexuality
though I didn't feel that bad.
in Later Life; and more.
He arranged for them to give me
It is written in large type in
every test that could be had.
simple language that everyone
DEAR ABBY: This is for all
I was fluoroscoped and
can understand. It contains a newspaper carriers, mail carriers
cystoscdped,
wealth ofinformation-for every- and delivery people: When you see a
my aging frame displayed,
one over 50 who wants to live a dog, barking and growling in front
Stripped upon an ice-cold table
long, healthy and .independent of someone's house, turn right
while my gizzards were X-rayed. life.
around and forget that howte
was
wormaind
, It is absolutely free-including
Today, a delivery boy tried to get
parasites
poigage!
up to our front door-when he was
for fungus and the crud,
For your book, write to: Pfizer confronted by our dog ,On a chain,
While they pierced me with long
Pharmaceuticals,P.O. Box 3852- growling and snapping frantically.
needles
DA,Grand Central Station, N.Y. The delivery boy didn't take the
taking samples of my blood.
10163: Ask for the book Dear hint; instead he kelk advancing_
Doctors came to check me over,
Abby mentioned for older people. trying to get around the dog and up
probed and pushed and poked
(A postcard will do.)Please print to our front doOr. Had our dog been
around,
your name and address clearly, able to get to this boy,-he could have.
And to makeaure I waaliving,
And don't thank me, thank- the--deneinnt serious dantegec
they wired me for sound.
National Institute on Aging and
Abby. I'm really worried,__1 hay(
They have-finally concluded;
Pfizer PharMaceuticals, which h
eird that according to law, every
(their results have filled a ;Mite)
funded this fine'
-project.
dog is eritttled lo one bite, but if he
What4 have will someday kill me,
P.S. This offer includes -our- bites-twice, he has to be put to sleep.
my affliction is old age.
Canadian neighbos:
Is that true?
(Author unknown)
_
LCtVE.S 14Y DOG
fREMEMEtER MAMA
DEAR- LOVES: "Laws" conDEAR REMEMBER: What an
eerning dogs differ, depending'
amusing poem,but old age never
DEAR ABBY: I have -been in a on where
"killed" anybody. Unfortun- bad marriage for 40 years. I knew it would, one lives. However,it
seem apparent, that- a
ately, some doctors still equate was a mistake after the first year,...aibarking,
aging with inevitable mental and but being a Catholic, I accepted it-al"- is doinggrowling -dog on chain
what- - he has bliuen
physical decline.
my .cross. I bore eight children..---Arain_ed to do-protect his_
c16:F7
Or; Robert N. Butler, former hating every minute of it.
anyone who deliberdirector of the Nairional Mott- " There was never enough money, ately
attempts_ to invade his
tute of Aging,tells the story ofa so I started teaching school when territory,
is asking for trouble.
101-year-old man who corn- my youngest Was 4,I'm 60 now and Mail carriers,
newspaper carplained to his physician about a feel like 85. I'm sick of marriage, riers and
delivery people are
pain in -his left leg.
sickof my family and sick-II-Mae in -ustriiiiy instructed to "forget"
"Well," said the doctor,"what general.
the house that's being
do you expect at your age?"
Suicide would cut off insurance by matt's best friend. protected
The man replied,"But doctor; and be hard on my family. Is there a
my right leg is also 101, and -it place where I can get some infor***
doesn't hurt a bit."
'nation on how to end my life and
(Getting married? Send for
-- Apropos aging, I have just -inake it look like an accident?
Abby's new, updated, expanded
come'upon a wonderful hand• Every night I pray I won't wake booket,"How to
Have a Lovely
book titled "Help Yourself .to.. 41pAlle_ney t mnrrtirwr _
_
Wedding." Send your name and
Good Health," compiled by the
H ELPLESSIN-11
address clearly printed with a
National Institute cih
. --check or money order for $2.50
part ofthe Department of Health
DEAR HELPLESS: I am glad (this includes postage)
to: Dear
and Human Servfaes, whose you wrote- to me because you Abby,
Wedding Booklet; P.O.
secretary is Margaret M.Heckler. need to see these words:
Thistexcellent handbook .will . My dear lady, your letter is a Box. 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)
*•
•

s.

4..1.'4,4 -•
••••••

_

re
guaranteed
TWOWAYSTO ENJOY
PICTURE PERFECT PRINTS
FROM BEGLEY'S.
2-FERS

1-FERS

f

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING FOR ROAST BEEF IN THE WRONG PLACES?

NA
P
li
lt
Hayden

Two sets of prints at one low price.

Begley's single print option.
•

•

I Color Print Film Developing plus
TWIN PRINTS 110. 126 or 135.
12 Exposure Roll IC-41 Process).
Up to 24 prints.

I

1

I

These special prices
good on film brought in
Dec.
1984-Jan. 7. 1985.
omo.
Color Print Film Developing plus
I TWIN PRINTS Disc 15 Exposure
Up to afpirints.

27 I $069

.11E.9AYS
0
I These special prices .. good on filrarbrought tit
I Dec. 26. 1984-Jart. 7. 1985
mos =IT IIIII
•
Color Print_Filin Developingpkis
TWIN PRINTS-fl0;126 or 135.
,24 Exposure Roll IC-41 Process).'
Up to 48 prints.

I

vd •ssn AVd IV s 31 Av. • Sal AVd

MEd.=IN MET NM*

BACON CHEESEBURGER, REG.

FRIES & MED. SOFT DRINK

FRIES & MED. SOFT DRINK

pion Pict goad•

alto. to••*4 C•••••• •Wit OP(
evy min no choo Cao• ,a'I I OOP, ot ant ,41.
•
CPI lotva *'N mom. kgr.c.•,dhow,
•

1:11~40.0. •01. ern

.1*/de*•.0•10.••••.

L

IttA rit
rdear

4MM6•IMINI•MO
AMIS.din dimmle&Wows mmt__
.
,

EGLEYS(ti

$527 I $397
These sperial prices
goocl on film brought in
Dec 26. 1984-Jan 7. 1985

These special prices I
good on film brought -in
Dec 26. 1984-Jan. 7. 1985.1
Calor Print-Film Developing plus SINGLE PRINT 1351
36 Exposure Roll I1.-41 Process)

1

1e
13EGLE
t-YSCI
4r $

37 $597- (-11EGLEy-srk,

•These special prices, .
good on filrhbrought in
Dec, 26. 1984-Jan '171985

These.special prices
good on film broug_ht in
t 1484-rJan.-7.

I

IMMO

O

*--only s2"

Offor good Oyu January 8. 1985
1,....taieriramootiotagraoro_sor.-•

I

These spe( ial prices
11 film brought in
Dec 26, li184-Jan 7. 1985.t

0764

inn.16 am

ROAST BEEF SANDWICH, REG.

imiL$199 -

it I

olor Print Film bereloping plus
SINGLE PRINT 1,1,0_126 or 13,5. I
24 Exposure Rolf IC-41 ProceSsd.

Color Print Film DrvelOping'plus
TWIN PRINTSr135: -='•
. - -36 _Exposure Roll (('-41 Process)
1 Up to 72 prin(s.
--

You can try McDonald's,R Burger King - or Wendys but you won't find
any roast beef there.
But you will find it here at Hardees.R A new, tender, juicier roast beef
sandwich that's sliced deliciously thin and piled way-up-high. Men we top it
off with a.toasted sesame seed bun. And you do the rest-\A/1th your choice oj
our tangy barbecue or zesty horseradish sauce Its all here and-you'll love M

‘id

jEGLEY
'
S

100

I

I

BEGLEY
'
S

These special prices
good on film brought in
Dec.-2§. 1684Jaii. 7.L985.
_
Color Print Film Developing plus'
SINGLE PRINT Disc I
15 Exposure Roll.

I

OM

Color Print Film DeA eloping pluSINGLE.PRINT 110. 1269r 135
12 Exposure Roll-IC-41 ProeessLi

1(E24.Yst $337 I $199

V
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Observations

By Lochie Hart

We've been writing reported about this
about local folk who are place. Sue McNeary,
An Riyadh. Saudi who with husband Paul
Arabia, and today - are in Riyadh on.ii.twosomething unusual Is year assignment at

teachers — he on leave
from Murray Stater —
and Kay Parker, Mrs.
Wm. Ross Threlkell,
met on their teaching
jobs there. Although
they, or Kay's parents'
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Parker were neighbors
In Murray, they didn't
know each other until —
They were talking during a work break. One
said. "Where is your
home back in the
States?" "In -Kentucky.
Where is your native
home?" And what do
you know? They were

Your Individual
Horoscope

,

France Drake
FOR THUR4DAY,JANUARY 3.. 196.5
What kind Of day will tom4rrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
the forecast gi% en for your birth sign.
Someone is more Sensitive than you
mit realize. Your "tell it like it is" ap_ .• .
. ARIES
proach may be out of place. Don't
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ..
_.• &Excess hake can lead timnistakes spend on rredit maw
. in judgment. - Give Jotirseir time to SAGM'ARIUS
weigh over todkvis developrhents. Cut (Nov.22 to Dec: 211
A eo-worker is extra touchy„Either
• down on social expenses.
you
or a close tie tends to exTAURUS
..
t- Apr. 20to MaY20i
• travagance. Avoid snapping-out at
Be objective in business. The per- others in the evening.
• sonal •.touch won't be.. appreciated to- CAPRICORN _
day. Holiday bills may require im- I Dec. 22 to Jan: 19
• mediate attention,.„,_
_ ......:„, _,_ . The to11.of _liolidaY .Partying may
„maibL- wear Off you today. Don't push beyond
GEMINI - ''"
( My 2l to.huie_20) . iliFt V YOur 'units, .A.I.the same time be
The little things that go wrong on mindful of details.,
---the job-may.bring you-to-the boding -AQUARIUS
, point. _It's not tunk;lhough. for -per- ) Jan. Alto Feb III ,
In the romance, your judgment is
sonal confrontations. .
. •
poor and you're inclined to take risks. '
CANCER'r"---,
The straight arid. narrow is the best
_ (.Itine.21 to July'") • If yOfi make S. faux pas with a path to pursue now.
friend, don't berate -yourself uniner- PISCES
cifiilly." We all make mistakes. Just i_Feh-19tee Mar. 201
' 411111..
milig
learn from experience. ..
.
• Be- aware of your comments,
especially if-dealing With those easily
"Mt hurt. Don't raise- issues at home or
. (July 23 to Aug. 221 --•
. The _ touchiness ef others inake.s arguments will result tonight.
-cooperation -difficult.-,----If socialilirtg-,---='--YOU-BORN -TODAY have a .better
you need ta..Watch spending and self- sense of humor than most members of
your sign. Your flair for selfindulgence.
sit expresSibti Makes -YOU a natural lor
VIRGO
..''
y" the s e and you have the self, Aug. 23 to-Sept. 22i
e to make the most of your
Someone is easily offended by ad- disci
vice. Not Much will Corne from serne creative potential. Advertising, jourbig _bUsiness talk. There, could be nalism,. sales, banking and public
"
much ado about nothing.
relations are some of the fields in
..
:
,.. ar..,i_which you'll find happiness. Naturally
LIBRA _
.
Wri; curious, you may also be drawn to ,
( Sept. 23 tOtict. 22i
Your :taste is usually good, but to- sciehtific restrarch.' 'Birthday of:
• day you May be too amenable to sug-• J.R.R. Tolkien, writer; Zasu Pitts, acgestions from..()then-.'You'd better tress: andStephen
Sills, musician.
..
-40--194-14).wes-syno.c.,... Inc
follow-your own instincts

tie

A

4g•

•

both from Murray. Mrs.
Parker told me that
they talked rd Kay Otte
often and she related
this new finding during
Christmas.
• • •
SteePorter As a
regular in the soap
opera, -Search for
Tomorrow," and can be
seen each weekday,
channel 6 at .11:30 a.m.
He is the son of
Margaret Boone and
William Porter. Steve
had to change his)given
name to Brett in the
drama because another
man by the same name
was in the cast bebre.
Steve.arrived.
• • •
Hazel and Frank
Wainscott have moved
from their Hamlin home
and are residing in the
Wesley Methodist
Village, Aurora. They
have been hospitalized
and needed a more
suitable place for the
winter,
• • •
Sorry, Jon Alexander,

for saying you were taste of -hrilitmas out.
manklpd. You must feel
•, • •
studieg dentistry. Jon is
as your mother and
studying optometry.
There were two bir- father felt when you ar• • •
thdaya on Christmas rived - or a day that
The Maurice. Day in our family — L. celebrates a birth
Christophers observed Fay's and Celia's. We throughout the World."
their ,50th wedding an- read with interest "At
"I would have liked to
niversary recently in a Wit's End'.' by Erma - have- been
mother
Christmas-appointed Bombeck Dec.
Murray Woman's Club 24......For several
House.-Julett, in a pret- .> million Americans out
ty pink dress and wear- there, tomorrow is your
ing a strand of pearls', birthday. For years past
looked almost as young and years to corne, you
as she did as a bride. get one gift that 'covers'
Maurice looks good, too. your birthday and
All their children and Christmas.. There
grandchildren were in won't be a party —
attendance.
Everyone is too busy.
• • •
Your gift will attract litEating %ILO the-Zing tle attention because
to do. Since many are everyone else is IITIstuffed with holiday wrapping one at the
WASHINGTON (AP)
goodies, the eating same time. Your birth- — The Civil Aeronautics
places are having day will be wrapped Ma Board ended 46 years of
waiting lines for ser- Christmas wrapping. control over the airline
vices. Looking around Your cake could end up industry this week and
at the plates that friends a pumpkin pie with a became the.first major
had ordered, I saw candle in it. You've been federal regulatory agenmany hot dogs, ham- short-changed.
cy to close its doors
burgers, and baked
"Or have you? I like forever.
potatoes — and most to think you were chosen
The shutdown signalhad a goodly trimming to share your birthday ed the end to regulation
of onions — that's with the g r eat e taf-an industry which in
something to take the spiritual leader of all rec ent years has

DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Plaque can be
hereditary
By Lawrence Lamb; M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB .— Two years
ago my husband had what our doctor
called a mini-stroke. His right arm
and leg became numb and useless, but
he didn't feel .sick in any way. This
lastid about an hour and he recovered
completely, The doctor put him on
aspirin and Dipyridamole. He said the
Dipyridarreile•would dissolve the •plaque that he might have -in his neck
arteries. •
I have heard there is nothing on the
market that will dissolve- plaque. I
don't want my husband taking something that he shouldn't or that won't
do him any good.
My brother, 65, is dying from a
stroke caused by plaque in his neck.
The doctor said his brothers and sisters should be checked for plaque.
since it is hereditary. Is this true?

who, for, a short while,
left the frenzy of the
season of commercialism and impatience
to enter„, that private
world tfirf belongs only
to a woman about to
give birth."

Slam!

Door shuts on CAB,
first federal agency
to be closed forever

already have a sister who is headed in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box
for a stroke. She is younger than I, 1551, Radio City Station, New York,
and I'm 70.-1 Weigh 105-and am 5 feet NY 10019.
Many new things are being done to
tall. What can we do to stop this? I'm
prevent strokes. Some blocked artervery‘worried.
DEAR READER — Dipyridamole ies can be cleaned out or bypass operinhibits the formation of blood clots. ations may be performed. Early
It works by inhibiting the clumping of treatment at the onset of symptoms
blood cells and platelet action, which often minimizes the damage.
How can any:
DEAR DR. LAMB
comprise the first part of clot forniation. Dipyrid;Mole is used, often one sleep on his side with his toes up?
along with aspirin, to help prevent I tried it, but .1 can't keep my toes up
clotting action that may block arter- when I am on my side.
DEAR READER—The major facies. Therefore, it is used to prevent
heart attacks and strokes caused by tor is to 'keep the toes from pointing
down, whier contracts the calf
clots.
-Your husband was very lucky. muscles. That position is more likely
Short-duration sttOke symptoms are to cause a cramp of the calf muscles.
To k6e
---.0 from pointing your toes
called a transitory ischemic attack
(TA). The only difference between a down, put a board .. its edge at the
TIA and a stroke is the short duration foot of your bed. The • gard should be
of symptoms and absence 'of perma- wide enough to accomm.'ate the full
length of your feet, if you sleep on
nent damage.
The two conditions may have dif- your back. The board will hold the
ferent causes. The fatty-cholesterol bedcovers off your feet. which also
deposits that your doctor correctly helps to • prevent pointing your toes
calls plaque do occur in families down.
Putting a pillow against the board,
whose members tend to have high
cholesterol levels. Have your risk fac- which you can put your feet against,
tors checked. The main ones are high will help to keep your toes propped
blood pressure, high.,cholesterol and up. Of course, if you bend your knees
smoking. If your risk facters are OK. or take your feet away from the
board, this won't be beneficial.
your outlook is good. -- •
It also helps to stretch your calf
I _ have discussed preventing and
managing strokes in The Health Let- muscles and other leg-muscles before
ter 16-6, What You Need to Know 'you go to bed. Keep the feet and legs
About Strokes, which I am sending warm. If they are cold, they are more
you. Others who want this issue can likely to cramp.
send 75 cents with a_long, stamped,
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
self-addressed envelope for it to me

undergone revolutionary changes. With
the board's passing,
airlines no longer have
to look toward the
government to tell them
where to fly and how
much to charge.
A ceremonial final
hearing lasted less than
10 Minutes and concluded with a-Marine-bugler—
playing "EVening Colors" — the traditional
sunset ceremony at
military installations —
as a board sta.ffe-r
removed the agency's
seal from the hearing
room wall.
By law, the board officially passed out of existence at midnight.
About 300 CAB
employees will move -across town- to the
Transportation Department where they will
continue to administer a
variety of airline
regulations.
CAB Chairman Dan
McKinnon slammed the
gavel down to end the
board's last meeting
before an audience that
Included several former
board members and
staff officals.
The agency, which in
its heyday had about 850
employees, has been on
a slow road toward .exUnction since 1978 when
Congress enacted the
Airline Deregulation
Act, which gradually
removed the"-, CAB's
powers and ordered it
closed down at the end
of 1984.

•

We Back Our
Quality With A
Money Back
Guarantee

-We 406tit•drige
ice.•
• every uoy or try•ry ••roir
only when tete market

changes

W. don
poy
make pc,
day so

to

Butterb-eans
Chili Beans
Pork'N Beans' ,
Pinto Beans
, ,V
Northern Beans_ ' Stewed Tomatoes
Tomatoes.
Tomato Sauce

, Chicken Noodle Soup
Chunk Tuna
1/2 Moon Cheddar
1/2 Moon Colby
Banquet Chicken Patties
_ Banquet Chicken Nuggets

Cream Corn
Hominy
._ Sweet Peas
French Green Beans
Cut Green Beans
Green and White Lima

•

314
31'
314
31'
3V
16 oz. 49'
16 oz. 39'
15 oz. 39'
15 oz.

We carry many name brands but
• if we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
INR,don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.

Mushrooms
Cut Sweet Potatoes
White Potatoes
Spaghetti
Mac; & Cheese
Dry Pinto Beans
Dry Northern Sec.as
Vegetable Soup

29'
6,/2 0..59'
To oz.

8 oz. $ 1 1.
8 oz. $ 1 19
12 oz. $239
12 oz. $239

o. 49`
394
isoz3V
16oz. 49'
725 oz,234
l6oz.334
01.-334,

•

•-•••revergetree

_

•.
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IACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS • UNCLE
JEFFS HOUSEWARE

AlkaSeltzer
Plus
Cold
Medicine

Good
Thru
Sun.,
Dec.

20 Tablets

30th

$'I 64

PAGE 13-A

UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH

Diesel Fuel

Home Owned - Homo Operated
HWY. 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.
Phone
While Quantitios
753-6575
Last

Anti-Gel

Salo

Buf-Puf
Facial Sponge
Regular or
Gentle
Sale Your
Choice

Aqua-Fresh Toothpaste
Family Size 6.4 oz.

Bee

Playing Cards

Normal/Dry
7 ex. Bottle

Sale Your Choice

Bicycle

$'1 29

Playing Cards

Warm Up

Head & Shoulder
Shampoo

Infra-Red Heat

Lamp

'Regular or
Conditioning
Bottle
Sale Your Choke

Great For
Well Houses

r

15%
More
Free

Dentu-Creme

Secret.
Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

Secret

In
50
llt
x.

HEET

Regular or
Unikented
1.25 oz.

Sale

$13

Johnson's
Baby Oil -

Gas Line
Anti-Freeze

16 oz. Bottle

Fuel System Dryer

$268
Sale

Mylanta II

tit
ly
's
it
id

Antacid/Anti-Gas
Scidium Free
12 oz. Liquid

Anchor

Hocking
Microwave
Cookware

Bacon Rack No. PM469/T1
Roasting Rock No. PM479/T1

- \\\
Sale $2
89
60 Tablets

$

Electric
Blankets

Borden's Snacks

99
Listerine
Antiseptic
Sale

St. Marys

Your Choice

Cheese Balls 5 oz.
Cheese Curls 6.5 oz.
Corn Chips 7.5 oz.
Shoestring Potatoes 7 oz.

32 oz. Bottle
Sale Your

$4739

Choice

Sale

Now Save

5a%

74

Assorted Stripes
Solids & Designs

Cella
Cherries

Efferdent

Off Regular
Retail
Assorted Colors

3 Pair Package of

Milk Chocolate
Cherries With
100% Liquid
Center
Reg. 29' Ea.

Denture Cleanser
4
Tablets
60 Tablets

Sole

Ladies
Anklet
Socks
Reg. $5.00
Now Just

4 Dors BBC

Gran Prix AM/FM LED rock Radio
Extra
Strength

Tylenol_
Capsules

With Hand Held,Telepfkine
Radio Mutes When Phone is Raised
Last No. Re-Dial $

2395

By Botany 500 -

No. GPTCR-2 Sale

Boy's Ecru Thermal

Pain Relief
Without
Aspirin
A

c,

100 Capsules Sale $496

$399

;r4

Planters
Dry Roasted
Peanuts

))
,

Underwear
Now Reduced To

Now On Sale For
$ 1 500

24 oz. Jar

100 Tablets Sal
0

0

Armour Chili
With Beans

refresh
your
aching
tee

0
a.

Wonder Art

Latch Hook Kits
All Are Now

Electric

Reg. Price $21.99
Variety of colors
Sixes S-1.

Sizes

49
Sale $2
0

Knit Sock Caps
Reg. $2.50

HydrO-Lax"
.0,81

-Handi-Bag
Good'n Tuff
Trash
Bags

Girls Cloud 9
Light Weight
Jackets

The Regular Retail Price

Now Only

99

2 Ply
26 Gal.

_ Box of 12
No. 24TSIOE

Assorted Styles & Colors
•

Round Wick Design,
Solid Brass Fittings,
Clear Rippled Glass Bowl
15'/2" Tall
No. FW1000M.-

$3.59 Value
No. 93
Sale
Sroe
Shine

-

4

S.

97

-a
U
7/%1CLF JEFFS PHARMACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS • UNCLE JEFFSUNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTINC3 C.KjODS
• UN-
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we come
With This

A A

7-10 Mon.-Sat.
11-6:30 Sun.

TRUCKLOAD
F BARGAINS

e reserve all quantity rights
and the right to correct prin.
ting errors.

Chestnut St. — Murray
Prices Good January 2 8, 1985.

Super Bargains for
Our Super Customers
Just to Say
Thanks—

Country Sausage

45'

A4%11

/

Whole

Fryers
Round Steak

U.S.D.A. Choice• Boneless

Chuck Roast

Lb

e Reclean • Fresh •Family Pack
Pork Steak

Lb

Family Pack

Fryer Breast

Lb.

.11 Family Pack
S Fryer Thighs
111

1.79
1.29
1.29
.73

Lb.

Reclean • Fresh

Spare Ribs
Family Pack

Fryer Drumsticks
Whole Cutup

Fryers
Extra Lean

Lb

Stew Meat

4P,

Generic

1.39
Lb .95
Lb .53
Lb 1.89
Lb.

45

Pound•

Save 20 Lb.

W

ill
6419

1111:4

A=

Good Quality Low Priced

;ft macaroni
&cheese
.1> dinner
.44

IIEE
41

tomato

z

..d

Prune
Juice

kw")
Diapers
Mac./Cheese Tomatoes Prune Juice Xabsorbent
•60 Ct.
160z.
Overnight•60 Ct.
Dinners
320z.

Sliced Slab

Bacon
Family Pack

7y4oz..19 .39 .89 5.9
i

Mushrocel
srampras

Dry Chunk

Stems & Pieces

Dog Food Mushrooms
i

25 Lb. Bag

)2.9

40z.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
-

IGA

JFG — Quart

38-0z.

Kellogg

Vegetable Oil Salad Dressing

1.69 .89
Limit
1

Limit

1

Save
Up To
47'
Limit
1

.•

Save
Up To
30'

IGA

Lux(by Lever Bros.')

Coffee

Liquid Detergent

•99

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2, 18$5

Save Up
To 20'

9

32 Oz.•

Limit
2

Dairy and Frozen Foods
•

PAGE

12-0z.

Corn Flakes

.79

Limit

1

Save
Up To
30'

Martha White

Meal
Limit 1
1

IGA — 6-10 Count Cans

Biscuits

•••

IGA — Frozen 12-0z. Can

Orange Juice
Stew Vegetables
20 Oz.
Bag

26419

9

Plus Deposit or Bottles

4

We're Only A
Phone Call Away!
New Delivery Servicei
Here In Murray

Garden Fresh Produce

•

•-•-•

Fresh Green
Washington State
Red or Yellow
Delicious

Cabbage

10 Pound Bag

Red Potatoes

Pound

•19 59!•
Apples

753-6222t
a.
sly

1. Or • er By Phone
Between 8 A.M. & 1 P.M.
2. Deliveries Are Made
Between 1 P.M. & 6 P.M.
3. $15 Minimum Order
4. Nominal Service Charge
S. Shop By Phone & Receive Our
Everyday Low Prices
6. Charge Accounts With Approved Credit

Dellvinies Only •

Mon.-Sat.

Juicy Ripe

Grapefruit
Boafg

39

6

•

_
_-••••••ierii•••••••••••••••••16ineur•wanenianie

.a.
-...W16611jare.
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20
1415•44
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Kentucky News in Brief
LOI.II$VILLE. Ky. (At) - Abbut 150 Lan-off
mg to cover the wage amounts on the project.
employees will return to work today forEittrt.4.--=Wass-ag.....kaoking. very positive at. this ---Jsi.ittterwCorpg-7-a-eempany-spokesMern said.
point'satettrre-RAt7sonniwm-Wirearrur,Untteg'
The ertiplOSFVes have been-out OfwOrk since the "
Ministries.
end. of November, when Bethlehem Steel Co.,
HUD. awarded United Ashland Ministries art.
which owns Beth-Elkhorn, shut down most of its
almost$3.5 million -loan for the project In
coal production because of large inventories.
September.
Art Roth. a public-affairs spokesman for
---Bethlehem. said the Steel industry is still
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - Mitch McConnell
operating .at only 35 percent capacity, the level
will take his oath of office in the U.S. Senate on
'64•-run gritrrYtIVililfr
-with-Most- . Wridaycintilashingtort.
mines shutdown, stockpiles have been reduced.
The former Jefferson County-judge-executive,
he said_
a Republican will be sworn in by Vice President:dmploy- George Bush in a group ceremony at noon in the
ment_int,mines in Letcher and Pike counties it)
Senate chamber. McConnell will be --accom300. More than 600 still remain laid off. Roth said.
panied at the Ceremony by Sen. Wendell Ford. a
---Democrat and Kentucky's seaor senator, and by
ASKLAND, Ky- 4_AP"i -proposed 70-unit
former Kentucky„Sen. John"Sherman Colper, a
housing project-for the eklerly has been delayed
Republican, who lives in Washington.
because of high wages for construction work in
McConnell will be host for a reception from 2
the Ashland area
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Capitol.
An apparent low bid on the project. being spon- McConnell and his three ehildrerrare to arrive
"soreii
- by'United Ashland Ministries, was not ic
in WaShirigton shortly before noon today. They
cepted because the wage rates in the bid from
will spendthe day sightseeing and getting settled
Debcon Inc.. of Ashland have been placed above
into McConnell's new -home in nearby
limits set for the project by the U.S. Department
Georgetown.- a release said.
of Housing and Urban-Development.
In Louisville on Thursday, County Clerk
McLoneysOmni
a textigtun architec- _ Bremer Ehrler, Mcronnell's successor as countural firm representing United Ministries- in the
ty judge, and Commissioner Jim Malone,
development of the project, said its financial adEhrler's replacement as county clerk, will be
viser is- attempting to a.rrange additional financsworn in at noon.

Tennessee News in Brief
•

,

•

__
-7

MEMPHIS, Tenn 1A13) - December 1984.
th an averaft- temperattire, of 537 degrees,
was.The wai,mest_Detember in Tennessee_in_95
years, the National Weather Service says.
The average temperature was 10.4 degrees
above -normal,- forecasters:said Tuesday.
The only .,tinfe' there•s been a WarMerDecember *since thewea t her service began keep
ing records, was, in fsKi. when the average
tempere.ture_mwas.60.2 degrees.
_
_
- In contrast, the weather service- noted,
December 1983, with an average temperature of.
34.7 degrees. was thefourth coldest December on

-fective efforts to *locate and educate those who
are -entitled to benefits," Berko said in a recent
'

Tennessee is
NASHVILLE, Tenn. tATh
ranked 17th in the per capita amount spent by the
Veterans Administration on- vets and their
relatives, bin a - research center says_ $985
million more-was due recipients in the state.
The Consumer. Education Research Center,
based mouth Orange. N.J., ranks the state 17th
' out orall 50 states. the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico on the. amount of VA 'spending in
_Termessee
The .agertcy's executive director, Robert
• Bt.rko. said the amount could have been $265.5
tiigher, but l'ennessee•vets and their
dependents -are not asking for money -due
them_ •'
71_ •:111_i_nAny atates_thex.enter_found. state_ a.gencies a:nd veterans ofianizations are making el- 7

Keep That Great'
GM Feelling..With
Genuine GM Parts

1984 Olds Cutlass
Blue, tilt, cruise, p.w., p.s., air, auto.,

radio.

$9,977.00

calf
actk
Nc
Mkt
Nc
Waal
Nc
pro'
No
Okla
No
Nato
No
SouU
No
Okla
No
4648
No
Soul/
No
No. I
No
5. N.
Nd
28-27
No
UCLA
- --No.
Fla. I

TWIN PRINTS
HOLIDAY SPECIALS

BEL AIR DECOR
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

After Inventory Sale
Carpet Sale — Month of January
Your Choice — Free Labor or Free

Pad

With Purchase of 20 Yards or More

Shop' January and Save
noo Per Double Roll
$500.$600_s800_s1 ‘,/
All Paper On This Sale Is Final
No Returns

20% OFF

Buy The Best and
SAVE!
Buy Now,
Paint Later

All Hylilas Painl
Products
Selection of
Picture Frames

$5.00 Each
Selection of
Mirrors

1 /2 Price
Selection of.
Gifts •

Del Mar
Window Treatment
All
On
_ Sale
Now

Stoll

AT BEGLEY'S YOU RECEIVE
TWO SETS OF COLOR PRINTS
FOR ONE LOW PRICE.
EVERYDAY,EVERYTIME.
ONE TO KEEP - ONE TO SHARE

17-17.

21-15.
No.
- South
No,
No.6,
No.
No.
20-18.

Plus Begley's
Guarantee a
• Quality Film Developing
• Fast Dependable Service
Color Print Film Developing plus
TWIN PRINTS 110,126 or 135
12 Exposure Roll (C-41 Process).
Up to 24 prints.

These special prices
good on film brought
in. Dec. 25, 1984 Jan 7, 1985

(BEGkrErs

These special prices
good on film brought
in Dec 25. 1984 Jan 7. 1985
lam

Color Print Film Developing plus
TWIN PRINTS 110, 126 or 135
24 Exposure Roll (C-41 Process).
Up to 48 prints.

These special prices
good on film brought
in. Dec. 25,- 1-984 Llan 7-, 1985

BEGLEY'S

Color Print Film Developing plus
TWIN PRINTS Disc 15 Exposure
Up to 30 prints.

Color Print Film Developing plus
TWIN PRINTS 135-36 Exposure
Roll (C-41 Prpcess).
Up to 72 prints.

These special prices
good on film brought
in Dec. 25, 1984 =
L Jan 7. 1985

r

/2 Price
•

•

-

-

•
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CCHS cri$s countiy
coach, runners earn
All-State recognition

the

Murray Ledger & Times

Dan Thompson. in his first season 'At Callowa
y
County High School. has been named Kentuck
y
Class AA Coach' .or the Year for boys cross
country.
Thompson, whose Laker team won the
ow4s.AA
championship this season, was -recently honored
along with three of his runners.
SeniOr Barry Knight. who Was named first-team
All-State as a junior, received-second team All,
State"honors this year after winning the individual.
-- title in the regional meet and placing 11th
o_verall
in the state meet. Mark Charlton. a junior, was
also named to the second team this year aftet
placing 12th overall in the state meet.
•
Freshman Kevin Garland- and Lady Laker
freshman Pam Knight were both selected as
honorable _mention runners to the All-State
squads.
Pam Knight and her Lady Laker teammates
'placed 10th in-the girls state Class AA meet this
season. . Knight was nominated for • All-State
Honors last year a' s an 8thi grader.
This is the first year the honorable mention
. -votes have been- issued by the Kentucky high
,school cross,country coaches..
The All-State-announcem-ents were made- this
morning by CCHS Athletic- Direetor Jim_ Nix.

TEAM EFFORT Murray High
School's boys basketball team returned to
Kentucky

with

first-place

the

trophy

from the Charleston

(Ill.)

Holiday

Tour-

nament (Dec. 27-29)
after

beating

Charleston

High

in

the finals. According
to MHS Coach Cary
Miller, the champion
ship was the result of
a total team effort.
Photo by Paul Dailey

Despite Todd's tally
Murray Lady Racers
fail to Georgia State

Team effort makes Miller proud of tourney crown
By JIM RECTOR
tb the tournament and the entire season so fa
Sports Edttqr
•
has been our ability to play well together. This
Winning-the 16-team.holiday'Vaketball-tourteam is not afraid to pass the ball around for the
namenLehampionship in Charleston, Ill, ranks
best shot and these players are all so unselfish.
as- one of the highlights of a long coaching
Any of °a players can be the' high scorer on
•••••*career for Murray High's Cary Miller.
ant.given night, but they all know they have to
The championship on Saturday was a play together to win," Miller added.
culmination of talent and teamwork that enablThe Tigers are out of the gate early this
ed the Tigers to end 1984 with a bang. Ar.season, already 9-3 with a six-game winning
"The trophy we got for winning the chamstreak. All three-of their-losses came
pionship is one of the nicest I've ever seen bra
top teams in the region - Wino, unbeaten
Christmas tournament -and this is Offeof the
-Paducah St.MaTy, and Marshall County (7-3).
biggest wins I've ever had here at Murray,"
But the lessons learned from those early
Miller admitted.
losses have helped get this team built around-a
__
"During the 'town
' ament...there were times • six-player core.
when we played exceptionally well but-the key
"We felt like we'd have a 7-iood basketball

a?.

Special:71,o the Ledger & Times
MIAMI, Fla. - For&eF0alloway County

team from die start of the season." Miller said.
"In the tournament we played extremely well.
and on an even keel throughout..We didn't have
one great game!and then one poor game. We
were very consistent.
"I think being away from home helped our
concentration ,too ... plus, we Went up there
(Eastern Illinois University) with the idea that
we could win the tournament even though there
weTP--Severartearii-S expected to be better than
us.,"
The 'Tigers showed they could hold their own
in the otherwise all-Illinois prep field • by
-defeating' Robinson, raelorville, Casey and

High
basketball star MinaiTodd scored a season-high 24
points, but it wasn't enough to lift the Murray,....
,State Lady Racers - past Georgia State in the
Women's Cceirt Classic. Tuesday.
Todd hit 7 of 17 from the field and,both free
throw attempts. but Georgia State 'came up with
an 85-84 first-round victory.•
GSL" w-ai led by All-Americ_a•n Lorna-Jefferson*ho scored 26 points,
,
MSU battled back from a 46-40 halftime.score to
-lake-the lead,S0-710on Shawna Smith's 1546.73t jump
shot with :46 remaining.:
Lady Panther'Susan -Upton countered ,with a
-snort jumper with :26 left tolzegain the lead. The,
Lady Racers were then farc-eif to-fael'and dsu•
answered by hitting all four free throws in the re,- :
maining seconds.
MSU fell -to 5-4 overall and Georgia State im,
pr
Sai,. MSU
--.1-Wag-p1eased
• with the way we kept battling._ We were down by
the," as Many- as &41oints with 10 minutes
to play but

(Continued on Page 2B)

•

Who is No.1 in college football BYU odds-on favorite
_

•

By Herschel Nissenson day, it reffiains to be
Tap Se Fared
to respect the poll third - ranked Florida
'2Washington. is
By The 4aserell&ted Free,-Sports- Writer--seen whether BYTT
'
s
people."
How theiiisoclated Press Top 20
put in a• plug far- -his best team we played'
MIAMI(AP)- There 24-17 Holiday Bowl
, didn't give up. The thing that bothers me though
college footbaU teams fared in bowl
vic- Indications in surveys Gators.
and they deserve .to be
action:
-is no shortage of can- tory over
has been our inability all year to block out on free
unrank
ed
taken by the pallas
No: 1 Brigham Young beat
"I still think at the end No. 1," he said.
didates for college foot- Michigan on Dec.
throw situations. We can't continue to give
Weldon 94-17.
21 Was
them.
Morning Newel,_ the., of the season we were
No. 2. Oklahoma lost to No. t.
ball's national rbrp)-_.,e.nough
second and third shots
Bowl Games At A Glance
.and be effectiy_e."
to keep,.the
•
Miami Herald and NBC-i the best team in the naWashington 28-17
' Si' The Associated Press pionship
Murray continues play in the Women's Court
second- Cougars in the No.1 spot
play
TV in the last few weeks then," he said from his
Tuesday. Jan 1
i probation
ranked
classic in •Miarni by playing Rhode Island - onOklahoma, they field for the final
Cotton Bowl
were that the Huskies, home in
Gainesville,
No. 4.. Washington beat No. 2.
At Dallas
leader of the campaign three
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. EST.
weeks ,
Oklahoma 28-17.
of the
who finished 11-1, had
Fla. "We just didn't get
Rostov C'ollege 45 Houston 2e
No. 5. Nebraska beat No. 11. Louito unseat No. 1-ranked regular season.
Fiesta
Bowl
• virtually no chance to
a chance to prove it in
siana
.
State 28-10
.
At Tempe. Artz
Brigham Young, is no
The national cham-. ov.e rtake - Brigham the bowls."
No. 6. Ohlo State lost to No. 18.
, 1 CIA 39. Miami Fla 37
MUHRA
longer one of them.
*4' Ottmger 3 Ii 44 lo Smith 3 13 ii in Twirl 7 7 2 2
Southern California 20-17
pion is determined hyT Young. BYU_ Coach
Rose Bowl
Florida, 9-1-1 and winLogsdon 5.1 3-4 13 Hayden 3 6 2-2. k Smalley 1.4 :I fi
No. 7. South-Carolina last to No. 9,
Mullinak I 9
e
Brigham
At Pasadena. Cain
Young, total :points in ballotin
g LaVell-Edwards ner of its last nine
Kohrtng_th
Oklahoma State 21-14.
0-04
Totals - 33-75 1e 22 414
• S'outhern California 20 4 13114, Stat..
GEORGIA'STATE .45 - Johnson 4: 1 o Lorna Jetferson :13 2: tOt
No. 8.43seton College beat Houston • third-ranked Florida by 60 sports writers-and
reiterated that
felt games, was banned
17
Upton 4-9 2-2 10, Cheek 2-5 0 4 Ian kw alot 1 2 hi45-28.
Bishop 1-: o
-and Washington all did sportscasters, with
sugar sow'
a
his team, deserved to from postseason
7-164-611, Jenkins 5-11 4 14 Totals - 34 7'7 '7
No. 9. Oklahoma State beat NO 7.
play by
At New Orleans
their final campaigning first-place vote worth
Halftime
South Carolina 2144.
GaitMS1'
44
20
stay No. 1 regardless of the Southeastern
‘ehraska 21 1,-misiaria.Skale 10
ConTop Rebounders No..10. -Southern Methodist beat , Tuesday night after the
--Nmalley
(la I t •
Charge Bawl
points, 19 points for se- the Qrs.
')ge Bowl ferenee because of an
No. 17. Notre Dame 27-30.
At Mum
No. 11. Louisiana State lost -to No. fourth-ranked Hu,kies cond, etc.
outcome.
NCAA investigation into
Washington 2e. Oklahoma :7
5. Nebraska 28-17.
upset Oklahoma 28-17 in
As soon as -the Orange
Saturday. Jan 5
"The point I tried to
its program.
Nd. 12.. Maryland beat Tennessee
East-West Shrine
the Orange Bowl.
Bowl ended, make all along
28-27.
was that
Switzer, while claimAt Palo Alto, Calif
In fact, the picture Washington
No. 13. Muni, Fla. lost to No. 14.
East
Stars is Aest A
Coach Don
we were No. 1 going into
tog Oklahoma should
UCLA 89-37.
may be more unsettled James repla
Ce_d_ ,.the_:
--No-Le-UCLA--beat 44o7 13-, Misrnt.4_Hblid
ay4--bow-1----have been voted No. 111....
At Honolulu_
-Ihan ever after a month Oklahoma's- Barry game and we
Fla. 91437.
Natrona, Football league
F:ast All-Stars vs Nest All Star,
Sunday Dec 30
won the
the Sooners had beaten
No. 15. Florida State tied 'Georgia
Playoffs Al A Glance
of steady controversy, Switzer-as leader of the bowl game
r 'tureen 2? Wasconton
Saturday. Jan 12
so we should
17-17.
By
The
Washington, had said he
Associated
Press
l"attsburkh
Freedom Classic
1
17
most of it involvi
No IA Auburn beat Arkansas
Wild Card Games
remain No. 1," Edwards considered fifth-ranked
. . ng opposition party.
At Atlanta. .
Comererve Cnamironarlios"
21-15.
Saturday Dec 22
BYU, 13- 0 , and
i1i-,s4
All
Starvs
Sunday
Soothwest
"We're No. 1. We have
Jan
6
told The AP from Pato
Nebraska the best team
Seattle 13 1. A Raiders 7
No. 17. Notre Dame lost to No. 10,
I Itt..s.n...rcn at- Than.
All Stars
Oklahoma, now 9-2-1.
my vote," he said. "I Alto, .Calif., where he around. But
Southern Methodist 27-20.
Sunday. Dec 23
Senior Bowl
al Sal.
he changed
No. 18. 'Southern California beat
N V Giants 16, I.
When The Associated think anybody who willtoach in
Harm
At
SUpef Etowr
Mobile
Ala
Saturday's - his tune Tuesday night
No.6, OW State 20-17.
Conference Semifinals
3wwtti
All-Star
,
Sunday
As
South
All
Jan 20
Press
announc
es the beats a team as strong -East-West Shfine
No. 19. Texas lost-to Iowa 56-17.
Saturday.
Dec
29
_ despite the CorStir-. -•
At Palo Alto Calif •
1984 national champion as Oklahoma deserve
Miami
No. 20. Wisconsin lost to Kentucky
at.
Seattle
.
At
Sunday, Jan 13
s Game.
- nhuskerS' 28-10 Sugar,
..on Francisca 21
20-19.
r.
Ricoh Japan Bowl
at 6:30 p.m_ EST,

but

he

Pro Football Playoffs

to-• to be No. 1:But we have

Coach Galen Hall of

Bowl triumph over Lsu

Al Yokohama Japan.

CALL TOLL FREE 759.4026-CHECK OUR
PRICES
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Collelze football roundup:

Biggest winner on 'Bowl
•

The Associated Press
Huskies finished 11-1.
Five teams won bowl
After the Holiday
games on New Year's Bowl. BY U Coach
Day. but the biggest Level! Edwards said he
winhefmay have been a' thought his -unbeaten
club that didn't even- legions shOuld remain
suit up.
No. 1. But Oklahoma
Top-ranked'l-firigham .- -roach Barry • Switzer
Young, which firiished a impugned BYC's
season _with -a- 2147, Western -Athletic Convictory over. Michigan ference schedule and
in' the Holiday Bowl lobbied -14eavily for his
Dec. 21. may have lock- Sooners to be the naed up college football's tional champion. But
national championship the Orange Bowl victory
when No 2 Oklahoma Switzer needed., didn't
was beaten 28-17 by materialize.
f our tit r a nk ed
Things got so -bad.- in
Washington in the fact, that Oklahoma was
Orange Bowl at Miami- • penalized 15-yards kW
Hugh _Millen threw a alsportsmanlike con12,yard scoring pass to duct when its ponyMark Pattison and Rick drawn covered wagon,
Fenney ran six yards the "Sooner Schooner,"
for the clinching score raced onto the field dur-_
as Vkrashington over- ing a field-goal attempt.
came a 17-14 deficit to.
-Washington is the
stake its own claim for best team we played
No. 1.
•
and they deserve to be
"I think anybody who No. 1." said ,Sw_iAzer.
beats a team as strong* ''rtliey'i7e-e. better footas Oklahoma deserves ball team than Brigham
to be Ni'. 1." Said Coach _ Young, I gtiarantee
Don* James. whose'

may -have

Edwards, In, Los best team in the nation.
Angeles for the East- overcame a 10-0 deficit
West all-star game, pro- and wore down No. 11
nounced himself doubly Louisiana State 28-10 in
pleased. Not only did the Sugar Bowl at New
Oklahoma's loss appear Orleans. Craig Sundto solidify tice- status of berg, the game's most
BYU, but it also made a • valuable player, overwinner of James,. "my came a NIut with ingolfing buddy."
testinal flu to-throw for
- Although much of the three touchdowns and
day's attention was
devoted to the Orange
Bowl, the other four
games were not lacking.
In importance.
At Danes, Heisman
LEXINGTON. Ky.
Trophy winner Doug (AP) -- Kentucky and
FlUtle said goodbye to Auburn, a pair of young
.college • football by --teams coming off nardirecting eighth-ranked row victories, tip off the
Boston College to a 45-28 Southeastern Conthumping of unranked ference basketball
Houston in the Cotton season tonight in Rupp
Bowl. Despite a sub-par Arena.
passing performance After Kentucky rackonly 13 completions in 37 ed up its third straight
attempts - Flutie threw victory, downing No. 11
for three touchdowns as Kaffsas 92-8$ on New
the Eagles capped a 10-2 Year's Eve, Coach Joe
R. Hall said the
season: ""
F if th -r.anked Wildcats were -just now
Nebraska, Switzer's where we should have
previous choice as the been Dec. 1. We're

run for a fourth as
Nebraska won for the
10th time in 12 games.
Tim Green threw a
pair of touchdown
passes and a rampaging
Southern California
defense reined in the nation's leading rusher as
the 18th-ranked Trojans
surprised No. 6 Ohio

State 20-17 in the Rose
No, 13 Miami, Fla.,
Bowl at Pasadena, last year's national
Calif. ,The Buckeyes' champion,saw its run of
Keith Byars ripped off a hard luck continue when
50-yard run on his first No. .14 . UCLA rallied
carry, but thereafter from a 12-point deficit
was limited to 59 yards
in 22 'carries as the for a 39-37 triumph in
Pac-10 beat the Big Ten the Fiesta Bowl at
for the 14th time in 16 Tempe, Ariz. John Lee's
Rose Bowls
third field goal. a

beginning to play a little4
bit and find out where*
our strengths are."
•
The victory evened
the Wildcats at 4-4 as
they rebounded from a
1-4 start that was Kentucky's worst since
1926-27. But things don't
get any easier' for the
team that features_ five
freshmen and .three
sophom-O-res, with
Auburn, North Carolina
State and Vanderbilt
coming to LeXifigton
tonight, Saturday and
Monday.

Person - is 8-1 /after VCU," Coach Sonny
edging West Virginia Smith said. "I think the
59-58 Saturday.
kids realize that they
"Chuck is an outstan- have to come out ready
ding ballplayer. Each to play for every game.
year he gets better and I think our experiences
better," Walker said. in the tournament will
"They're a tough team help downthe road."
... and they're always up
Person had averages
for Kentucky."
of 23.8 points and 9.4 reAuburn's loss was to bounds before the West
Virginia Com- Virginia game, while
monwealth in the first Walker is averaging 20.8
round of the Krystal points and a shade
Classic.
under 10 rebounds.
'We had a soulThe key for Kentucky
searching session after Monday night was its
being embarrassed by bench, which outscored
the Kansas substitutes
41-5. Freshman Ed
Davender bad 20 points
and
sen
ej;
and.
both teamed with
Richard Madison to
force key turnovers by
the Jayhawks.
"I think Kentucky has
turned the'corner,"
Smith said, noting that
the Jayhawks were Kentucky's fourth Top 20 opponent. ."They, have,
played some outstanding teams in their nonconference scheilule.
"Kenny Walker has
developed into one of the
better forwards in the
SEC," Smith said.
"Kentucky- is in a.
similar situation to
Auburn-. They're _grow-Mg With experience.
each
Winston Bennett and
after rebate
James Blackmon will ,
STP Gas or Oil Treatment
Only improve with
time."
Your chpice of 15 Oz• Oil Treatment or 1202
Gas Treatment

3.00 Of

2.39

Heater
Control Valves

Flush & Fill Kits
Profewonally flusn your cooling system and
easily rstali coolant_in-voincites, while
-suppfies4etst
.

most domestic cars and
I trucks Keep warm Oil -winter long
Elpf

Our SalePrice
6.87
Less
.ri
Rebate -1.00

SchJar,

Your Final Cost
5.87
after
rebate

Halogen Lamps
4 headlampsyltp•M:,
Pranter beams OH4001. er-f5600, #4656
*465'

41.99 per
pair

Schauer
Battery Charger

Powerflow
Splashguards

6 amp manual charger *B6612

1.37

2/.88

k,r most domestic cars and IH,t" -Jcks
Do it yourself

Battery Terminals
Replace bad battery terminals

,

19.88
Nercur fabric face ...At

Booster Cables
• ;;
- •uoercables oith heavy
:Jtv comps PrDtess[or a dual tN,4 •.00416MB

Thaws frozen
windshields and locks
fast. 14 oz. can Limit 2

1100°-° lubber floor mats with
carpet inlays Red. black.,
blue or gold #1099
.

sarSint7SZIPap

Classic Tweed
Seat Covers

otter
rebate

• De-icer

4-pc. Carpet Set

Our-Sale Pr :e
19 99
Less Mart-In
Retx3te -3.00*
Your Final Cos'
16.99

voui choice of 9
different logo guards.
black pr white Clip on
installation #.454801#454959

Thermostats

40 Month Battery

matching polyester trim Easy
to install Pot high or low back
buckets, split back or full bench
or rear seats

1.39
Clear Silicone
Sealant
Repairs worn rubber parts
Bonds rubbermetal, glass
arid more 3 oz #66BR
_ .

Windshield Covers
_

0r 0

y

windshield

OPEN MON.-SAT.8 A.M. TIL 9 P.M. OPEN,EVERY SUNDAY 1 P.M. TIL 6 P.M. _

BrieflY

-11h--121-h StreetSout side- Ceriter-753-8971
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MHS Tigers
crowned ...

(Continued from Pg.1B)
and previously
unbeaten Charleston,
63-53, in the championship game. 'Individually the
Tigers placed two on the
All-Tournament team brothers Steve and Stan
Rutledge, but Miller
praised his teamwork as
being the key to the title.
"The whole team
played - well -- -Steve(Rutledge was really
super ... his intensity
level for all four games
was phenominal. On
defense he was flying all
over the place ...
Stanley (Rutledge)
sacrificed his scoring
the first two games
because we had other
players who were-getting the job done. In the
last two games, though,
he started going to the
offensive boards -extremely well and made
some things happen for
us ... Mark'West shot the
--- eyes out of it at the line
... (Jay) Wells did a
good job scoring and rebounding ... (Paul)
Dailey worked the
defensive boards well
and (Mike) Wilkins
played with his usual in-- _
tensity both offensively
and defensively."
Although Miller says
he doesn't think his
team 'has peaked yet
(that's all a
psycholog,ical thing
anyway, he insists) he
voiced his concern
about the schedule
ahead.
"We play Mayfield,
Wingo, Calloway and
Paducah Tilghman all
In a row and the second
half of our schedule is
just as tough as-the first.
We'll have to play even
better basketball In the
second half of the
season to do as-well as
we have so far."

.
_
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Berton at New Jersey
Chicago at Atlanta
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"Now we have three
tough ball games at
home," Hall said. "But
it's a great time for us to
gain -some confidence.
Coming off this game
should really make us
fire up and play hard."
Kenny Walker scored
36 points and grabbed 19
rebounds in the victory
over Kansas In
Louisville at Freedom
Hall.
Auburn -- which
features six freshmen,,
three sophomores and
All-SEC forward Ctiuck

-77
al .1
Master Cylinders

16.99

to a third straight heartbreaking loss. Miami
came into the Fiesta off
a 42-40 loss to Maryland
and a 47-45 setback to
Boston College.

Kentucky, Auburn initiate SEC schedule tonight
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AT YOUR LEISURE,
WKMS aims to please with new schedule

Featuring the arts, entertainment, and cultural activities of Murray

Jazz programs-expandin by 50 percent;
local clinceits and recitals introduced
WKMS-FM 91.3 is changing. As it enters its
Then on Sundays 'hum 1. to 4 -p.m., Bryan's
15th year of brciadcast
KMS-presents a new
"The Big BrOdcaSt of '85" will effer listeners
stranalin
Ule which it hopes will more
three hours of-music ranging from pop vocalists.
accurately reflect the listening preferences pf its
Broadway and movie hits, small'group.jazz and
audience.*
big bands to dixteland, barbershop,and '50s rock.
"Easy Street." enthusiasts will be delighted to
Sunday afternoons .will be .a smorgasbord oflearn that jazz programming has been expanded
Music from the 'Os to the '50s. Sunday evenings
by -50 percent. To accOrnmodate this, Bobby
will continue the jazz theme between 6 and 10
Bryan hangs_ up - his news director's hat to,
p.m. with "All,That Jazz" hosted by Mark
become full-time jazz producer. Jane Moore, in.
Welch, followed by "Jazz Alive" featuring live
her fourth year on the staff of-WEM.S,-takesover
.concert performaric-es via- satellite from Naas news director, adding-these responsibilities to •
tional Public Radio.
her-work with "Morning Edition" and '-'Lunch
, On the classical side. Margaret Hunt moves
Break."
"Allegro" ro 9 a.m.1111 noon weekdaYs,following
"We have two very talented-and
_ ':Morning Edition." Arid listeners will be-pleased
knOwledgeable musical producers in. Margaret
to learn that ,Icie Jackson returns to host a new
Hunt and Bobby Bryan, and we plan to expand
ibre._hooriafter
their inpUt in the content and forrn- of our • - zo-," weekdays from 1 to 4 p.m. •
claesical and jazz program." station manager .
Within each program I-hint plans to' blend
Janet Kenney said more styles and genres. On Fridays, a portion of .
The "Easy Street", New Year's Eve bash was
"Intermezzo" will be de-voted to listener involveJaroadeaste.rs
making plans for new prograniming at WKNIS-FNI (91-.3) are
the luck oft fop the new WKMS program
• •
(left to right ):
_invited
Intermezzo, weekday afternoons; Bobby Bryan,"Easy Street."
schedule. The New Year's Eve feast of jazz proweekdo i
ning.. and "Big Broad- _
structure this portion, called As You Like It
cast of 1985," Sunday afternoons; Jane Moore,"Morning
Edition" and-"Nlusie F-rtini the Front Porch:"
- vided --by_ Bryan was only the start of a new
, to reflect their personal taites.
and _Margaret punt. "Allegro." weekday mornings.
aiidience.oriented .scheduke._-.
Symphony devotees will discover that these
we'll be cultivating a broad new auconcerts have been moved up to 6-8 p.m., each
topics as _consumer _affairs. science. --arts----:-1-7
'
ItTe-..-111.-641414421tEL1114liEfsegalit.l.V.YakIr= -svening to -provide -ItstenerS'Mtn uumer music.
ed.- by a
humanities
and sports.
locally-produced news magazine. >lir Times.
"We-know they're out there, and now well have
Sunday mornings Hunt introduce's a locally'We
are
seeking
volunteer
improvement to
• from 5 toe; p.m
to let them know ttrat we're here.
proddred showcase of concerts and recitals by
--develop this replacement for 'Speak Easy,'"
All progearrr- changes are reflecte'd in - Air -.•
For jazz buffs, "Easy Street-will be: heard
Murray State faculty a,rid students titled OPUS
news director Moore tressed_ "Anyone with
Fare. - the WE MS program guide
Weekdays from 830 till midnight,with the-first
'85 from 7 to 9:30.
for
ideas
or suggestions'cr contact me at 762-4666."
January February.'A complimentary ow, may
90 minutes devoted to up-tempo mainstream
News and information programming at WKMS
Fans
of
"All
ThIng
Considered",
wilThe pleasbe obtained -by writing-W
jazz: S.aturys frOm 7 'to 9, p.m.. -Jazz
reffec.ts some format changes as well. "Lonch
-FM. Box-12048
ed -to _hear of is fxpansion to two hours on
• -UrriTersity Statitai: Miirray:'Ky.:42071. WK MS is-.
Horizons" returns with a fo, I:, on contemporary
Jai eak••• 12:30 to 1 p.m weekdays, will_include a
weekdays.
from
o
6
p.m.
Thedirst half-hour
A
the public radio station licensed to Murray State
and fusion jazz
15-minute in-/erview or long feature On such
will be rebroadc st. fol1oWing1WkiStat 5:30
University. .
.•

it

8

.5

-

'40

The classical year: more arts attendance
By MARS'CAMPBELL
The Washington Opera was the only foreign combaritone_Cornell.MacNeil and his tenor son
Italian conductor Riccardo Muti. 4
musk
. AP Newsfeatures Writer
pany at the Edinburgh-Festival, performing two
Walter.- as . the Elder Germont and his son •
-director of the Philadelphia orChestra. will
In 1984, a Louis Harris poll found that
by Gian Carlo Menotti.
Alfredo in "La Traviata."
become music diNctor of La S( al.'. alter Ah- •
Ainericans are. spending.:an increasing _amount
The only opera,to have its world-premiere in
The New York City Opera performed-Stephen
bada's contract-ends. Maxim Shestak-ova..h made
„ofilie.4-Jeisure„tircie on _arts attendanti--stutly--America, in St. Paul. was "The-Abduction
Sondheim's "Sweeney Todd," which ran oh
his'U.S.,-opera conducting debut v. lth nis fatrwr's
by the National Endowment ior the-Arts found a
Figaro." by P.D.Q.. Bach,"discovered" by Peter
Broadway-in 197,9, with opera singers. The cornMacbeth nt -Mtsen,4(-• ,it MI,
,•
slowdomn in thegreekth of the performingartsin _
Seh-icleele, The Philadelphia Orchestra, -in - . pany's first summer-fan season, replacing sprSchbol.
•
.the. 19779s_.arid..said,:'financial,stability
being
-Saratoga.'NY., premiered tire- one act of "Moning and fall seasons. ,sold 86.5 percent of its
The.Khglish_Napqnal Opera
achieved at the expense of the.art form,." A study
na Vanna" that Rachmanineff wrote before giv-tickets, better than predicted. A philanthropist and San Aritonin-,-Tex
a-S7-NeW Orleans' and
by the 89-company ...Opera America found. exingon that opera.
gave the company $5 million., to establish-a sprYork. It did "Gloriana.- which Herijamin
nerves higher than, income, for 15 -percent of st
The'Santa Fe, N.M., Opera gave -American
ing-mitsieal-eornedy seascin,
wrote for ,Queen Elizabeth II's .oroil;Ita):
them. up 4 percent from the preYiritis year.
•
premieres of Hans Werner Henze's"We Come to
The Houston Grand Opera. then the New York
Cilbert,ancl SullIvan's "Patien( e
' ---;-Elsewhere in classical Music in 1984. tenor Luthe River': and Richard Strauss' "Intermezzo," _ City Opera. performed Philip Glass' third Opera.
"War and Peace” -and Verdi's
ciano Pavarotti sang in big arenas. including
ended with lower box office reCeipts than 1983..:;
"Akhnaten," which had its premiere in Stuttgart
which Jonathan Miller set in ;Ne Vork's
- -Madison Square Garden twice, both_ televised.
The metropolitan opera season opened with4n-March
When 19,595 tickets sold for the first concert, a
Domingo in the title . role of Wagner's
second was added and 18,1103 tickets sold. Tenor
"Lohengrin." Domingo also made his Met conPlacido Domingo had a very bigyear. Soprano
ducting debut. v4th "La Boherrie," and sang Don
Leontyrie'Price-announced her retirement from
Jose in the "Car-rnen1L---movie opposite Julia
opera. James McCrecken, returning to the Met
Migenes-Johnson. The Mt Opera ended fiscal
after storming out six Years age,- sang with her in
1954. with
loss of nearl $6 million and attendance at S8.1.,percent
Conductor Lorin Maazel resigned as generiji
La Scala opened, amid pntinUirig money and
- manager of the Vienna State Opera saying that
production problems, wit a dark, melancholy
r OA N. AIWA as l•
due to unfounded charges - the Culture minister
."Ca rnien.: broadcast live
' Shirley Verrett
called him incompetent - his authority was
•• • .r-' NI .r ,r ' •
and Domingo starred.. Abbacio conducted.
NEW YORK (AP) --- _ sion of a Moliere
undermined.- Claudio Abbado, conductor of the
Members of a Chanting crowd outside threw eggs
1•
.,•
Jim Dale has beep a
London.Sympliorill r-e_.2.gace-Matize4.-Abhado
and- gtirbaie7.-Etpening night
SeatS.L
-Irt-ntb-Fer-il =-51ftbtl-;itp- --D,Ww-ite-s-e5ac&in Nrw
4p
1;:,rt,4, Crrt.,,r1.•r.•
:
relinquishes being principal guest conductor
1..1 Scala's budget deficit in - 1983 was $2.8
York with something
comic, a disc jockey,
with the Chicago Symphony. next season.
million,pop singer, a songwriter that couldn't be more- 1•••tt•by
34'p " -t,
v • Sir Georg Solti, conductor of-he.contrOversial Video'cassettes from "Ca Scala Were aVailable
and an actor. He's done different, It's a_revival
Wagner "Ring" cycle at Bayreuth in 1983., an atin 1984. Arguments in music circles could be raismovies for Walt Disney of Peter* . Nichols' "A. .
tempt _tp--return To--romantic,:realistic staging,
ed About digital recordings, compact discs and
and plays by WilliaM Day in the Death of Joe
7.,•!,Fr'.. N. ' •
bowed out of conducting it in 1984. Plans to
opera surtitles. The New York City Opera uses
Shakespeare. But in the Egg: a serious play •
''•
"I-- •
`'•
record it already had been. dropped. Teter
them;'the Met Opera,said it will try them out.
United States, he's hest about a brain-damaged,,
Schneider, musical director for Bremen. GerAt least in New VOrkcultural conversation, the
known as Mr. Jim "Bar- child and the breakup of
I,as .4.artre.tra
•
many,- took-over; Bayreuth-'s opening night star"hot" conductor of the yearwas Riecard6Challnum" Dale.
a marriage.
red Simon Estes in"The'Flying,Dutchman.'
ly and the "hut" anger wa-s13ulgarian dramatic
It's-a label he wants to
--Despite 4/the' •-subject
',;, • - " A
Condtictor:composer John Williams resigned
4
soprano-Gthena Dimitrova.
change.much as Matter, ,i'it's a very, •
after -Boston -Pops musicians hissed his mnSic.
The Metropolitan Opera Audience saw its first
Dale liked being P.T. very funny play," says
,•,.. • • • ,- •
returned when they pleaded he stay.
lip synching at "The:Tales of Hoffmann." Tenor
N'"''"'.
Barnum - his athletic the 49-year-old Dale. '
Montt.,.Ian
The,10-week,-$-11 million. 18-country Olympic
Neil Schicoff became in-the morning of Uri perportrayal of the circus, "In order to live with
Arts Fe.stivalrin.,Los Angeles was a big success,
formance. His cover, William Lewis: had a
showman work_hirn a the child, the husband.
'
"
heavily attended, even the avant-garde and tinthroat infection bid went on, saying he doubted
Tony Award in 1980 - Bri, plays games with
,
4...
translated foreign theater. The Royal Opera, Cohe coUtd last the COUrSe..FrothAlle ael: one doll's
the last thing he Wants himself, the baby -and•
vent Garden, making its first visit to the United.
aria to the end. Kenneth Riegel sang from the nrto do I-5 beea-ine his wife. -He c,alls the • 7.‘
••
States, Was among troupes-that sold out. The .
chestra pit, from a-score, while Lewis mouthed
pigeonholed as a certain daughter Joe Egg and\,- f ;-•;,, • !:•-• t• •
English National Opera tourenhernited States
the words:
kind of actor, one wbo imagines who she would
for the first time;-broughr-overtry-strme-Texam.
-The- Nrn --Orlearis- Opera 'pregenterf-a-firSt.
car
-ioriljt (16
- musical -have been and Wks to
1.
comedy. In fact, he's _ her as if she were „an indone only three telligent adult."
In -his more
To do 1-Joe Egg:"
than 315 years in show Dale has gone to offbusiness.
Broadway's Roun"One is trained to-do a dabout' Theater, an
N
I
lot of -things. Not just enterprising company
what most people see with a loyal subscription
you in for the first audience.
Gary Moore, son of ._ time," says the
easy
the late Clement 'going, English-born . Since, "Barnum.''
'Moore , and. Mss.
Dale, blessed with the '..1:1ale has been parLenore Moore of
sunniest of' smiles and tictIlar about what roles
Murray, performed.
the loosest of limbs-. he would take. He
in the recent KenMost of his career has played P'rofessor
tucky Contemporary
been spent- in England, Harold Hill in a brief
Repertory Co. proexcept for "karnum". tour of: :.'The Music
dtfetton of "Sister
and a summer run out Man" last'summer and
Mary Ignatius Ex- ' Broadway in 1974...when the Duke in a miniseries
plains It All For You"
he appeared -in adaptation of Mark.
In Louisville. Moore
•'Scapino,"- an Italian Twain's "Huckleberry
played the part of a
commedia dell'arte ver- Finn..
former student 'of
'` • Sister Mary who,
With three other
former students,
for,o11-vour Nivel Rewr.votions Coll
returns to the school
nassmies ONLY $ 149
years later to perCENTER
With Garlic Bread
form a Christmas
Salad 59 Extra
pageant and embar•
rass the nun. Moore
- - seen here portrayInside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks
ing Joseph in the
pageant.
- '
-epreseripmg
99 Special For Kids I
_Ansericanandlaternatthnolie
-

Actor who played Barnum
changes directions with„off-Broadway production

WKMS-FM
highlights

Not the bee.t
Christina..
pageant vier
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Ohio delays disposal of chemical drums from Kentucky

•

MACEO, Ky.(AP) — Dayton, said of the
A plan to move TfIllabati-_. drums' contents. But
doned metal drums Un-,- --Onkto said he is not paid
property dumped In
to take chances."
woods here to a hazar"It's unfortunate that
dous waste landfill near .,there's a delay, but
Cincinnati has been we've just got to have
delayed by an_ (it?to at,--that„inforrnation."
tidal who says he wants
more information aboutOntico said he has ask.
what's in the containers. ed Cecos Environmen"I'm not saying it's tal Inc., which owns the
dangerous, or an im- landf ill in
'mediate threat." Tom Williamsburg, Otto, to
Ontko, an envitoninen- provide him with more
tal engineer with the recent, detailed inforOhio Environmental mation about the
Protection Agency in drums' contents, which

the federal EPA said
was ferrocyarride.
"If they don't do what
we ask, they'll never got
it in there (the landfill)," he said.

currently being investigated for a recent
incislent where contaminated water was
allowed to run into a
nearby stream.

Ceeor - has pulled
about 780 metal drums
from the _ woods near
Maceo,in Daviess County — 380 more than state,
officials originally
estimated were there.
The company has
covered them "with
plastic to await shipping, said Steve Lees,
Cecos' project manager
on the job.

-Ontko said results of
But Ontko said he is
tests sent to him by conoerned that the
Cecos showed the drums drumr 'contents may
contained "some type of have Changed since
alumin9m oxide some of the tests were
sludge" containing fer- conducted about three
rocyanida. He said if or four years ago or that
that is what is in the more drums'have been
drums, "it looks like it dumped in the woods
will be OK" for disposal since then and remain
at the landfill, which is lintested.

Most of the drums
contain waste from
Martin Marietta
Aluminum Inc.'s plant

BOG

at Lewisport martin
Marietta is spending approximately 869,000 to
have Cecos clear the
drums from the woods
and dispose of them at a
licensed landfill.

'hoped to have Ontko's delay caused pn Ontko
approval by Friday and poses no probh4M.
the drums out of the
Lees said he will try
woods by Monday so the and persuade Ontko to
cleanup would be com- act on the tests he has. If
pleted by the tie Corn- he insists on more inforalco Ltd., an Australian mation, Lees said the
ny
k may go back
The drums were company, took over the
and
comp;e new samples
brought to the attention company's. aluminum a
on the site.
of Kentucky en- business in 1985.
vironmental ()Metals
But Martin Marietta
And he said the comearlier this year. Martin executives have said the pany is
looking at
Marietta said it had con- sale would not affect the disposing
of the drums
tracted to have the cleanup, and a at one
of its other
drums properly dispos- spokesman at the com- facilities
at Niagara
ed of 10 years ago.
pany's headquarters in Falls, N.Y., or LivMartin Marietta had Bethesda, Md., said the ingston,
La.
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SUPER FOOD STORES
U.S. CHOICE SUPER TENDER

4

BONELESS CHUCK

ROAST

.•••••!.‘

39
Any Size

Tyson

$1 59

CORN DOGS

COUNTRY STYLE
SLAB SLICED

Pak

Mrs. Weaver Chicken or

HAM SALAD

BACON

••••1111.'

"114
"
1111b6,
N.k._1111
':•••A

_

,

"s•-. - "
-- 11•411ek.

29

-.*
•••
••5

21111111111111\ -

WIENERS

LB.

Armour

•

FRIED CHICKEN
BOLOGNA

LB.

Eckrich

SLICED BOLOGNA

8 oz. Pkg.

Reelfoot-Old Fashion

SLICED BACON'

_

12 oz.

Erwin Pork

SAUSAGE

U.S. CHOICE
Super Tender ,

'29
'
79'
69°
"129

2 LB.

Metzger Chunk

-

$1
'
9

12 oz. $239

Tyson

„:44aNte
.Z.-...
4"1411
.•

Eckrich

BREAKFAST HAM

.

a

7 oz.-89
'

lib. $ 1 59

CHUCK
BEEF STEAK
Boneless1 59

LB.
U.S. CHOICE
SUPER TENDER

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

vto°
?of,
"NrOry4\

MICHIGAN
"C.A." QUALITY

JONATHAN APPLES
LITTLE HUG
Assorted Flavors

FRUIT DRINKS
ALL PURPOSE
NORTHERN GROWN

3 LB.

Bag

NAVEL ORANGES

e
Fea`w" e
volts°
89
'
Of1
"
e
Wee

8 oz.
Bottles

CALIFORNIA
SUNK 1ST

904

sr

6/R9*
113Ct.

corrc;tete. new kacnens

1110

s c00,0ng • a
ABZ coo+orig
The
1021-F.voa,„iurne

CALIFORNIA

CARROTS

cacie
0 fam
HOW'Oti St;h1;5

89
('

U.S. NO. 1 GRADE
"SLICING SIZE"

YELLOW ONIONS

erICYcl°P-

trorn the

,

5 LB.

BAG

•
••••••••mrim1111111,1111Millid1144
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Collins' husband says he stays out of governor's business

FRANKFORT, Ky. :when I'm with my famithere:a no reason to bug he refused to be a con(AP) — Dr. Bill Collins_ ,1y, I really like for that
me with that over and duit for political consays he probably could to be pleasant." he said.
over and over."•
tributors who Wanted
Influence the governor if "I don't like juit a consKentucky's first male favors from Gov. Marhe wanted to, but he - tant, steady diet of the
gubernatorial spouse tha Layne Collins'
prefers to keep out of his same thing, over and
has avoided the glare of administration.
wife's business.
over and over. Do you his wife's governorship
"I probably could be a
Collins, who resigned think I'd want to go and
started Collins In- lot more influential if I
In controVersy over tak- home and hear, 'Guess
vestments, a company tried to be; but I really
ing a $59,500 job as what (Commerce Involved
in real estate dbirt try to be," said
treasurer of the state Secretary) Carroll
and thorougbhred ven- Collins, a-dentist. "I just
Democratic Party last Knicely did today?'
tures, since leaving the really try to stay away
winter, said he and Mrs.
"I don't care what Democratic Party.
from it."
Collins rarely talk Carroll Knicely did toIn an interview
He said he refers peobusiness at home after day. If he's not doing publishe
d Monday by ple to the cabinet
hours.
what he should today, the Lexington Herald. secretar
ies when people
"When I go home, get somebody else. But Leader,
Collins also said ask for favors, and

1w
rY
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orhe
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-111111611111111*

PAGE 5-B

On Jan. 19. 1981, the
United States and Iran
reached final agreement on the release of
the 82 American
hostages from the U.S.
Embassy In Tehran.'

"that type thing has background? Has
he to then-Gov. (Louie I
really come to pretty ever worked in
the -_-Ltiunn."
much-Of Erhart."
Lekislature?'
Collins, who raised
"He's been working
most of the money his there since he was 10
Now Available — The New
wife spent in her cam- years Old, as a page and
Drake 240A Receiver
paign last year, has then as a constitutional
commented that "their page," Collins said.
Fully Remote Control
son Ste-ire might run for "You might nOr realize
We Have Over 11 Years
,t.
governor in 1991.
Experience In En9ineering4
this, but there is an
"I would say if he American flag at every
chooses to run, let's put precinct in the state of
his IQ against' Kentucky. You know
whomever he's running'why it's there? Because
against," Collins said. Steve Collins, when he
Service By 3 First Class
"Then let's say, 'Does was in about the fifth
FCC Licensed Engineers
he have a political grade, took a proposal
900 Coldwater Rd.
753-7576

West Ky. Satellite
Sales & Service

"Price Cutter"

CAMPBELL'S

Cafilpbgi

TOMATO

C0•4010•S t ‘

soup

Tomato
lrEttytuvi

LUNCH
MEAT

10 oz.

CREST

TOOTH PASTE

ILO

VISTA

CRACKERS
Citrus Hill

1 49

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz. $

Farmers

FRENCH FRIES

DAWN
Bush
CHILI BEANS

99'
41100 CHILI 0 MIX
2 LB.

Jiffy
a

Liquid Detergent

French

MUFFIN MIX

8 1/2 oz.

Great Northern or
2 LB. 79°

Orville

PRUNES

30 oz.

$249 SPAGHETTI
TREET

Ballard
6 Pak $

39

BOUNTY

12 oz.

Sweet Heart

5BISCUITS

53'
$149
59°
- $139
33°

16 oz.

Armour
_14 /
1
2 oz. 59°

_

16 oz.

Leonardo

POPCORN
-HuntsTOMATOES

3/100

15 oz.
13
/
4 oz.

Del Monte Med.

PINTO BEANS

f
i

22 oz.

BAD(SOAP

4.75 oz.

"Price Cutter"

JIF PEANUT BUTTER 28 oz.124

18 oz.
With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

With One-Filled Checle-Out
Bonus Certificate

1 Pound-Bag

COFFEE
-

Dez

With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

With One Filled Check-Opt
Bonus Certificate

Honey Glazed

Fisher
Cheese
12 oz.

DONUTS

POT PIES

SANWICH MATE

'1°9

Banquet
8 or

3/$100

5'85

A

BUTTERMILK
Pevely
YrSal.

89c79c

APPLE JUICE
rm. eft
37".

4

an011011101111111

Crusty French
Sett S Gentle
4 Pak

COKE,
TAB, SPRITE
$ 1 09
MIPOIMPROINIOPPWritIbblikNON04.6.11.

14.61.."

..

_

_

—
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Schroeder watches ball games
•••••••••

LOUISVILLE, Ky. • cards with his family on world's second permaArtificial heart New Year's Day, after nent artificial heart
(
recipielit, William .welcominLin 1985 with A 119V.
cOntinues_ a
Schroeder started out special dinner and mid- slow recovery from
the new year he wasn't night toasts with his . three small strokes he
supposed tO live-to see family, the hospital said suffered Dec. 13.
watching college "foot- Tuesday. He was listed
Schroeder is feeding
hall bowl games on in serious but stable and shaving himsblf and
,t;
e v s.ion, a condition.
*
taking showers
-.
spokeswoman at
He is also moving about
Iluman.a. Hospital". . fit-e 52
r-old his hospital room,'using
Audubon said.
Jasper, Ind.. Fe-gab-lit: a walker or by placing
- Schroeder also played -who received the
his hands on his nurses'
-

,ahoulders, officials say:
katar this, u/s4ek,

Shipleys Mrs. Miller's Mrs. Claxton 'dies Monday
Mrs. Lavinia R. Clax- the chapel 21
rites held
funeral held
:- -'17eTur,---M-CEYoy Funeral Home,
died
Monday
at 7:30 Parts. Ttlman Taylor of
on Tuesday on Monday p.m. at the 'MurrayClarksville, Tenn., and

2

_tile_

ten;'Puryear

William DeVries, 'who
implanted the, heart
sai4 he will begin .
Calloway Co tin t y Lowell Manchester of
The funeral for Cletus
screening some 30 canThe funeral for Mrs. Hospital.
. Puryear will officiate.
Shipley
was
Tuesday.
at Flossie Miller was Mondidates for a third 1mA
retired
elementar
y
Pallbearers will be
t
p.m in the chapel of day at 2 p.m. in' the
i:dant- He said the third
school- teacher, she had -LoWell Brisendine, Ar..
the
Blalock
-Coleman
chapel of the J.H. Chur- ta tightat
Implant could be perPuryear thur-Brandon, Dudley
-formed -this month, in _ .Funerallinma.- ----- ihilt- Funeral - Home. SchoorandseAso in DearP. Hays, John Robinson,
*
The
Rev:
Hal
Shipley
Bob Carey officiated:view of Schroeder's
born Heights, Mich. She J.T. Dale and Max Dale.
officiated. Mrs. Oneida- -- _Pallbearers were
rapid recovery.
was a graduate -of
Burial will follow hi
White was organist and Terry Housden, Har,
Puryear High School the Puryear Cemetery.
soloist.
,
-dirnan _Miller, Joe and of the University of
Friends may call at
Active pallbearers Thompson. David
_ _.
were Dan Shipley, Max -Lassiter. Randy Tennessee at Martin. the funeral home.
Shp also had taught at
•
•
•
Weatherford, Sylian Lassiter and...Ronnie
Toler's Rusin-M-05iDarnell, Elwood White. Robinson.
lege, Paris, Tenn., and
..
.
:
Will Ed Travis and
Burial was in the Old had served as
• 1.1.: X INGTON,Ny. i API - For residents of 56
a
"We don't have a 'hit list' for. little post ofThomas
Scruggs.
' Salem Cemetery.
" • small KentuckyNtowns, from Betsey to Broad -- 'flees," the Washington-based-sp
secretary at UT Martin,.
okesman -said.
_ Honorary pallbearers
Mrs. Miller, 90, Hazel,
Bottom and Bybee, the local post office became' - "This .happens'cinly when i poSimaiter resigns
Born in Henry County, .at
were Hall McCuiston, died Saturday at 5:30
_
Just :I
.
:Memory m 198.4, Tenn„
..
she. was the
'or
and
dies.
we
cannot
find anyone-4o take his
.
Herman Holland- and p.m. at the West. View
Services for Granvel
In all.- the I' S. Postal Service closed 210 small. _ place.
daughter
of the late Levi
Truman Smith.
.
Montgome
Montgome
ry were MonNursing
Ito
-Tue.
ittact lye post offices last year. More than 25 perRo'berts and Edna
All of these closings (in Kentucky i are-of post
Burial was in the
day at„_2,..p.m. in the'
She is survived by Agnes • Jones
cent - by far the largest number for any state offices that haven't been operating; some of -L-Green Plain Cemetery.
Roberts.
chapel of the Max Chur- '
several nieces and She was a .r.lember
%%ere in Kentucky..
- ,
of chill
them-haven/t-been
.
for almost 10 years. .....
'Mr. Shipley, 79, 633 nephews.
Funeral Home.The
.
spokesman Lou Eberhardt said the closing of a
the
Puryear
Church of
It's sad- because it signifies a changing way of
Riley Ct., Murray, died
Rev.
R.J. Burpoe
ppst ,,gt.tue :an mean• the loss of identity for a
Christ.
life.'' he said.
Sunday at 6:20 p.m. in
officiated.
small community, but it most often ratifies what
She
was married in
"H means that fteople are moving out of small
Long Term Care Unit,
Pallbearers_ were
mrs already taken place. Most of 1984's closings.
January 1930 -to- L.R.
towns, that jobs have dried up end. in some
Murray-Calloway CounRobert Jamerson, Kensaid
after long periods of inactivity,
•
(Jack)
Claxton who died
cases;that places people grew up in just don't exty'Hospital.
neth -T_Wd. Kerry. Todd,
Jan:20, 1977.
ist any more."
.
He is survived by his
Keith Todd, Barry
Survivors
are one
In Wayne County, post offices closed over the
wife, Mrs. Edna Lee
sister, M rs. George- Mason a.ni). Billy
last' 20 years include memorable names like
Shipley; one sistbr, Mrs.
• Hutchens.
•
( M a m ie ) Pat
Stale, Frisby and Touristville. However, there
Helen Wall, Rt. 2,
Burial wits in the Mc.'
Hazel; _a atater.in;lavi, _ _ -Services forVernon(C'
Murray; a sister-in-law,
are still _post offices _ in _Windy. Delta_ and
Cuiston Cemetery.
,
Mrs.
Evelyn Claxton,
Moody are today at 1
-114_,g4branclI:
Mrs. Mary - Shipley,
p.m. in the chapel of the Paris; one aunt, Mrs. -died Saturday
Jack Back,superintendent of postal operations
.Hazel; tWo nieces--; three
at 8:40
\
ORLEANS i API - George Covington
in Wayne County, said no one protested the cloS- nephews.
Herdam -R
"
sts
'
Cape
•
a
.
1
m
11
.
1.
.
a
t
M
h
o
in
s
.
t
:io
o
m
me
e
!Y
on
'Rt.
74 lia.r-itnti proud of it.
Girardeau, Mo.; several
. ings-aal ipeciilifed that he Coujd close_eigh_t of_
Funeral'Home..
.murray,,Lynn afiree _
lritart, the 52,-year-Old Clinton
. -man-. is. -the the 10 past offices left nititott_taiks„. _g service-.
Helry 141•03of Myr- cousins-.---- • community.
ni pion liar tenni-gibe-beat whopp-Fr
rZYT;Tnore post afire, Pueblo, is expected to close
and7
T11
---riTNn
- Taylor --The funeral Will be
He is survived by _his
n annual contest run by the Liars Club of Burl_Thursday
at 11 a.m. in
of Clarksville* Tenn:,
soon.
wife, Mrs. Verna Todd
Grave
_
side
are officiating.The sOng
Walter Cornelison of Bybee Pottery in eastern
Montgomery; two"'
'd tell the -truth and People' laughed. so I
Madison County says the Postal Service decided
service is by singers
daughters,
Mrs. James
- started'lies," Covington said Monday.
arbitrarily to--close down the loeal post office,
from the Union Grove
(Ola 1"earl
) Parrish,
And when he saw a newspaperarticle about last
everAnough there was a willing substitute for the
Church of Christ with
-New-Concord,
and Mrs.
year's contest, he figured he-could do as well retiring postmaster and an offer of space for a
Ralph Ray as leader.
Wayne' (Janice) Simpand he did. taking top- honors -and two of three
replacement post office.
Active. pallbearers
_
son, Hopkinsville; one
on-tirable .mentions in the competition.
Now, he said, Bybee Pottery lists its mailing
Graveside services are Guthrie Roberts,
Final rites for Mrs. son, Jerry Montgomery,
winning falsehood'wept like this: "I lined
address as Waco. lust over a mile away. And
Roberts, Freddie - Gladys Raspberry were Kirksey; seven
for Mrs. Eulala Hall J.D.
Roberts,
my hunting knife to such an-edge that when I
the company:
can't do mail-oHer business any
Jack Quiady. Satufday at2 p.m. at the grandchildren.
Outland were Saturday
rcjiloveci-l it Troths
its 4'a-bliard the 'ahadOW of the
more. Cornelison said.
at 3 p.m. at the Elm Ernest Madrey and Rob Hazel Baptist-Church.
h la& lopped off ewo kitchen table legs and a ceil"I'm sure we did enough business ourselves to
- drove Cemetery. The McCallon.
The Rev. James .T.
:ng tan blade before I could reach the switch to
support a post.office." he said: "But we can't afHonorary pallbearers Garland and Bob Carey
Rev. Gerald Owen
• n,• bent -off. •'
ford to .take everything _to_Wp.co . to-send it
are Thomas Bell, James officiated. Grandsons
rilt)rigthis honorable mentions: "My rabbit
are.re__ :were Patterson, Max Oliver, served
ed'
atbe
ficiitli
_f_p
through parcel post. As I see it, the postal service - _ o
as pallbearers.
ha's a -pedigree sIong a formal invitation is has lost money because of us."
Robert Hall, Calvin Randall Patterson, Euilf,
Burial 'was in the
required to besome a.resident flea."
Some of the Kentucky post offices closed in
Hall, 'Hall Wilkinson, Chrisman,011ie K. Stub- Hazel Cemetery with arAnd. •( hi a -- hot August day here in 'my
1984 were: Xocum, Logville.
Teges.
Redge Thompson, Joe • blefield, Wayne Wilson, rangements by the
Mrs. Mary Lou Jefhometown the birds were having trouble.staying
Victory, Webbs Cross Roads, Johnetta. Poplar--4
'- Colson and Aubrey Morris Wilson, George Miller Funeral Home -of frey, 54, Rt. 8. Benton.
• aloft Friends, the air was Almighty scarce. So
vile, ktroad. Bottom, Buckingham, Yeaman,
Wilson, Garvin Wilson Hazel.
Jeffers.
- - died Sunday at 12:30
-caret', in fact.. it took the entire supply of three
Bybee, Field, Frew. MHO, Bearville, Dongola.
In charge of ar-' and Clifton Roberts, Jr.
Mrs. Raspberry, 83. a.m. at the Murraysqvi_c_e_s_W___to_ns_ta inflate_ grie_h_ic___yrie tire,"
Mina. Tina _Cnimmies. _Index,- Relief,-Straightr
ilai
nw
gze
mcelit
,
Lz
n
mut
- th
,
e
diem
d.Th
ututh
rs
; Calloway County
S'ow;Covingtonsays heL_IoesIssq:Elan to ti:y foz - Creek Tedders yAluisu.„Lejj9„wjjag&gilenoa
t hturial
M uwili
r,r_a_fy_C
elis3w
tth
_i_y
„,_
, R
da
Hospital.
tja-tHlaz
2:e05
1, .
a see-ond sirs' championship. "I'm going to
Co Operative,Cropper,,Load, Ever,'Fond.Wks., - Funeral Home.
..-7-Catiewtr-ilturraV-alro7iiMcitilir —She IS giff•VIVRIWW6T—
spend ,some time learning to write comedy." he
Maulden, Carsville. IlApores Creek. •Betsey.
Mr. Moody, 75, Rt. 8, ty Hospital.
Mrs. Outland, 82, died
husband, Charles Jef._
said - and that's no lie. • ,
"
Dalton, and Davisport.
Monday at the BI- Murray, died Monday at"
She is suryiv;d by two frey: two daughters,
County Hospital War- 6:20 a.m. at the Murray- daughters, Mrs. W.D. Mrs. Charlotte Colson,
.Calloway County Lassiter and Mrs. Bill Mayfield, and Mrs.
ren, Mich.
•
She is survived by one Hospital.
Stenberg; six sons. Vanetta Kilgore, Murdau hter', Mrs. Carl _ He is survived by. his
'II
I
ra
*is :
A.
a oberts Hugh, Billy and Joe Jeffrey_ Atlanta, Ga.;
Lawrence, Livonia, `vie,
s•
(patsy) Raspberry; two sisters. four grandchildren.
Mich.; one son, Robert Moody one daughter,
D. Outland, HUntington Mrs. :James
Her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Megnon Morgan
Woods. Mich.;- one Outland, two grand- and Mrs. Christine Hilda Warren of Benton.
sister, Mrs. Lora children, Steve and Ashton; -one ibrother, survives along with one
-Wilkinson, Murray ;- one . Sherri Outland, CalYeri. Bill Hendricks; 27 sister, Mrs. Pattie Mae•
brother, Hobert Hall _ City; two brothers, Gor- grandchildren; 36 great- Harrison,- also of
Harriman, Tenn.; nine don Moody, Murray, grandchildren; four Benton.
grandchildren; nine and 13rooks-'Moody,---Rt. great -greatServices were Mon1,Murray.
great-grandchildren.
day at 1 p.m. in the
grandchildren.
chapel of the LinnVasseur Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Mar;
yin Napier and the Rev.
Oti Jones officiated.
al was in the Unt.
ty'Cemetery.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Post offices in 56 smaI towtis in, Kentucky
became just
•
a memory _afterclosmg-in 1984

Montgomery
rites_ held
chape
h l

4

81
121

Mr.- Moody s
funeral rites
held,.chapel

World•s champion liar
claimed by Clinton man

13

14 '

15'

Itt•
20 I
21 I
22 I
.23
27'

29
_301
31 I
32 i
331

Funeral held
at- church
on Saturday

rites held.
at:„Elm Grove

12

71

Mrs. Jeffrey_
dies at age.
of-54" Sunday-
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Stock Reduction Sale!

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Buy Your 1st
Mar-Kel Ceramic

Stock Market
Industrial Average
r Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs 8: Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
'
Ford •
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc. .
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
_ ......

Gant takes
--F %
annual swim
.. '- Vs

17%
.353/4
WILLIAMSBURG,
,34% .I
..,
&Mart. • . ... ... .
Ky:- (AP) - Ray Gant
:Wry Kay Cosm.
9.1
/
4 . +:
/
3
4
ended his 51-year streak
J.C. Penney
40/
1
4- -Vs
winter holiday swims.
Penwell
39 unc
. 38 -% New Year's Day, but it
Quaker Oats..
/4 unc - wasn't because he
Sears
___". .313
Stuart' Hall '
3% unc developed cold feet.
"There's no place to
Texaco
_
341/8 unc
go,"_ he said. "The
Time Inc.
43%
%
363A
% rivers are polluted.
U.S. Tobacco
Pollution is going to get
Wal-Mart
385/I +3
/
4
us all."
.
Wendy's
• 16% +
A.L. Williams
8% unc The 73-year-old Gtht
took his__ finat____holislaY
•C.E.F. Yield.,.
swim Tuesday morning
In a 5-acre fish pond in
Whitley Count,
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

TABLE LAMP
(Up to $35 value)

Get the 2nd One
of Equal Value For
$ 1 00
Only

. -7.51
46 unc
28% -%
IVA_ -%
283i :
31.5/8 -%
207/
8 +_/
1
4
- 49% •%
45/
1
4 -3
/
4
24% + 1/s
78 -3
/
4
34.%
- 26% -1/4
25% -'7,
7% unc
,

Jerrico .._
Johnson

Johnson

a

-

'WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Double your savings plus our already
low wholesale prices. All sizes and
colors to choose from.

Hog market

NEW BUSINESS

HUNDREDS OF

Start Bringing Your Items To The First
And Only Consignment Sale
.
* Store in
Murray. Bring Quality Items &
Receive High Prices. We Sell Anything

REPLACEMENT SHADES

20% OFF
Prices good thru Sat., Jan 12th

MAR-KEL FACTORY OUTLET
Lakeway Village Shopping Center

VISA

Paris, Tenn.

Federal-State Market Seak4i !ter!'
•Ice Mednesdat, Januar) 2, MIS
Itrntuirk‘ Purchase 4rea H,,4
Market Itepori Includes 0 Buying St. lions. Itecelpts: Act. 1312 9:st. 700
Barrows& Gilts compare-9ln Pride)
.73-1.00 lower Sows 1.3412.00 higher
I'S I 2 2)02314 arc
140.23•49.30 .
I,.. 341.0.
0
I'S 2 24)02)0 Itos
$411.2.549.2.3
S 3)0230
$41373-411.t%
IS 2 :1 2541 270 ibe
$47.73 44.7.5
NON
r• 12 270 3.141 lb..
539.00 39.00
rk I 3 MO 43e
13,0040,04)
V% I 3 430 UM lb.
140.01143.00
I 5 1.2 '.410 460 lb.,.
$43.00.43.410
tea 44.00
I 1% 2,3 31111-300 lb..
137.00 MA)
Roars 4.1324

& Everything. Come By & Bring Your
Appliances, Clothes, Stereos, Lug-gage...Etc. Or Call 759-4194

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

(3 J Consignment Sales
1413 CAivo,131vd. Murray, Ky. 42071
A••
• ,
••• A •

Phone 759-4194
_A-Wevir-•

Ownod & Operated By CdryelkiiddiWiliance

88.8 STUMP REMOVAL
Can eynnOro• slumps up
ln 74 het....
frr.,,d

WI

435 4343 o• 435 4119
We Now Maul Pit Grovel

-

_...•••••••••••

,
-

!'-•••"(
••

,
-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 .Notice

2.Notice

2 -Noteee

2.Notice

2

N

Help Wanted

otice

32. Apts for

2.

ARV

7 IS

19X:1

„•

Rent

49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
MURRAY AUTO
Total Fitness Program
COUN
19
TRY
76
Guar
CUTt
ante
ASg
ed.
FENCE sales at Sears
BkElYS11"rEit needed 2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near
PARTS INC.
REGISTER NOW
MSU. Adults, no pets, Supreme, red with white now. Call Sears 753-2310
2:30-5:00 5 .days a week
North Branch store
repair service on
NOTIONS
interio
r.
Call
Winter Session Begins
after
for free estimate for
In Carter School area. lease & deposit. Call
641 North
6p.m. 435-4354.121 Bypass
most car and
your needs.
References a must. Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
January 7
Store Hours: 7 sm.-8 p m
BR duplex, den. IfvEng
Located_In the
759-1580.
Mon. thru Sat Sun 1-8
home. stereos.
Johnny
Call 753-6702
EXCEL
LENT Christ.
GOVERNMENT • Jobs. room. kitchen, washer
p.m. Telephone 753-7771
Ozark Log Home
roes gift. 1983 Chrysler
Monday & Wednesday
Qualified
Robertson Rd. $15_0011-$50.04}04-ye a r & dryer. Call 753-9240.. La
BuHdIng
Baron'
convertible.
8 Week Session
possible- . All oc• APARTMENT for renf
technicians.
''CHIN -CHIM'
Ky. Lake
Mornings & Evenings
cupations. How to & trailer for rent, $75 a mark cross leather
BEWARE of Stores
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
interior.
ac. windows.,
month.
Murray W.0 W. Bldgs
WE TAKE
find.Cal
Call
l
753-8044.
805•687-600
Catfish
CS to.•
E.0.000
seats. pa, pb. ..am-fm
Without A SERVICE
Ext. R-9999.
MIRNISHED room for
Fun! Choreographed'
04.001, Wor% Good P.c..
THE CAKE
cassette, tan. Financing
759-1
DEPARTMENT
109
CIMOWICI CLIMOIONG
girl,
1/2 block from available
Fruit Bpskets shipped naProgressive Workout!
. Call 753-9240
•O•For 01.t.410.1.11
campus, utilities paid
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
...YAK, ca.*OP VOIt0S
Now $1.60 Lb. 9. Situation Wanted
Inst. Ann English. M.Ed
222 S. 12th
WORLD OF SOUND
•MO 0115
Murray-Calloway Co. 50 Used Trucks
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AWe Accept
222 S. 12th
Fitness.Soecialist
753-5865
Ommoor..._•
WILL do evening. Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
Clown or Monkey, Cakes
EHARP '64 Ciievy pick
753-5843
Food Stamps
babysitting. Call 759- 753-8146.
Free Delivery. VISA & MC
up,
short
wheel
base,
+866 after 5p.m.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
753-9280
near downtown Murray. $1800. For sale or trade
DAILY CAR RENTAL
10. Business Opportunity
Adults only. Call 753-4109. for car. Call 753-0620.
ICS
LONG TERM LEASE
767-6650, 438-2844.
NEED work on- your
53. Services Offered
ASK GENE
SALES-AIONEY
trees? Topping,, prunextra
APPLI
ANCE
AT
MEN-WOMEN
...nice. 3 room apt. near
ing, shaping, complete
DWAIN TAYLOR
126 YEARS OR °Low
hospital & University, SERVICE. Kenmore, removal and more. Call
NOTICE
Westi
H•ip
nghouse, BOVE
arnuf•ttc
cn.idr•n
couple or graduate stuCHEVROLET
R'S TREE
ADDITIONAL AREA
unlimited la4cts447•1-work hard
ACROSS
34 Printer's
Answer to Previous Puzzle
-dent. Heat & water Whirlpool. 22 years SERVICE for Pro
753-26
17
and
maks
530.000-550
CLASSES
.000
PLANNED
a
experience Parts and
.
measure
furnishe
d,
no
pets
fession
or
al tree care,
I BANS
y•ar
ET
commis•4on • Ca4
T A-A L
Call for information
1 Paid notices
35 Mine excavation
children, private. Call service. Bobby Hopper, 753 0338
800-826-4875 or 800 826 4826
A L E E
ATE
Bob's Appliance SerAPPEAR
or to establish classes
A LL Y
4 Youngsters
37 Mist
753-8756 or 753-3415.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
8 Embryo flowers 38 Cudgel .
in your area
ROTTEN
Business 753-4872. 4361 4 . Want to Buy
12 Unit of Latvian
39 Pitch
DETER
EER 1E 1
TAKING applications 5848 ;home).
BAILEY'S FARM
Janua
ry
1st
currency
40 Seed
AN acre or less of land for Section 8. Rent APPLIANCE
LEND
MAST
•
REPAIR
LUMBER
13 Encourage
42 Shore bird
through 6th
in Lynn Grove or Subsidized apt. I, 2 or 3 Factory
Jim Suiter & Jerry
authorized for
AVE
SABER
SHY
14 Region
44 Aquatic
Kirksey area, prefer BR. 'Apply Hilldale Tappan, Keivinat
For all your
or and
mammal
15 Wine cup
PI
RED
0 E' Henry will be in our
well on it. Call after Apts., Hardin, Ky. Brown. Service
out building needs
on
gas
11Writing the
47 Sat astride--;
5p.m. 435-4484.
Equal Housing and electric ranges.
-TAB
STEAM
showroom from
759 1099
news •
51 Siamese native
WANTED, raw furs. Opportunity.
Corner of Industrial Rd
microwaves, disATES
LEE
R."
Mon.,
6:30-13
i00
T8 Tear asunder
52 Bard.
BET1
Ow-en 'id- cClellon,
h w as he r s
reATTAR
SLIPS
20 Dillseeci
53 Learning
Polaski. Ill. 1-618-342- 34. Houses for Rent
Tues.; Thurs., Fri.
frigerators, etc. Earl ODD lob speciali
st,
21 Behold!
54 Superlative •
M I T T E
6316.
42 A D DI_E
2 BEDROOM, gas heat, Lovett. 354-6956 or 753; ceiling, fans,
PURDOM
electrical,
22 Metric measure
ending
basement garage. Call 5341.
AREA
EGO
ELAN
u mhino.-tencino. You
15. Articles for Sale
23 CondUct
MOTORS, INC.
55 Part of church
753-7791.
mu.. Electric .is now name it, I do it. You
HERR
TOT
REND]
27 Towel
56 Pitcher
SOFA in good condition
4 BEDROOM, bath, 2 rewinding electric buy, I install. You
Olds Pont -Cad -Buick
inscription
57 Female ruff
Call 753-2515 after 5p.m.
story near Murray. $500 motors Call 753-9104
break, I fix_ Call 436
8 Conflicts
•
29 Strike
4 Fruit cake
WASHER & dryer, monthly. Call 753-6035
2868.
DOWN
Swiss
canton
.9
.
30
Help. Wanted -- •used. self cheap: -OEM '---or- 753-8874.5 Presidential
Aluminu
m
-and
Vinyl - ROOFING,
-10 Lair
Plumbing,.
31 Running
1 Word of sorrow
nickname
NICE 3 BR brick with
'idly% and Aluminum
AN Ohio oil co. offers 759-4189.
Siding, Additions,
11 Sink in middle
32 Lubricate,
2 Wet
61etive
garage
& partial trim for all houses. It
high income, plus cash
Painting, General Car
17 Concerning
33 GenOs of cattle
3 Bogs down
7 Rock
basement. 11 miles on
bonuses, benefits to
stops painting.
pentry. P.A. iMolony Co
19 Maiden loved by
94
east, $300 month. Call
mature person in
753 - 8628
Free
Zeus
I
2
3
4
5
6 ill8
Strengthening
10 11
Jack Glover
9
474-2330.
Murray area. Regard• Estimates.
22 Be ilL
less of experience, write
NICE, quiet 2 BR.
Stretch
ing
.7531873
24 Babylonian
12
14
Desks, files, chairs, bath, partially fur•
M.S. Read. American
13NU
Relaxation
NUU
deity
• ',111n.•
nished
Lubricant Co., Box 426,
-house.
No
pets.
folding
tables, etc.
25 On the ocean
4 Weeks-$40
Dayton. Ohio 45401.
$200 per month plus GENE
RAL-ROME 118
26 Depression .
deposit. References
?MED a babysitter in
Starts Jan. 15th
REPAIR. 15 years ex27 Vast throng
required. Call 753-9213.
my home. Must have
perience. Carpentry.
435-4261
-28:.Preposition
references. Call
SMALL 3 BlIt- house,- 3 concrete,
plumbing-,29 Hasten
miles east of Murray. roofing.
759-9743
siding NO JOB
30 Piece of-cut
No pets or children. TO SMALL.
Free eStimber
Prefer couple willing to timates. Days
1016 Jefferson
753=8973.- SEWING Akachine Re
32 Manage
work
and
keep
place
Paducah, Ky.
nights 474-2276.
pair. All makes and
33 Nod
neat. Call 753-,8848
G=ERING by Sears. models. Industrial,
442-4302
36 Near to
before
9p.m.
Advertisers are requested to check the
Sears continuous gut- home arid commercial.
37 Pursue
ters installed- for your 38 yrs experience All
first insertion of ads for any error. The
36. For Rent or Lease
22. Musical
38 Tart
specifications Call work guaranteed. Ken
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsi40 Move sidewise
WURLITZER electric
-Sears 753-2310 for free neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
4 Bay Shop
41 Near
ble for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
piano with Leslie 60
estimate.
Stella, Ky
For Rent, Lease
43 Paid notice
amplifier set, $500. 1803
HAROLD'S ,Tree . SerAny
error
should
be
reporte
immedia
d
teOr
Sale.
Good
44 River in
College Farm Rd.
vice.
Topping, cutting,
ly so corrections can be made. CHECK
Germany
Location. 759-1580. trimming, etc.
Also.
45-Comfort
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
24. Miscellaneous
Also Diamonds
clean-up work, shrubb-.
46 Ceremony
15 Years Experience,
ery
& over grown areas.
Classified Advertising Department imA rick for oak &
Appraised $3,000
47 Health resort
References, Free
Fast, dependable serhickory
firewood
.
Call
mediate
ly
in
case.of
an error...
Must Sell
48 Cover
vice. Insured. For free
474-2329.
Estimates.
49 Legal matters
estimates call 437-4607.
CAR batteries 38 mos.
38.
5011efora
Pets-Su
pplies
-guarantee: 22. 24, 72, 74
series. $27.99 exchange. AKC Registered Ger60 miss. guarantee. man Shepards, dark
SHOLAR Plumbing &
WI-IERE'S THE
$37.99 exchange. Heavy brown sables and black
I THOUGHT THERE
Electric. Call 437 4740
THIS
WEDNESD
15
AY
I
duty
&
27
tan.
Good
series,
gaurd
60
dogs.
mos.
WAS FOOTBALL ON
FOOTBALL GAME?
WET BASEAAENT. We
.guazantee. $39.99 ex- Great with children.
THURSDAY NIGHTS
make wet basements
change. Wallin Hard- 436-2858.
. dry Work completely
ware, Paris, Tn.
Free
4PEG'S Parlor. All
Estimates
guaranteed. Cell or
OAK 8z hicIory breed dog grooming.
759-1983
write Morgan Con
firewood, $25 a rick 753-29-1'5 9a.m.-4p.m:
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
delivered. Call nights Peggy Gardner.
TNSULATION blown in 409A, Paducah,- fry
436-2778.
by Sears. TVA ap- 42001 or call 1 442 7026
PIONEER AM -FM
Birds, Hamsters, proved. Save on those
stereo turntable and
high heating and coolTropical Fish &
impatIon Residentiai
8-track, excellent coning bills. Call - Sears
Supplies.
dition. Custom built
, CAMPBELL WELL
753-2310 for. free
speakers. Best offer.
estimate.
DRILLING
Call 759-4563. •_
JOINER'S Tree _SerMcKenzie Tn
1101 Story Ave.
SEASONED & half
vice. .30 years exCall CoNect
seasoned oak firewood
901-352-3671 or
perience. Also bucket
759-1322
for sale. Minimum or901
truck for hire. Call
352 5704
der. 2 , ricks Call 436- BIRD dog puppies. 753-0366.
Free Estimates
wormed & weened.
2587.
-WILL haul white rock,
SEASONED -oak- Reasonable. Call 753sarld, lime,. rip rap and
firewood. Also will do 8345.
masonary sena. coal,
tree .trimming, remov43. Real Estate
dirt, gravel; fill sand.
ing, and shaping
Call Roger Hudson,
shrubbery. Call BANK of Murray & Fm
753 4345 or 753 6763
753-5476.
H.A. reliOrisessed pro24
hr.
Servic
e
SEASONED firewood- perties. Other listings.
oak, hickory, mixed Murray-Calloway Co.
759-4899
Aluminum
hardwoods $313 /rick Realty. 304 N. 12th St
Servic
e Co.
delivered. Min. order 2 753-8146 or Ron Talent
I DON'T MIND
ANC' I PON T tAINI?
LEE'S CARPET. Aluminu
m and vinyl
ricks. Call John Etover 753-9894.
GROCERY
CARRYING THEM.HOME
CLEANING. For all
753-0338.
FOR sale, by owner.
siding. Custom trim
SWOPPING
your carpet ok upholst'
work. References.
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 vacant lot & rental ery--cleaning
.
For
a
free
arid, up. 753-2905 or property across from estimate
Call Will Ed Bailey,
call
753-5827.
Murray Fire Dept. on
435-4343 or 435-4319.
753-0689
Satisfied references.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
LICENSED Electrician
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Wanted
for residential and 57
46. Homes for Sale
14x65. 2 BEDROOM.
commercial. Heating WOOD. any type, up to
bath, central heat & air. 4 BEDROOM, 21-2 and air condition, gas
5' long & 127 diameter 4
Excellent.condition. bath. approx. 3000 sq ft. Installation and repair
mi. Sdf Murray On 641.
Price reduced. Must living space. Large Phone 753-7203.
753-9251.
kitchen, large den with
sell. Call 753-6420.
1984 INDIES 14x64. 2 fireplace, and large
BR, partially furnished. living room. Assumable
china cabinets, ceiling 8% loan For information
fan, underpinning & 753-S27
front •.rch. Excellent 1-101
for sale on big
TRY PUSHING
I PROBABLY GOT
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE IS
conditi
Call 759-1322 corner lot. Dexter. 2
Ti-IIS BUTTON HERE
IT LOOSENED
bedrooms. carpeted.
affer 4..m 753-3557.
VVOODVVORKINC;
FOR YOU
Must sell. Call 437-431,2
•
28
le Homes for Rent
47.5001.
•
OLDER
BR
2
home.
10x40 D'OR 1 or 2 peopTe;.;
.SOLID WOOD CABINETS,*•
$85 a month, large lot: Call 753-9400 after 6p m
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Call 489-2595
GUNCASE
S
•
MANTLES
• BOOKCASES•
OR 3 BR. ?undshed,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1/3
AC'natural gas Shady
CUSTOM
sour FURNITURE a. FURNITURE REFINISHING •
•
Oaks 753-5209
After Xmas Special •
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Ily • Sae Our
Display •
2 BR round cottage off
•
30. Business Rentals.
753-5940 a
Panarama Drive, 10 • 1212 Main Murray. Ky.
•••••• •••••••0_0 •• •
miles from Murray
Mini
$19.900 759 4964

Bob's Fish
Market

WORLD OF
SOUND

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

rURNISHED,

DeVanti's

ALL
MEXICAN
MEALS
1/2 PRICE ,

YOGA

Id
IIII
II
IIIUUNU
MI
lid
1111111111111
Ell
NilU ill
NU NUU NUU ill
NUNUU NUU III
NUUU
III•
Mil
fill
Mil
M
hi
NI
NUU
NUUU NUU
111 II
kill
1111 1111111

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE •
FURNITURE

CHECK YOUR AD

ROOFING!

753-1916

436-2999

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

tr-ti

PET PEN

Stubblefield
Electric

f)Erarys

OFF

ALL iN FAVOQ RAISE
YouR NANO

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

AccEPT
IRES 5,44'
.ON
.04x.
•

4

lAlt
"/'

31

Want to Rent

SINGLE" female
graduate student with
car seeks 1 BR fur•
nished. apt. by Jan. 10th.
Can view apt .` on.. Jan.
3rd Send replies to P 0
Boit. -11.141:•-•
'Murray.
Ky 42071
I'M EXPECTING PRESIDENT
GORANDA HE,.ABOUT
MIDNIGHT. ALSO A OR.
WALKER.*

I'VE NEVER
5EEN THE
PRES4DENT
5n.TENSE.--

30.00moo.domoor

YEAH!
THINK
I'Ai
SIMPLE.„

switYAN

32. Apts for Rent 1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment
Call
753-3530
2 BEDROOM a_pt
-Neal_y_remodeled__
Lease & deposit No
pets. $165. 8th
.
j
s Chest
2

SEDOOM

ttaily

apt_ _par-

furnished, gas
heat, for 2 or 3 people,
$150 per month Call
422-2596

*FOR The
600057 why, ivIcAr-5„.

Room

near campus
only. Call 53-5561.

ON choice lot and quiet
neighborhood. approximately 10 miles N.
of Murray on old-- 641
Large BR. living room.
kitchen, small bath with
shower. 1 storage
building, city water and
large garden spot.
Natural gas available
Phone 759-9591..
WATERFRONT hOme
on Ky Lake in Pinebluff
Shores. 2 BR. large
kitchen & living room
combination, 26x25
'great room & place to park boat. Cali 753-3530
after 4p m.
43. Motorcycles
770-A1S3a
---7100. arTPhone_ 42242.14.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER. PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Yesterday 308 75

Opened
Today
Down

305.95
2.80

4t.

Today
Down

6.19
.20

751 71,3
by, Gold Solver 8. Otornor,-1•
rim", 10 el Dotty 17 5 Sunday

Ate
A4b1.11141.11/1
-CSAA1oolit:t
CEEL.a•Ornnat•-rr
Otts.T% cpuE

- (Z.Staa.. EST-MCC

,
S.L.Ne
1-

-

6.19

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA,

49

Used Cars
1977 FIAT • 000 ('all
153-88813_betwatus 1111,411
k 8p.m.
CORN'AIR. 1087.Monza,.
black, rebuilt engine, no
rust. nice exterior. new '
radial tires Must sell Pelt ?WNW - •

Closed
Yesterday
Opened

•-•12•Ate
tweiaseitaseerviRwm**":

•

•
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•

EST ATEA.
Pawy.).cry.., Jaw
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World's oldest gorilla dies just after his 54th birthday.
•••-

••••

.•••••••••

PHILAD-Z-LP-131.A
- _ after midnight Monday.
.But his keepers said
_Massa.the And votiwrinarlans
-that coneoction did net
worlo1desto a, is estimated he
probably precipitate the death.
dead, succumbing to a
died a half-hour earlier _ "The autopsy showed
stroke caused by as he slept.
severe arterial
.hardening of the
sclerosis, or extreme
:arteries just hours after
At his party Sunday, hardening
of the
he celebrated his 54th Massa had devoured a
arteries,"
said
Dr.
birthday at the zoo special sundae of
where he had lived since bananas grapes, ap- Robert Snyder, director
of research at the zoo's •
1935.
ples oranges and Penrose Laboratory.
The body of the strawberries on a
It also showed that
.lowland g'orilla was ZooCake of grains,
discovered in his-cage minerals and vitamins, Massa, nearly bald,
by a Philadelphia Zoo smothered in whipped gray-haired and bent
watchman 10 minutes cream and ice cream. with arthritis, had suffered two heart attacks

In the past month, which
zoo effieirils never knew
about.
•'Massa actually was
1444ng on borrowed
time,".Snyder said.

Zoo President William "Massa was a docile,
Donaldson satc/"we are very interesting animal.
saddened by this loss or never tried to hurt
our most beloved real. anybody, curious; he
dent. ... We are grateful enjoyed the public. He'd
he passed away sit there in his cage for
peacefully."-hours and watch the
Massa lived twice as people go by." .
long as most of his kin in
News of the death was
the jungles.
not made public until
more than 10 hours after
"He's a great loss to Massa's body was
the zoo community," discovered, to notify zoo
said William Maloney, officials and interested
superintendent of scientists first.
animal services.
Massa's remains will

"The immediate
cause of death was a
stroke, but those
previous attacks affected his brain, his
heart and his kidneys,
much in the same manner as they would affect
a human."

be divided up among
• scientists for research,
with sections of his
brain already en route
to Johns Hopkins
University in
Baltimore, Montifiore
Hospital in New York
and Einstein Medical
Center in Philadelphia
for studies on the effects
of aging.
Jay Matternes of
Georgetown University,
an anthropologist and
artist formerly with the

Smithsonian Institution,
wilt reconstruct The'
skeleton as part of a project to trace the
ancestry of apes and ancient man.
Massa, born in a
remote West African
jungle, was raised by
people there after his
mother was slain while
raiding village crops.
He was brought to the
United States by an
animal dealer.

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
Prices Good Thru
Noon 01-9-85

Mon.-Sat.
7 A.M.-8 P.M.
We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps And
WIC Vouchers

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

SUPER MARKET
40.

•

!HYDE PARK SAVES YOU!

Fla v o-rich

Buttermilksave 36

1'2

Gal Size

99°

-•••

Fluffy Round Top

Bread •Save-'-29

2/89°
Gal. Size 99°

16 Oz Loaf

Prairie Forms 2% Low fat

Milk

\1\k

Save 38'

7/
7

ti(*e
Hyde Pork 32 Oz. Jar Save 36'
sz,12,dotes's"."

Coke, Diet
Coke, Sprite,
Tab, Mello Yello

10

Salad Dressing

•

16 Oz. 8 Bottle Carton
Martha White Plain or Self Rising

Flour

Save 50' 5 Lb. Bag

Hyde Park 15 Oz. Can

89

99°

Libby 's Sweet

Peas

69

With Beans. Save 10'

Save 70'

2/99°

Save 31' 17 Oz e

Chili

Beans

Mix -or Match 3/99
Citrus Hill

Orange
Juice

Save 26' 37.5 Ft. Roll $ 109

Purex Laundry 42 Oz. Box'

Detergent

Save 37'
Red Cross Reg. or Thin 7'0z. Box

Spaghetti

Save 18'

Lirfras

$119

3

3/99°

Cake -

100 Ct. Box

->t)
Save 46'

11.5 Oz $2
"

Dristan 24 Ct. Box Reg. $2.67 Save 32'

Tablets

Kleenex Boutique

Facial Tissues

79

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Save 90'

$349

2 Lb. Box

15% Oz. Can

Sara Lee Pecan Coffee

Kraft Velvetta

Cheese

10.5 Oz. Box

Hyde Park Baby

64 Oz. Carton

Salmon

99°
16 Oz. Bag 99°

Pizza

$235

••••.

Brown Jersey Reg. $1.69 Save 50'

79°

Gloves

Now $ 1 19

••••••&•••••-•

Coca Casa 16 Oz

Cream of Coconut Save 50' $129

(
aIVA'irk

Friskies Buffet Assorted Flavors 6.5 Oz. Can

Cat Food

Save, 30' 3/990 1

22'

I
- I 4rmonr 5 Oz. Can Save 19'

Charmin

Tomato
s0ur Soup

\ Vienna Sausage
4iP .740
-P4111
0
" '
1/14;140-.

t

BBQ Ham

Lb

Hot Pepper Cheese

Lb

Colby Longhorn

Cheese

4
_

Carrots
Large Sweet
Bell Peppers
New Green
Cabbage

Save 20'

MEAT

- Family Pack Size 3 Lb;- Or More

Pure Fresh Lean

$339

Ground Beef

$399

Fields Finest

Lb

$299
$299

..„.,A_.

PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp

Doz.

Lb

Turkey Breast

Tomatoes

--....•••••••••••••••
- - - •-

$429

59

Save 60'
4 Roll Pkg.
With $10.00 or More -Additional Purchase Excluding
Dairy Products, Tobacco
& Drinks on Special.

I C:FA

Lb

Eggs

4.1.4•-•

Save 16`

Baked or

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Tissue

?AIM%

/0.5 Oz. Can

DELI

Roast Beef

I

•

SQUetZablY Seit
a

3/89

3/89
2/99°

var4p.f

\ ,11

Campbell's

4rmour 3 Oz. Can

Potted Meat

?0*
•?‘10ft,

Double Q Pink

Totino Assorted Flavors

Reynolds Heavy Duty

Foil

'witsw:1

FROZEN FOODS

Bush s Chili Hot or Pinto 16 Oz. Can

Large Slicing Lb

4

59
$ 1 00

Pkgs. For

I

$

Bocon

139 Chicken $ 29 Minute
Breast

12 Oz Pkg.

1

Smoked
$ 149
Lb.

7Q
ILb.

USDA Choice

Golden Delicious

Apples

3 Lb. -Bag

19

Stew
Wieners $ 139
Lb. Beef

Sliced in Chops

8901/4

Steaks

I Lb
199

Pork
$439
I L
Cutlets
Armour Breaded

Reelfoot
Old Fashion

$ 169
Lb

4/1Lb

Lb

Fresh

Fresh Country
Style

Ribs

USDA Choice

Fresh Cut

Beef
Patties

$ 129
i
Lb

Center Cut Chops $1.79 lb.

29

Pork Loin

Lb.
-gnomon.
OMNI IP Ilt.
•
1•••Mi/N. • •

-•••••••-•
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Aovirnsio ITEM POLICY:Each of these itemsis required to be readily available for sale in each K roger store,
except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run out of an advertiseditem. we will offer you your choice
of a comparable item, when available, reflecting the same savings or altaincheck which will entitle you to
purchase the advertised item at the advertised price within 30 days. Only one vendor coupon will be accepted
per item.

P!"-•

••:'-=‘,

•

•

-

•••••

eTTER

Prices effective Jan. 2nd thru
Jan 8th at your Kroger store in:.

Murray, Ky.
Quantity right reserved None sold
to dealers Copyright 1985 The Kroger Co.

_

"Fresh From Florida"
Citrus Hill 100% Pure Frozen

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Orange
Mee
3 pack 12 oz cans

Boneless
Rump
-Roast
pound

New Crop"

Florida
Strawberries

_

pint

599
1
60c OFF
LABEL
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Whole Kernel or Cream Style
1702.
cans

Corn
Kroger

Black
Pepper

4 oz.
can

Liquid Detergent

You Can see the savings every time you
go Krogering. Get low Cost Cutter
prices on Kroger's better quality meat,
fresh produce, your favorite brands
and much more. Kroger gives you
friendly service,too. When you add it all
up,that's better value. And that make,s
a big difference.

Pinto
Beans
Hunt's
Tomato
Sauce

Era
Plus

32 oz.
bti.

Fabric SORener

3 $11100
1602.

Bounce
Sheets

cant

1502.
can

55c

Sprite, Tab,Diet Coke Or

Facial

Coca Cola

Puffs
Tissue

8

99

16 oz.
btls.

40 ct.
- box

250 ct.
box

$2'9
$119

lest

DE
Sc•
sin
• Kr
Pe

_ plus dep.

0
ORA,vGE

Dishwashing Detergent

Dawn
Liquid

JUICE
22 oz
bti

Liquid Pine

Spic &
Span

:
'IA

—

15 OZ.
btl.

_

"Fresh From Florida" Kroger 10000 Pure

BUSH'S
lust
Cut
Green Beals

_
BUSH'S ,
Cut
lIST

Green Beans)
Nabisco

Premium
Saltines

1 lb
box

-

99c

Irmo,- Pa*
agalni0A0 •

2
5129
Ct

Green Beans

Phgs

-

Kroger Wows & Servepiesmeg
iffiriou. F.

Rolls
mos
Grape
Jelly

2401.
pkg.

ill
dw
12 oz

5201

3

$109

Yubi
Yogurt

Kim
R(
tubs

$100-

Cottage
Cheese

1202.
tub

General Store

Beans

Sharp
Cheese
grow
Pimentu
Spread

Mitts

IltOggt amok Raidom Welgit

Tomato
Ketchup

Swiss
Cheese

16 oz.
cans

$109

$1
I
9

ctn.

Our Dairy Best Kroger
Bush s Best Cut

Big Value

Sandwich
Cookies

640z $149
Assorted Flavors

11 oz. Ncrt Dog or 13 oz. Sandi-'

Kroger
Buhs

Orange Juice

Bee.-,,wrisoat
Rolla -

32 oz.

10 oz
pkg.

140z.
tub

69c
pro$129

Aell

Fr
To

St
Ve

$

%59
lb

1111111.

Dolt

Fr
Ba

are-.

-'
t --,
`7 1
x
. ...

et

'-• - .--4-4•-•.---

•VIP,,
t1

ell!"ee
.
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-.44
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Huats

Tomato
"Juice _

4602.
can

KrOger

Grapefruit
Juice

46 or.
can

Plain or Self Rising

Martha White
Flour

5 lb.
bag

89C
89!
79c

4

•

U.S.D.A. Grade'A Medium

2 Ply,92 Ct., 77 Sq. Ft.

Kroger Eggs

cliarrohzysoft*7

55C
-. 59C

Zest

Deodorant
Soap

Bounty Towels

79
(
Dutch
Cocoa

bar

Smooth or Super Crunchy

Kroger
Peanut Butter

28 jar

$129
89c

With Mini Marshmallows, Kroger

Nutritious

• 1 Ply,400 Ct., 220 Sq. Ft.

$219

12 Ct
Oka

Bush
Spinach

Charmin Tissue

2

1501
cans

$10
9

4 roll
pack
re Vegetable

Chef-Way
Oil

48 oz
btl

Rap Garden Style

Spaghetti
Sauce

52 oz.
jar

"Fresh From Florida- Citrus hill 100% Pure Frozen

Orange Juice
12 oz. cans

Bold 3 Detergent

60c OFF

$297
" LABEL

fidget's

Kroger FfOtell

Round
Waffles

- 11 oz.
1019

Aunt Jemima Reg. or Cinnamon

French
Toast

9 or.
pkg.

Fleischmann's Frozen

Egg
,Beaters

16 or.
9kO,

g rwur trona

Stew
Vegetables

52 or
Nig

Dole Frozen

Fruit'N Juice
Bars-

Ct
pllg

59c
99C
$149
5119
$129

49 0z
box

$
I9
9

_

mountain Grown

Folger's Coffee
1 lb
can

$249

r•e
Its

Mg—

Blackeye
Peas

2
1 lb
bags

Instant

Folger's
Coffee

8oz

GoKrogering•

$
3
49
•

.
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U.S.D.A. Choice Grain-Fed Beeffrom Kroger
You can taste the difference in every bite.
Guaranteed fresh,tender,full offlavor—our
grain-fed beef is clearly the better choice..
And it's yours at a Cost Cutter price, pnly
when you go Krogering.

Holly Farms Co

Pick-01
Nothing But 10

Ground
U S D.A Choice I
Boston
S.p.A. Choice C

Top Roi

-

Johi

•
- •-••••

•

. .

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless
W 10614 Lb. Avg.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Round
Steak <0.'
11z't•ropiliiiir;oin
pound

•ca

Boneless
Rump Roast:
44.40E,

Pound

pound

"

99

FULL CUT
••••

-
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U.S.D.A Choice Grain Fed Beef Boneless

Top Sirloin Steak

lb

52
49

lb

89
4

Sliced

Beef Liver
Sliced

-Calf Liver

$149
lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Grail Fed Beef Boneless

New York Strip Steak
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts OF

99

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Family Pak

Cube Steak

Frying Chicken

All Varieties
lb

$2
59

lb

$2
69

Fox Deluxe Pizza

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

9c

lb.

$

Sirloin Tip Steak

Holly Farms Combination Pack Chicken

Pick-Of-The-Chick

Jimmy Dean 12 lb Pkg. S357
lb

Pork Sausage

Nothing But 100'. Pure Ground Round or

•

lb

Armour Star

Ground Chuck

All Meat Not Dogs

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Boneless

Boston Roll Roast

Pond Raised Whole iFiltets tb

U S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Boneless

Top Round Steak

491

Fresh Catfish

lb

lb

Bryan 12. Lb. Pkg„S4 371

Sliced Bacon

lb

lb

$
2
19

Fresh Picnic

Pork Roast
lb.

7.9

Family Pak

Pork Steaks

$138

lb

•
• ......

-

Assorted Sliced 5 6 Lb Avg

Pork Chops

$148

lb

Peeled & Deveined Frozen

U.S.D.A. Choice Sliced

Fres-Shore Shrimp

10 Ot
pkg

$399

Lamb Shoulder Roast

Louis Rich Sliced

Turkey Bologna
Good Anytime

lb

vk.kvivegq.it
• ECONOMY MEAT BUYS •

Cost Cutter.
Affienprs

Circle B Brand i2 Lb Pkg 5217!

Pork Sausage

lb

5109

lb

Meaty Turkey Wings Necks or

Turkey Drumsticks

ID

69c
49c

Frontier S lb Big Only

Smoked Sausage

All Varieties Serve is Save

Lunchmeats

lb

lb

$109

Wilson Bologna

120?
pkg

VIN1164..

Serve it Save

Salad Shrimp

tot $189
'

Fresh Shore

Butterfly Shrimp

lb

•••-•

- • • Sj. • -,1•4'
44. •

• _

,

$399

FACIE FIVE FTD

_Jrztatimmopummawrir
1 •
•4"

I

At) Meat

Kroger Whole or Waif Stick '

Braunschweiger

ib99c

99c

_
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Red Way

bs299

Hoop
Cheese
Great On Sandwich

Chipped Chopped
lb
Ham

$189

THE KROGER DELI
Apple Streussel

Br-east 8. Wings or Leg 8 Thigh
Wishbone Grade 'A Snack Pak
..

9_9
3

INCLUDES:
2 Pieces
Chicken
all fov_
r
Ro'.1
'

,

Nacho
Chips

2

for

Fresh In-Store Made

Hoagie
Buns

bags

2$10
...yes

each

Fresh Baked

12 ot

French Bread
c

$189

Peach
Pie

South Of The Border Treat

Fresh Baked In-Store

each

Lattice Topped

C

,
•••••_

$159

Coffee
-Cake.--

Fried Chicken

c 4.

for

99c

$189

Glazed
Donuts

dozen

ONE STOP SHOPPING at its very best

•_

_

Hol
• W
GI

.11

••••

•

Reg., Mt,or Gel Crest toothpaste-6.4 oz. tube...S1.29
Pity Fresh

Winter/Summer Coolant

Scope
Mouthwash

Auto Pride
Anti-Freeze

79

24 oz.
btl

No
,
nonsense
panty
hose

$379

plastK
gallon

PNI
DEPARTMENT
)C-41 Process Only)

Color Print Film Developing

SPECIAL

special
Single set of prints

(125 Or Roll On, or 407 Spray . $1.69)
Regular or Unscented

Assorted Sizes

Secret
Solid

No Nonsense
Pantyhose

y.

•

Best Rite BR 200

.
.

,.

Pampers

PzigiyWrs

*t.
,
'
.
P0m
— pe

-

Disposable O Ct Swall, 60 ft Online, SI ft. Soper MON,4I.Ct.lap
Peg., WM Ct tarp Slyer
•

•

•-'-

"•

Pampers
Diapers

•••

Filler
Paper

each
oho

Appetite Supressant

Dexitrim
Tablets

20 tt

Cold Forstrfa

Alka Seltzer
Plus

IMF
choice

99c
57C
$2"

each
pair

20 et
0110

$189-

12 exp. roll $1.77
15 exp. disc $2.27

24 exp. roll $3.17
36 exp. roll $4.77

SUPER SAVINGS!
2nd set of prints special
Order 2nd set of prints at time of
developing and you pay only...

12 exp.
roll
$277

24 exp. $A17
roll•Et

317

36 exp. $577
roll

15 exp.
disc

Prices effective Jan 2nd thru Jan. 8th 1985 in
your Kroger store.

0,

-
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PRODUCE

—

Florida

Fresh
Avocados

3
for

California

—2
,

Red
Grapes

lb.

Michigan All Purpose

Jonathan
Apples

5 lb
bag
U.S. No. TAMPUrpose Wisconsin

RussetPotatoes
New Crop- Florida

Strawberries
pint

99c

Florida limbo 27 Size

White
Grapefruit

3
for

5100

Washiflgton Statolutr
- a Fancy Gold or Red 138 Size

Delicious Apples

A Gift of
Fine Food

Sno-White

Fresh
Cauliflower

79

large
head

...is always in good taste.

Collard, Mustard or

Turnip
Greens
Sunkist Seedless 113 Size

Navel Oranges

la
?
e -5100
bunches

Waxed

Canadian
Rutabagas

lb

California Green or

Red Leaf
Lettuce

cial
$3.17

UM

head

29e
59c

Here's an easy, convenient way to
say Have a Happy Holiday!
You can purchase Kroger gift
certificates in any amount you'd like toward the purchase of merchandise,hams,turkeys,fruit baskets
or deli party trays. Its a delicious way
to 'gift"someone for the Holidays!

For more information call your
local Kroger store for details.

Gift Certificates from Kroger

;4.77

51

FLORAL SHOF'PE

ial

For special occasions or anytime at all, all Kroger
Floral Shoppe has a large selection of plants,
fresh cut flowers and accessories at affordable
prices.

!of

417

Florist Quality

Dieffenbacitia

577

1985 in

s inch

pin;

-

M 9
9-

_ 7.

Assrirred Colors

Miniature
Car

Co Krogering!
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The only thing better than our
Cost Cutter prices just might be our
people. Where else but Kroger do
you find friendly, expert service in
every department?
Go Krogering and get oldfashionecl butcher shop service in
our meat department. let our
Kroger Gardener help you pick out the
ripest fresh fruits and vegetables.
Ask our Kroger Floral hostess to
custom-arrange a centerpiece. Our
own friendly Kroger employees will
even load your bags in your car —FREE!
Cheerful smiles and ready
assistance - that's the Kroger difference. Feel it, when you go
Krogering!

-

fpGER

Go Krogering!
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef I
Full Cut
,
.^

Round
Stea
k
pound

58"

U.S. No.1 All Purpose

Bush's Cut

Russet
Potatoes

Green
Beans

15 lb. bag

16 oz cans

$
1oo

•IOC J.4

PM
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SUPER WHITE SALE
SAVE ON EVERYTHING FOR BED AND BATH.PLUS ALL CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES.
c IIMS. J C Penney Company.Inc.. 90W11(23
Amompsuppet ,
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Save o a
r""

Save on our entire
line of blankets.

44

2A. Sale 14.99 twin Reg. $20. Our thermal
blanket provides warmth without weight.
In acrylic with nylon binding. .
'2B. Sale 27.99 twin Reg. $40. Snuggle up
with our piping-trim electric blanket. Acrylic/
polyester with nylon binding. Dual-control
styles available in larger sizes.
2C. Sale 19.99 twin Reg. $29. Our plush
Vellux* blanket is cuddle-soft. Nylon pile
bonded to polyurethane foam.
Full, queen and king size blankets.alsoOn sale.

24% to 50% off our
Bed-Sack' pads.
2D. Sale 8.99 twin Reg. $18. Bed-Sack'
adds a layer of comfort and protection.
-Polyestercotton with polyester fiberfill.
Full size, Reg. $22 Sale 15.99
Queen size, Reg. $25 Sale 18.89

20% off our entire
line of pillows.
2E. Sale 3.99 standard Reg. 4.99. Rest easy
on this pillow plumped with polyester AstrofiP
Cotton pent cover.
Queen size, Reg. 7.99 Sale 5.99
2F. Sale 8.25 standard Reg. $11. Solid color
pillow of polyester,cotton percale with DuPont
Dacron a II polyester fiberfill.
Queen size, Reg. $14 Sale 10.50
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. January 19th.

A

a••

'Shop by phone Also available at sale prices from our Catalog
DepertnieM. Some in additional sties and colors. GM last
dethrery it low 'bioptic and handling charges on all catalog
orders from this circular All regular prices and savings Sr.
hewed on retail store prices

COVERSTORY:

,

Save on all our sheets and
bedspreads. Like these
bright floral coordinates
of polyester/cotton.
Bedspread is plumped with
Kodel• polyester.
Flat and fitted sheets are
the same prioa.
Reg. Sale
Twin bed. . 35.00 24.99
Twin sheet . 8.99 4.99
Standard cases,
Pkg.of 2., _7.- • 9.99. 6.99
Pillow sham .. 20.00 14.99
Full, queen and king sizes
also on sale.

"re

• 2(12)
•

'' •

,,-•••••

^

•

•

•••••l i
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•••

tO,40%off

•
25%-40% Qff all bras.
You're in fine form wearing any one of the bras from
our collection. And every one is on sale! In nylon/
Reg. Sale
spandex and more.
. 7.00 4.20
A. Contour cup bra,34-38 A.B,C
. 7.50 5.62
B. Crossover bra 32-40 A,B,C
8.00 6.00
D cup
7.00 5.25
C. Lacy underwire bra, 32-40 B.C.
7.50 5.62
- 0cup
7.50 5.62
D. JCPenney bra, 3438 A,B,C

25% off all girdles.
Smart figuring! Save on our entire selection of
smooth-shaping girdles and control briefs. Like
Sale
Reg
these in nylon/spandex:
E. SoftSkins* brief, S-XXX.L.
. . $5 3.75
F. Control panel brief, S-XL .... . . $8 6.00

25% off coordinates.
Beautiful beginnings: dar.vear coordinates by
"Smooth Expressions', lavished with lace. In silky
Reg. Sale
Antron* Ill non-cling nylon tncot
12.00 9.00
G. Camisole, 32-36 .
-11.50 8.62
H. HO slip, S,M,L . .
. 9.50 7.12
J. Contour bra, 32-36 A,B,C
K. Matching bikini, S,M,L
, 5.00 3.75

20% off Sheer Caress'.

•

,pantihose!
L. It's time to stock up on Sheer Caress'
Sandalfoot in nylon/spandex with cotton panel
Short, average, long. Queen sizes, too.
Reg
Sale
sheerpantincico---,
2E10 2.09_
2.75 2.20
- Queen sizes
3.00 2.40
Sheer Caress* control top
3.50 2.80
Queen sizes

25% off all briefs bikinis.
Our entire collection of briefs and bikinis is on sale,
so you're off to a fresh start! Here's lust asample
Reg
Sale
...
.
M. Band leg cotton briefs, pkg. of 3 - 6.00 4.50
. 7.00 5.25
N. Pima cotton briefs, pkg of 3
• 7.00 5.25
P. Nylon briefs, pkg. of 3
2 25. _..1.69
0. Nylon hiphugger
. : . 2..00 1.50
R. Satiny..nylOn bilUni .
2.25 1.69
S. Stretch nylon bikini
1.69 1.2,7
T. Cotton bilOnj
.82
1.09
U. Nylon bikini
Sale-prices on braic-girditsitand cot:ordinate:1 effective
through Saturday, JanUary 5th. . •
Sale prices on pantihose, briefs and bikinis effective
through Saturday, January 12th.
JCPenney

VISA

•-

1,
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Sale 4.99

twin

3A. Sale 8.99 twin. Leafy sprays of pink and
blue flowers scattered inagon on a
luscious white background
cotton
Flat or fitted:
Reg. Sale
Full sheet
10.99 7.99
Queen sheet .
' •
16.99 13.99
3B. Standard cases, by the pair . 9.99 • 6.99 Queen 'cases, by the pair .
10.99 7.99
Comforter is Duffed with Astrofill' polyester.
.3C. Twin comforter
40 00 29.99
Full comforter
50.00 39.99
Queen comforter
65 00 49.99
Pillow sham
20 00 14.99

Sale 3.99

twin
3D. Reg. 4.99 twin. Like a dream from the
past Delicate flowers set on a creamy offwhite background. Polyestercottoti:Flat or
fitted:
Reg. Sale
Full sheet
7.99 6.99
.Queen sheet .. .
_1.3.99 11.99
3E. Standard cases, by the pair . 6.99 4.99
Queen cases, by the pair
799 -$.99
Bedspread is plumped with Astrofill'
polyester.
•••
3F. Twin bedspread. .
35.00 24.99
Full bedspread
45.00 34.99
Queen bedspread
60.00 44.99
Pillow sham
20.00 14.99

Sale 4.99 twin
3G. Reg.8.99 twin. Piping hot solid percale
coordinates set the,scene for an inviting
bedroom filled with vibrant color. Polyester
cotton sheets and pillowcases. Flat or fitted
Reg. Sale
Full sheet
10.99 7.§9
Queen sheet .
16.99 13.99
3H. Standard cases, by the pair . 9.99 7.99
Queen cases_by the pair _ . 10.99 8.99
Reversible comforter is fluffed with Astrofill*
polyesterr.
Reg . Sale
Twin comforter
50 00 34.99
Full comforter
60.00 39.99
.Queen Comforter
70.00 49.99
Pillow sham .
20.00 14.99
Twin bedskirt
30 00 • 21.99
Sale prices effective through
Saturday, January 19th. •

• n 3"

ir

•Shopr6i phone Also available al sale prices from our
Catalog
Department Some in additional sires end coiors Get fait
delivery. et low shipping end handling charges on alf catalog
orders from this circular AN regular priors and savings are
I...ppd on Mall Ogre prk:es.
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Bath

S.

Save on our entire
line of towels.

T1
al
th
tk

5A.Pastel cotton terry towels with a
herringbone border. At a terrific 33% to
Orig. Sale
.
43% savings!
$7 3.99
Bath towel
$5 2.99
Hand towel
$3 1.99
Wash cloth
'58.The JCPenney Towel in a rainbow of solids and stripes. Thicker and
plusher than ever in looped cotton/
Reg. Sale
polyester.
. 8.00 4.99
Solid bath towel .
5 50 3.99
Solid hand towel.
2 75 2.19
Solid wash cloth
800 5.49
Striped bath towel
Intermediate markdowns may hays been
taken.

84
81
81
81
81
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S
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81
81

by phone.
'Shop
Mao av•ilable at
sal* prices from our
Catalog Department. Some in additional sites
and colors. Get fast delivery. allow shipping end
handlirwharols on alicatistoiLorders from this_
sly
-Trigs aobIiid
1. circular. Arreguiar
on retail store prices.

81
81
Si

20% to 50% off
all accessories.
Show your perfect coordination, while
our entire collection of bath accessories
is on sale. Choose from wicker and •
ceramic items, plus lots more. All at
Reg. Sale
terrific savings.
5C. Shower curtain . . 29.00 14.50
50. Tissue cover . . . 12.00 8.99
5E. Wicker hamper . . 35.00 24.99
. 14.00 9.99
5F. Wastebasket
26 00 14.99
5G. Scale
11.00 7.99
5H.2-piece tank covet
550 3.99
Lid coven
5K. 24x36" oblong mat . 9.00 6.99
51. Toothbrush holder . 7.00 5.49
4.49
5M.Soap dish
. 6.00 3.99
5N. Tumbler . .
- As4..

-

'

t

.

•

9.00 6.99
21x24" contour mat .
Sale prices effective through Saturday,
Jeri-Gary 19th.''
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\dow dra a 25% oft
Save Qn all .
our .priscillas.
•onh

4A. you cant go wrong when you
choose a classic. Like"ruffled ,
pricriiias in a lineup of colors.
Attached valance and tiebacks In
polyestercotton.
Reg
Sale.
100x63-"-- .
$25 pr. 18.75
100x84"
$28 pr. 21.00

Save on all
ouLOTReries.
48. Richly textured Jewel-Tex
draperies in blends of cotton,
polyester, rayon and acrylic.
With energy-Saving foam backing.
Reg.
Sale
50x84",
$30 pr. 22.50
75x84"
$60 pr. 45.00
100)034"
$75 pr. 56.25
125x84"
$95 pr. 71.25

Save on all
our panels.
4C. Sheer panels to gently filter
sunlight, alone or paired with
draperies. In polyester batiste
Reg.
Sale
41x63"
5.99 ea. 4.49
41x84"
6.49 ea, 4.87
84x84"
16.00 ea. 12.00
60x63"
12.00 ea. 9.00
60x84"
14.00 ea 10.50

Save on all our
novelty curtains

_

40. Ruffled Cape Cods for a touch
of tradition. Polyester,cotton
Reg
Sale
84x3CY
9.99 pr 7.49
84x36"
11 00 pr 8.25
Valance
6.99 ea. 5.24
4E. Embroidered-cat borders trim
these tiers In polyesteilrayon.
Reg.
Sale68x30"
12.00 pr. 9.00
68x36"
13.00 pr. 9.75
"Tbigter'
.
19.0(J ea.
4F. Country-look tiers with fruit
basket trim. In polyestertotton.
68x30"
999 pr. 7.49.
10.49 pr
787
88x36"
Topper .
17.00 ea 12.75
Sale prices stiective-throuah
Saturday. January 12th.
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$2-$5 off jog suits.

"

These jog suits and separates for kids are
all winners, even if they neverifnake it to
the finish line. Bright solids and prints in
fleecy acrylic or acrylic/cotton.
Reg. Sate
8A. Big boys' sweatshirt . 12.00 8.99
88. Big boys sweat pant . . 8.00 4.99
8C. Big girls' jog suit .
18.00 12.99
88. Little girls' jog suit .
. 9.99. 7.99
8E. Little boys'jog suit
15.00 10.99

_

20% off all
kids' underwear.

•••••••••

.

Stock up on the basics while all kids'
socks and underwear are on sale. In cott
and easy-care blends.
For boys:
Reg. Sale
8F.Pkg. of 3 t-shirts
5.69 4.55
8G.Pkg. of tube socks,6 pr.
6.23 4.98
Not shown: Pkg of 3 briefs . 5.69 4.55
For girls:
11}C.15ktf. tbrTiffr7
. . 4.77 3.82
8J. Nylon bikini . . ... .... .89 .71
8K. Crew socks
'
. 1.69 1.35
81.Pkg. of terry socks,4 pr. . 5.87 4.69
Sale prices effective through
Saturday,January 5th.
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Soft res 25% off
Great Connections*
spring separates.
Sale $12
9A. Reg.$16. Can't seem to find a chic
shirt to wear-with all your new Spring
separates? Well, Great Connections*
gives you diversity With this hot new camp
shirt! Sensational stripes and solids. In
polished polyesterrayon. Juniors' sizes.

411

Sale $18

F.

98. Reg. $24. Savvy skirt by Great
Connections* Makes a grand entrance
this Spring. With show stopping stripes
and a classic ple-at-front design. Polyester
viscose. In juniors' sizes.

A

Sale $15

',A'
"

;

9C. Reg.tn. Here's the answer to
-your fashion dilemma...an oversized vest
by Great Connections!! Nothing pulls a
look together faster. Of pure cotton.
In juniors' sizes.
Sale Prices effective through
Saturday, January 5th.
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Top to botto sae699
Winter-warm shirts,
$4 to $8 off
Save on this cozy collection of chill-chasing
shirts. Each a perfect combination of
warmth plus style. Choose striking ,solids
or tartan plaids. In cotton, acrylic or wool;
nylon. For men's sizes.
Reg. Sale
A. Flannel button-down shirt . $15 9.99
B;St. John's Bay- quitted
cotton shirt .
$2.1 12.99
C. St. John's Bay'" brushed
acrylic shirt
$14 9.99
D. St. John's Bay " wool,
nylon shirt
$25 17.99
E. Plaid flannel shirt
$12 6.99
Tall sizes
$14 8.99
F. Big Mac* flannel shirt
$17 12.99
Tall sizes'
$19 14.99
..K.Perr•ey

VISA

JCPenney
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12.99
Plain Pockets'
jeans, $3 off

0

G. Reg.$16. No frills here. Just a pair
of our great-fitting Plain Pockets* jeans
that he'll enjoy this season into next.
Choose heavyweight 14 oz. cotton or
cotton/polyester Denim Extra* for young
men's sizes.

Cotton basics sale.

H. Saie 8.99 pkg of 3 Reg. $10.
Crevmeck tee Shirts of combed cotton.
White only. For men's sizes.
J. Sale 6.99 pkg. of 3 Reg. $8 Flyfront briefs, rib knit in comfortable cotton
White only. Men's sizes
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. January 12th.
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Lush towels.
Sale 2.99 bath
12A. Reg. 4.99. A plush way to
soak up every drop. Thick 'n'
thirsty 100% cotton terry towel
with a double-color woven border.
In five shades.
Hand towel, Reg. 3.49 Sale 2.49
Washcloth, Reg. 2.19 Sale 1.79

•
•

-Percale sheets.
Sale 3.99twin
128. Reg.4.99. Wake up to
cheerful surroundings. Solid
:ol percale sheets and pillow"bases add a bright new dimension
to your-bedroom. Polyester/
cotton. Flat and fitted are the
same price.
Reg. Sale
Full sheet
7 99 6.99
11.99 10.99
Queen sheet .
Standard cases,
699 5.99
by the pair
Queen cases,
7 99 6.99
by the pair
Sale prices effective through
Saturday, January 19th.
JCPerrrey

VISA

JCPenney
EVENT STARTS WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 2,1985
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Shop Sunday 12:30to5
:
30PIE

Monday thru Saturday 9:00am tO 9:00pai
cAnrone759-1400
•
• ,---t....4=Avida1190

_

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY,JANUARY% 1985

•

Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMS Wednesday,January a
1985
•
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